Bibliographical description

D.A.

→ Beneath the Shwedagon

Rangoon rhymes

→ Keith, Alan Davidson

D & [and] B country report: Myanmar (Burma)

→ Dun and Bradstreet Corporation

D.M.R.

→ Myanmar <Union> / Department of Medical Research

→ Design Printing Services

DA

→ United States / Department of Army

Da Cunha, Derek


Subject(s): Burma: Military policy: Military relations; Military relations - Thailand: Armed Forces

Thailand: Military relations - Burma

SG: RUBC(954.54792 DAC)

GB: BL(10055 df 4)


Daehnel, Patrick


Subject(s): Naga

Ethnology

F: Paris7-BU LSH

DAGA

→ Documentation for Action Groups in Asia


Subject(s): Great Britain: Army - Indian Division, 19th.

Burma: World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns

GB: BL-APAC(OW.1987.a.1574)

US: CU(Kroch D767.6 .D12)

Dagley, David


US: California Polytechnic State Univ, SLO, CA (CSiuSP) Ref.: OCLC 32513267

Dagun Tārā


GB: BL-APAC(Bur B 749)

Dahana, Abdullah Agoes <b. 1941>


Subject(s): China: Foreign relations - Burma

Burma: Foreign relations — China.

SG: ISEAS(L.O. DS740.5 U6D12)

US: CU(Kroch Thesis DS503 C81 1979 D129 + ; Rare & Mss. Archives Thesis 1979 D129)

Dahlberg, Keith


Note: Returning to Burma to teach for a month, Dr. George Daniels and his wife, Vienna, had not expected to get involved in a war. But a renegade colonel disrupts the balance of power between the dictatorship and the insurgent hill armies, flooding the Thai border with refugees. George discovers information crucial to ending the conflict - and his wife is held hostage to prevent his using it - at the

Daily press summary: Burmese and Chinese language newspapers / American Embassy. – Rangoon

Daily Herald Burma independence number. – Rangoon: Sam to` Chan`´ Sa tan`´´ c tik, Wirtschaft, Kultur


Dalai Lama < XIV >

Bstan-'dzin-rgya-mtsho

Dale, John Gilbert


Dalhousie, James Andrew Broun Ramsay <1st marquis of, 1812-1860>

The Dalhousie-Phayre correspondence, 1852-1856 / ed. with introduction and notes by D. G. E. Hall ... London, Univ., Ph.D. (literature) thesis. – The correspondence consists of 262 letters, of which 79 were written by Thomas Spears. – Herbert 193

Subject(s): Dissertations, Academic < University of California, Davis >- Sociology

Dale, John Gilbert


http://uclibs.org/PID/11984

Subject(s): Dissertations, Academic < University of California, Davis >- Sociology

AU:Univ of S Australia

US:UCD(Shields LD781 .D5j 2003 D343 mf11)

Ref.: OCLC 53950147

Dalhousie, James Andrew Broun Ramsay <1st marquis of, 1812-1860>

The Dalhousie-Phayre correspondence, 1852-1856 / ed. with introduction and notes by D. G. E. Hall ... London, Univ., Ph.D. (literature) thesis. – The correspondence consists of 262 letters, of which 79 were written by Thomas Spears. – Herbert 193

Subject(s): Dissertations, Academic < University of California, Davis >- Sociology

AU:Univ of S Australia

US:UCD(Shields LD781 .D5j 2003 D343 mf11)

Ref.: OCLC 53950147
Dalla fine della guerra in Africa alla svolta decisiva in Birmania (luglio 1944) / [a cura di] Angelo Solmi ; ed. italiana diretta da Angelo Solmi. – Milano: Rizzoli-Purnell, 1967. 527 p., illus. a colori. – (Storia della seconda guerra mondiale ; 4)

Dallymple, Alexander <1737-1808>

Dalton, Edward Tuite <1815-1880>

Dalton, James Joseph

Ditto, – ibd., 1978. VI, 327 p., illus. – (The native races of India)
Subject(s): Burma : Hunting ; Courage - Juvenile fiction ; Adventure and adventurers - Juvenile fiction ; Hunting - Juvenile fiction ; Elephants - Juvenile fiction ; Tigers - Juvenile fiction ; Buffaloes - Juvenile fiction ; Racially mixed children - Juvenile fiction ; Laotians - Juvenile fiction ; National characteristics - Juvenile fiction ; Prisoners - Juvenile fiction ; Natural history - Juvenile fiction ; Description and travel - Juvenile fiction

Ref.: OCLC 47925696

ditto. – New York : Haney, [1854?]. 80 p., illus. – (Young folks library ; 1)
US: OCI

Herbert 710
GB: BL(12808 b 20)* BL-OIOC(T 34490)
US: NeU
Ref.: OCLC 47925696

US: NYPL

ditto. – Philadelphia: Lippincott, 1883. 374 p., front., illus.
D: B-SBB(Potsdamer Str.) HD-SAI(reg 60 O 5)*

ditto. – ibd., 1884. 374 p., illus.
US: YU(MUDD, Stacks WB 54663)
Ref.: OCLC 44614999

D: R-UB(HL 4990 D152 W5)
GB: SOAS(TB 830/46.729)*
US: Hu Tx U
Ref.: OCLC 47925696

GB: BL(012633 f 51)*

Daly, Hugh <1860-1939>
The Northern Trans-Salween states and the Chinese border. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma, 1891.
MY: ŪRL

Dam Batai

Report of the Dam Batai postal authorities' tour and inspection of the Union of Myanmar postal facilities open to the general public

Recueil général des tarifs postaux de Dam Batai

F: Orleans-BRGM

Dams in Karenni State

North of Loikaw and South of Pekhon : four texts. – [Pekhon:] Pekhon Univ. Pr., 2002. 43 p., illus., maps. – (Pekhon University Press reference series: English language textbooks ; 7)

Contents:
Orchids remind me of Maria / by Mya Than Tint
Baluchang hydro-electric project / Electricity Supply Board, Government of the Union of Burma
A glimpse of Kayah State / C.T. Aung.
Report on the preliminary design and layout of the Moby irrigation project.

Subject(s): Burma : Dams - Karenni State

Kayah State : Dams

AU: ANU(Hancock pamphlet TC558.B87 D36 2002)
GB: SOAS(GB627.8 /8588750)
I: BCMP(Varie, 11 n.23)
US: CU(Olin) & NIU(SEA) & MiU(Hatcher Grad.) & UCB : TC558 .B87 D36 2002
Ref.: OCLC 53502709

Dao, Zhiling.

Gaoligong Shan zhi wu

Daoratanahong, Lakana

Subject(s): Lisu language

Classificateurs : ethnologie : littérature, linguistique, mythes / lissou ( langue/thailande/classificateurs lissous/linguistique/culture/tradition orale
F: Sorbonne

F: Sorbonne(TMC 1932)

Damrong Rājānuhbāb < King of Siam, 1862-1943>
The chronicle of our wars with the Burmese : hostilities between Siamese and Burmese when Ayutthaya was the capital
Subject(s): Burma : Military government - History ; Politics and government <1988-> ; Politics and government <1962-1988> ; Economic conditions <1988-> ; Commercial policy

N: HIA(KRIS u327.3(1-77) Ch/Wp/1993:2) NBR(DEP) UBBI(SV Z Chr/1993:2) UBIT(Dragvoll Tidsskr Chr/1993:2)
Ref.: OCLC 36784452

The dangerous drugs act and rules thereunder. – [Rangoon :] Govt. of the Union of Burma, Central Print. Office, [19]61. 51 p. – Comp. by: Commissioner of Excise, Burma
Subject(s): Burma : Narcotic laws
NIU(SEA KNL1538.A31931 A71961)

1. The dangerous drugs (prepared opium) rules, 1938. 2. The dangerous drugs (import, export and transshipment) rules, 1938, and the dangerous drugs (manufactured drugs) rules, 1938.

3. The opium rules, 1938.
Subject(s): Burma : Narcotic laws
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.108/11)* BL-OIOC(IOR/V/27/850/34)*

Contents App. A. Snakebite procedures in Myanmar / prep. by Joseph B. Slowinski.
Note: Special issue to commemorate the sesquicentennial of the Academy.
Subject(s): Burma : Poisonous snakes ; Snakes - Identification.
Ref.: OCLC 53877616

Danibegashvili, Rafail
The travels of Rafail Danibegashvili in India, Burma and other Asian countries, 1795-1827 ... / [editor-in-chief F. F. Davitaya : outline, notes and bibliography L. I. Maruashvili.
– Moscow: Progress, 1969.] 197 p. – Added title-page in Georgian, text in Russian, Hindi and English
Subject(s): Danibegashvili, Rafail
Burma : Description and travel
GB: OUL(IND 25 A 75) SA(US(Warburg NDG 370)
SB : (U1984- 1065) US: CU(Knoch DS412.D18 1969) HU(WID Asia 1417.95)
NCC(Offsite DS412 .R37 1969g ; GEOR 009610)
NYPL(Res. D 20-3656)
UCSD(SSH DS7 .D3617 1969 CIRC Annex)
WU(Memorial Lib. DS412 D33 1969)

Daniel
→Bible : O.T. : Daniel

Daniel, C. E. W.
SG: ISEAS(LOC HD4285.7 D18)

Some aspects of organization and administration of state enterprises : the Burmese experience as compared with that of the United Kingdom, Saskatchewan and Chile. – 1959.
GB: SOAS(L GB351/548299)

Daniel, Das Joseph
Boundaries and laws acts
→ The Burma boundaries act, 1880 [Act V of 1880], and The Burma laws acts, 1898 [Act XIII of 1898]
GB: BL(5318 e 24)* BL-OIOC(T 9711)

→ The Indian Opium Act, 1878

Daniel, Gam Win
→ Bible, N.T. < T a n g s a >

Daniell, David Scott
Ref.: Bookseller

Daniels, Lucy
Beyond the sunrise / Lucy Daniels. – London : Hodder Children's, 2003. 128 p., illus. – (Dolphin diaries ; 8)
ISBN 0340873841
Subject(s): McGrath, Jody (Fictitious character) : Juvenile fiction ; Burma : Dolphins - Irrawaddy - Juvenile fiction Irrawaddy : Dolphins - Juvenile fiction
IRL: TCD(PB-225-215)

Daniels, Peter T.
→ The world's writing systems

Danitz, Tiffany
Related URL: http://purl.access.gpo.gov/GPO/LPS27199
Subject(s): Burma : Internet - Political aspects ; Cyberspace - Political aspects ; Communication in international relations - Political activists
US: IU & NNC(US Govt Docs) & UCI(Internet) : Y 3.P 31:21/3
OU(Alden GovtDocs HM851 .D36 2000)

Danks, Eric
Bibliographical description

Subject(s): Burma : Missions to leprosy patients - Mandalay - Administration ;
Patients - Leprosy - Mandalay ;
Missions to leprosy patients - Mandalay - History ;
Missionary stories - Mandalay
Mandalay : Missions to leprosy
US: NNUT(Burke MRL Pamphlet 1412)

Danske Burmakomité
Hvor de ti bud ikke gælder, iagttagelser fra Burma fra
→ Ytzen, Flemming

→ Landet med de ulykelige smil : kampen for et demokratisk Burma

Danske Mission i Bagindien
På Budda’s veje
→ Knudsen, Jens Kristian

Dastra, R. S.
→ The Indian law reports : Rangoon series

Danvers, Frederick Charles <1833-1906>
Opium [F. C. Danvers], – [Rangoon, 1882?] 25 p., app. –
GB:BL-OIOC(Tr 685 folio)*
The Portuguese in India : being a history of the rise and decline of their Eastern empire / Frederick Charles Danvers. – London : Allen, 1894. 2 vols.
GB:BL(9056 cc 19)
BL-APAC(T 11064 ; T 11353)
1. – LIII, 572 p., fold. maps and plates.
2. – XV, 579 p., fold. maps and plates, index.
GB:BL(X 709/3208)*

GB:BL(010056 aaa 2)*

→ Britisch and Foreign Bible Society / Library

Darne, Auguste Philibert Chaalons
→ Chaalons d’Argé, Auguste Philibert

Darkhurst, C. A.
Here and there in Burma / by C. A. Darkhurst. 1st ed. – Calcutta [etc.]: Macmillan, 1948. 40 p., illus.
Subject(s): Burma : Guidebooks ; Description and travel ; Civilization
D: HD-SAI(320 ldk 98/1076 Kp)

Darkan, Warren Walter
Subject(s): United States : Foreign relations
Burma : Foreign relations - United States
US: CU(Kroch Film 481) WU(Memorial Libr. Theses Basement North AWM D2482)

Darling, Malcolm Lyall <1880-1969>
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.11/2)*

Darlow, Thomas Herbert
Historical catalogue of the printed editions of holy scriptures

→ British and Foreign Bible Society / Library

Darmastuti, Hardjo-Soekatmo
→ Hardjo-Soekatmo, Darmastuti

Darne, Augustine
→ Darne, Philémon Auguste

Darne, Philémon Auguste
Aux rives de l’Irrawaddy / A Darne. – [Hongkong:] Imprimerie de Nazareth, 1928. 107 p., illus.
Subject(s): Burma : Description and travel ; Social life and customs
Irrawaddy
GB:BL(010056 aaa 2)*

Subject(s): Burma : Description and travel ; Social life and customs ; Civilization ; Religion.
Irrawaddy
D: B-SBB(Up 4915/431 Potsdamer Str.)
F: BIULO(GEN.III.6590) BMH(DS 518.3 D22)
GB:BL(010055 d 16)* SOAS(GB 031/434.818)*
SG:NU(SDS530.4 Dar)
US: CU(Kroch DS485.B81 D22)
YU(DS485 B84 D37)
Ref.: OCLC 13282372
Burma Bibliographical Project

Darrow, Arthur C.
Amos in Talaing
→ Bible, O.T.: Amos < Talaing >

The book of Daniel in Talaing
→ Bible, O.T.: Daniel < Talaing >

The book of Genesis
→ Bible, O.T.: Genesis < Talaing >

Habakkuk in Talaing
→ Bible, O.T.: Habakkuk < Talaing >

Haggai in Talaing
→ Bible, O.T.: Haggai < Talaing >

Hosea in Talaing
→ Bible, O.T.: Hosea < Talaing >

Joel in Talaing
→ Bible, O.T.: Joel < Talaing >

Jona in Talaing
→ Bible, O.T.: Jona < Talaing >

Malachi in Talaing
→ Bible, O.T.: Malachi < Talaing >

Micah in Talaing
→ Bible, O.T.: Micah < Talaing >

Nahum in Talaing
→ Bible, O.T.: Nahum < Talaing >

Nehemia in Mon
→ Bible, O.T.: Nehemia < Mon >

Obadiah in Talaing
→ Bible, O.T.: Obadiah < Talaing >

[The Old Testament]
→ Bible, O.T.: < Talaing >

Samuel in Talaing
→ Bible, O.T.: Samuel < Talaing >

→ The Talaing hymnal

Zechariah in Talaing
→ Bible, O.T.: Zechariah < Talaing >

Zephaniah in Talaing
→ Bible, O.T.: Zephaniah < Talaing >

Dartmouth College < Hanover, N.H. > / Department of Geography
Economic geography of a North Burma Kachin village
→ Huke, Robert Edward
→ Geography publications at Dartmouth

Darukhandhopama Sutta
→ Parable of the log

Das, Amarnath
India and Jambu Island: showing changes in boundaries and river-courses of India and Burmah from Pauranic, Greek, Buddhist, Chinese, and Western travellers’ accounts / by Amarnath Das. 1st ed. – Calcutta: The Book Company, 1931. VI, 343 p., plates, maps, diagr., gloss., index, bibliogr. p. 309-313.

p. [307]-308: Glossary of local terms, used in place-names &c., in India and Burmah

Subject(s): Burma: Physical geography

GB: BL(10057 g 26)*
BL-OIOC(T 12682)
OUL(IND 26 C 52a)
SG: ISEAS(SCR DS530.6 D22)
US: CU(Annex GB301 .D22) HU(Widener Ind 2003.42)
LC(GB291.D3) RPB NYPL(Res. KCV)
UC(NRLF) UCLA WU(Memorial Lib. GB301 D3)
YU(MUDD Er301 D37)


US: IU(551 D2611985) NYPL UC UCLA


D: HD-SAI(200 geo 90/8159)*
US: UC(SRLF)

Das, Asha b. 1927>
The chronicle of Burma
→ Chakesadhatu < tasa

The glimpses of Pali literature
→ Nandapaññā
[Gandhavamsa < English & Pali >]

Das, Josodhir
Analysis of strong motion accelerograms of N.E. India earthquake of 6 Aug., 1988
→ Chandrasekaran, A. R.

Das, Nava Kishor < b. 1949>
→ Nagaland

Das Gupta, Kamlesh < b. 1923>

Note: Grammar of a language spoken by the Singphos of Arunachal Pradesh, belonging to the Kachin group of the Tibeto-Burman family.

Subject(s): Kachin language : Conversation and phrase books

GB: BL-OIOC(T 40007)
UC(SRLF AA000066978)
UCB(Main PL4001.K32 D371)

Das Gupta, Sachindra Nath
Mycology and plant pathology / by S. N. Das Gupta. – Bangalore City: Bangalore Pr., 1958. IV, 118 p., bibliogr. p. 50-118. – (History of botanical researches in India, Burma and Ceylon / Indian Botanical Society] ; 1)

Subject(s): Burma : Botany – History ; Botany – Bibliography ; Bibliography - Botany ; Botany - Research - History

D: HD-SAI(200 nat 76/5250,1 Kp*; agr 52 E 8)*
SG: NUS-SC QK15 Mah v.1)
Bibliographical description

US: CU(Annex QK21.14 I38)
HU(Botany Arnold (Cambr.): Hist H62.1)
Yale(Bod Cam UB 20652 e.20)
OCLC 20652 e.20

Das Gupta, Sivaprasad
Ref.: OCLC 27195025

Dasgupta, Surendranath
History of botanical researches in India, Burma and Ceylon : pts I-II ; Banglore City: Indian Botanical Society, 1958. 2 v.
Ref.: OCLC 27195025

Dassé, Martial
p. 11-53: La désintégration de l’Union Birmane
D: HD-SAI(300 pol 84/441)*
Le problème des minorités ethniques en Asie du Sud-est continentale. – 1974. IX, 360 p. – Montpellier, Univ., docto-
at l’état ès sciences politiques. – Shulman 612

Dastur, Jehangir Fardunji
D: HD-SAI(322 agr 88/1103 Kp)*
GB:BL(1.S.Bu.118)*
US:LC(SB608.I6D3)

Data paper of an institution
→under the issuing institution

Datta, M.
Spaniocelophys burmanus spec. nov. and acelphys bur-
manus spec. nov. : two new Celyphidae from Burma (Dip-
tera) / M. Datta. – Flumserberg-Grossberg: Opuscula Zo-
ologica Fluminensis, 1987. 4 p., 2 figs., bibliogr. p. 4. – (O-
puscula zoologica Fluminensis, ISSN 1010-5220 ; 12)
CH:SLB(P 33816/12)

Datta, Nagendra-Chandra
GB:BL(05319 e 47)

D‘Attalides, P.
Ref.: Embree; Cordier

Dauphin-Meunier, Achille
Le neutralisme birman / Achille Dauphin-Meunier. – Paris: Nouvelles Éditions Latines, 1961. 12 p. – (Les études améri-
caines ; cahier 81.1961)
F: BNF(4° Pb.7730(81)) Lille3-BU

Dautrémer, Joseph
La Birmanie sous le régime britannique / Joseph Dautrémer. – Paris: Guilmoto, [1912]. 300 p., illus., carte. – At head of title: Une colonie modèle
Subject(s): Burma ; Politics and government <1824-1948> ; History ; Economic conditions ; Description and travel
Great Britain : Colonies - Burma
D: B-SBB(Up 4915/120 Potsdamer Str.)
HD-SAI(322 his 95/1979)
F: BNF(4° Pb.7730(81))
GB:BL(010057 k 42)
OLU(BOD L Floor 24624 d.10)
I: KYH
J: TNR

BURMA under British rule / by Joseph Davtremier ; transi., and
with an introd. by Sir George Scott. With 24 illus. – London [etc.]: Unwin, 1913. 391 p., index, col. fold. map.
Herbert 187
Subject(s): Burma ; Politics and government <1824-1948> ; Great Britain : Colonies - Burma
Burma - History ; Economic conditions
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 F 5)*
GB:BL(010057 k 42) BL-OIOC(CT 38929)
OLU(BOD Camera UB 20652 e.20)
SOAS(GB 945/232.526)*

J: TYB(XII-25-A-6)
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AU: NLA (Luce 254)
US: ICJ NcD NNC (Butler 959 D269) NYPL (Res. BGD) OCI RPB NIU (SEA DS530 D3871913
AU: NLA (Luce 254)
D: KI-ZBW (17352)
GB: BL-DS5 (W82/7900) SOAS (GB 945/10.804*; 232526)
J: KYU TGD TOT TYB (XII-25-A-7)

Davenport, Francis

The Davenport papers

→ Collis, Maurice: Siamese White

Davenport, John Thomas


Subject(s): Burma: Technology assessment; Technical assistance

Technical assistance - Philosophy; Philosophy, Buddhist
D: HD-SAID (325 tech 88/1335)

Davy, Mary <b, 1952>


Subject(s): Davey, John Edwin <1916-1943>

Burma-Siam Railway: History

Burma: World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns; Prisoners of war - Biography, British; World War <1939-1945> - Prisoners and prisons, Japanese

D: HH-BW (MIL 461 SNM: YA0002)
GB: BL (TK, 1996.b.10294) CUL (9004.c.2495)
OUIL (BOD L Floor M97.E07369)
SOAS (G595.052/723751; E Coll 3 S /6)

IRL: TCD (PL-255-4)


Ref.: OCLC 34462788

David, ... – [Rangoon:] Bible Society of Myanmar. – Added title and text in Kachin

1. – 1990. 32 p., chiefly illus.
2. – 1990. 32 p., chiefly illus.

Subject(s): David <King of Israel>

Kachin language: Texts

Bible: Comic books, strips, etc.

Burma: Comic books, strips, etc.


Ref.: OCLC 28048100

David, Altaf Alford <b, 1917>

Miles of loneliness / by A. A. David. – Delhi: Sunrise Publ., 1976. 159 p. – A gripping story of the hazardous track through Japanese occupied Burma to India of an air pilot shot down, during World War II

Subject(s): World War <1939-1945> - Fiction, English

D: HD-SAID (322 mil 88/1062)*
GB: BL (X.809/2838)

Davids, Caroline Augusta Foley Rhys

→ Rhys Davids, Caroline Augusta Foley

Daviddar, Kalyani


Subject(s): Judson, Adoniram <1788-1850>

Burma: Missionaries - Biography

D: B-SBB (L A 467237 Potsdamener Str.)
US: YU (LSF-Request A396.55)

Ref.: OCLC 50338234

Davidge, John

Davidson, Andrew (1836-1918)
1. Europe, northern and western Asia, India, Ceylon, Burma.
Subject(s): Burmese language : Textbooks for foreign speakers - English ; Conversation and phrase books

Davidson, Frederick Augustus Lascelles
Anglicised colloquial Burmese : or, how to speak the language in three months / by F. A. L. Davidson. – London : W. H. Allen, 1889. VIII, 103 p., 5 l.
Note: Chiefly Buddhist shrines and monasteries.
ISBN 0963171941

Davidson-Shaddox, Brenda
ISBN 9693171941

Davies, D. G. W.
Litiigation : a small handbook for the use of litigants : also a short guide to the courts of law, civil and criminal. – Rangoon, [n.d.], 87 p.
Ref.: Rhin Thet Htar 426

Davies, Dorothy
Ref.: LC(PZ4.D255 D1 1953)

Davies, Henry Rodolph 1865
GB:SOAS(L.GB910/46.732)*

Diamond, Dorothy
ISBN 9693171941

The Kachin gazetteer

Davies, H. B.

Subject(s): China - Boundaries - Burma
US: NNCC(East Asian DS740.5.B8 D3 1894f)
US: UC

Yün-nan: the link between India and the Yangtze / by H. R. Davies. – Cambridge: Univ. Pr., 1909. XII, 431 p., 73 plates, fold. map, index.
GB: BL(010058 ff 9)* SOAS(CCY 62.574 ; 407.673)
US: CU(Kroch DS793 Y9D25)
LC(DS793.Y3D3) YU

ditto. – Taipei: Ch'eng Wen, 1970. 431 p., illus., map.
GB: SOAS(CCY 299.147)

Davies, John R.
SG:NUS(GN635 Tha.D)
US: CU(Kroch DS588.A15D25) LC

US: CU(Kroch PL4051.D26 1990)

Davies, Peter Neville
AU:ANU(LAN(383.49591 D261<00351198>)
D: PA-UB(00/RK 51977 D261)
GB: BL(010057 g 12)*
US: UC(Wason DS793 Y9D25)

Davies, Bertha Ettie
Adaptability of the Old Testament to the religious education of the Burmese. – 1915. 1 v. – Univ. of Chicago, Divinity School, M.A. thesis
Subject(s): Burma: Religious education
US: UoC(Regenstein LC6999)

Davies, Gerald
Burma, postal history / Gerald Davies and Denys Martin. – London: Lowe, 1971. XII, 204 p., illus., facsim., maps, index, bibliogr. p. X.
US: LC(DS485.L8D8)

ISBN 0-85397-030-0


Burmese and Chinese empires. – 1827.
GB: CUL(CRB.82.6 item 4)

Davis, A. P.
Working plan for the Katha Forest Division, Northern Circle, Burma for the period 1926-27 to 1935-36

Davis, J. F.
Geographical notice of the frontiers of the Burmese and Chinese empires. – 1827.
GB: CUL(CRB.82.6 item 4)

Davies, Philip John
Herbert 782

Subject(s): Burma: Postal service - History ; Postage stamps - History
US: UO(Hitjder Harv.Depos.)

Working plan for the plains reserves (Meiktila Working Circle) in the Meiktila Forest Division, Southern Circle, Upper Burma
→Working plan < Meiktila>

Davis, Arthur William <1861-1913>
Gazetteer of the North Lushai Hills / comp. under the orders of the Chief Commissioner of Assam by A. W. Davis. – Shillong: Assam Secretariat Print. Office, 1894. 55 p., fold. maps.
GB: BL(010057 g 12)*
US: LC(DS485.L8D8)

Davis, Bertha Ettie
Adaptability of the Old Testament to the religious education of the Burmese. – 1915. 1 v. – Univ. of Chicago, Divinity School, M.A. thesis
Subject(s): Burma: Religious education
US: UoC(Regenstein LC6999)

Davis, Gerald
Burma, postal history / Gerald Davis and Denys Martin. – London: Lowe, 1971. XII, 204 p., illus., facsim., maps, index, bibliogr. p. X.
US: LC(DS485.L8D8)


Burmese and Chinese empires. – 1827.
GB: CUL(CRB.82.6 item 4)

Davis, Philip John
Herbert 782

Subject(s): Burma: Postal service - History ; Postage stamps - History
US: UO(Hitjder Harv.Depos.)

Working plan for the plains reserves (Meiktila Working Circle) in the Meiktila Forest Division, Southern Circle, Upper Burma
→Working plan < Meiktila>
Davis, John Henry <1901-1978?>
The forests of Burma / John H. Davis. – Gainesville, Fla.: Univ. of Florida, Dept. of Botany, 1960. 23 p., illus., map. – With a list of Burmese names of trees.
Subject(s): Burma : Forests and forestry
GB: SOAS(L.GB 634.9/370.767)*
Subject(s): Denis, Armand ; Denis, Leila (Roosevelt)
D: B-SBB(371 091 Potsdamer Str. NfLS)
US: HD-SA(f 40 B 309) Ref.: OCLC 20480351
Davis, Molly
Contents: Tibet - Burma - Japan - Korea - Thailand - Malaya.
Subject(s): Burma : Costume - Pictorial works ; Coloring books
US: OPIE Children's Lit, MI Ref.: OCLC 41321911
Herbert 371
Subject(s): Davis, Patrick <b. 1925>
Great Britain : Army - Gurkha Rifles, 4/8th
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns ; World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, British
AU: NLA(940.5425 D262 <00746501>)
D: B-SBB(368 521 Potsdamer Str.)
GB: BL(X 809/8107)*
CUL(539.1.c.610.91)
OUL(BOD Camera UB 222833 e.275 501373986)
SOAS(E Coll 3 M 24)
IRL:TCD(v9-1 947 : V0-2 119)
SG: ISEAS(D767.6 D26)
US: CU(Kroch D767.6 .D28) & NIU(SEA) & WU(Memorial Lib.) & YU(LSF-Request) : D767.6.D3
1970 Hu(Widener HB 393.218.90) NYPL(Res. D 20-1399) UCSD
Ref.: OCLC 103060
SBN 09-004940-3
GB: BL(X 708/7810)
ditto. – London : Buchan and Enright, 1985. 264 p., maps. – (Echoes of war)
ISBN 0-907675-54-9
GB: BL(X 809/66813) CUL(Uc.7.9133) BL-OIOC(T 48152) OUL(BOD Camera UB 222833 e.399 501346147)
US: NJP NYPL(Res. JFD 88-7652)
A Connecticut Yankee in the 8th Gurkha Rifles
Gilmore, Scott
Davis, William Hassoldt <b. 1907>
Subject(s): Denis, Armand ; Denis, Leila (Roosevelt)
Denis-Roosevelt Asiatic Expedition <1939-1940> Burma : Description and travel
D: B-SBB(371 091 Potsdamer Str. NfLS)
US: HD-SA(f 40 B 309) Ref.: OCLC 20480351
F: BNF(8° OZ 1780)
GB: BL-OIOC(T 42549)
SG: ISEAS(SRS508 D26)
US: CU(Kroch DS9 .D26) Hu(Widener Ind 7907.24) LC & MuU(TC Wilson Ames) & NIU(SEA) & OA(U(Alden SE Asia) & UCD(Shields) & UC(Main Lib) & UCSD(SSH) & UCSB(Main Lib) & WU(Memorial Lib.) : DS9.D3 MuU(TC Wilson Library 915 D293 ; Mfilm 158)
NNC(Butler 950 D293) NYPL(Res. BGT)
UC(SRLF A0006593446) UCB(Main DS485.N4 D315)
UCLA(YRL DS9 D293) YU(MUDD Ee 939D)
Ref.: OCLC 20480351
Nepal : land of mystery ; adventures in Burma, China, India and the Kingdom of Nepal / by Hassoldt Davis. – London : Hale, 1942. 345 p., front., ports., plates. – First publ. in Great Britain, 1942
Note: Author of the author's experiences on the Denis-Roosevelt Asiatic expedition.
Subject(s): Davis, William Hassoldt <b. 1907>
Denis-Roosevelt Asiatic Expedition <1939-1940> Burma : Description and travel
F: BIUL(GEN.III.5562)
GB: BL(10055 s 11)* BL-OIOC(T 2380)
CUL(631:55.5.c.90.1) OUL(IND Nepal 4 d 13)
US: CU(Kroch DS485.N4 D2) LC(DS485.N4D3)
MiU MuU(TC Wilson Ames Mfilm 53) NYPL(Res. BGR) OrU UC(SRLF A0006596845 ; A001204758)
Ref.: OCLC 44858681 ; 9390789
Burma Bibliographical Project


Dawson, Fielding <b. 1930>
Dawson, Geoffrey William
The Bhama District
→ Burma gazetteer

Dawson, L. S.
→ The Bay of Bengal pilot. – 1887

Dawson, Lawrence
Proposals for the extension of agricultural banking in the Delta of Burma. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., 1938.
Ref.: Fisher

Dawson, S.
GB: BL-DSS(X19/5773)

Day, A. E.
→ Late Tertiary igneous rocks of the Lower Chindwin region, Burma

Day, Francis <1829-1889>
Fishes / by Francis Day. – London [etc.]: Taylor and Francis [etc.], – The Fauna of British India including Ceylon and Burma
2nd ed.
→ Misra, K. S.: Pisces
1. – 1889. XVIII, 548 p., figs., index.
2. – 1889. XIV, 599 p., figs., index.
Subject(s): Burma : Fishes ; Marine fishes
D: B-SBB(Lv 12910 Potsdamer Str. NILS)
F: BNF(8° S.7125)
GB: BL((B)FQ 555/50183006* ; 2250.c.9)
BL-DSS(L60/569)
BL-OIOC(V 7560)
SG: NUS-SC(Closed Stacks QL634 *Ind.D)
US: LC(QL634.I5D22 ; Microfilm 84/7777 (Q))
UCB(BioSci QL634.I5 D3 1967)
UCB(BioSci QL634.I5 D39 1967+)

GB: BL-OIOC(V 7560)

1. Text. – XX, 778 p. – List of author's works on fishes p. VII-VIII.
UC(BioSci QL634.I5 D3 1967)
UC(BioSci QL634.I5 D39 1967+)

2 vol., illus. – ISBN 81-8609500-4
1. Text.
2. Atlas containing 198 plates
F: MNHN

Ditto. Repr. of 1889 ed. – New Delhi : Today and Tomorrow’s Publ., 1989. 2 v. – The fauna of British India, including Ceylon and Burma
ISBN 8170193311 (India) ; 1555281605 (USA)
US: CAS NIU(SEA QL634.I5 D3921989)
The fishes of India : being a natural history of the fishes known to inhabit the seas and fresh waters of India, Burma and Ceylon / by Francis Day. – London : Quaritch
1. Text. – 1878. XX, 816 p.
Supplement to the fishes of India. – London [etc.]: Williams and Norgate, 1888. p. 779 to 816.
Subject(s): Burma : Fishes ; Marine fishes
AU: AN(UHancock QL634.I4D3)
D: GO-SUB(4° Zool VIII,7560)
F: MNHN

GB: BL(7290 i 21 ; 7290 i 21a)*
BL-OIOC(W 5269 ; W 5270 ; IOR/V/27/550/5-6)
US: C CU(Mann QL634.I4 D27 1878 ; Microfiche 2660)
DSI HU(Houghton: F 5876.5 F* ; Museum Comp Zoology: Spec. Coll.) LC: 2 (QL634.I5D17)
UCB UCLA(Biomed *QL 634 I5 D331fi 1958)
YU(MUDD Sw12 0350 1-2)

1. Text. – XX, 778 p. – List of author's works on fishes p. VII-VIII.
UC(BioSci QL634.I5 D3 1967)
UC(BioSci QL634.I5 D39 1967+)

– Extract from : Proceedings of the Zoological Society of London (1871)
Subject(s): Burma : Catfishes
GB: BL-OIOC(V 1074(f))

US: HU(Widener Harv.Depos. Ang 47.47)

Subject(s): Burma : Fishes ; Fisheries ; Fish-culture ; Respiratory organs - Fishes
GB: BL(1.S.372/10 ; 7290 i 21a)*
BL(OIOC(W 5269 ; W 5270 ; IOR/V/27/550/5-6)
OUL(RSL Stack 18953 d. 52 N1 0865540)
SOAS(S.IV.1.1743/46.503)*
Wellcome
UC(BioSci QL634.I5 D3 1967)
UC(BioSci QL634.I5 D39 1967+)

US: UCSD(Scrivps QL634.I5 D17 1963)

Ditto. Repr. of 1889 ed. – New Delhi : Today and Tomorrow’s Publ., 1989. 2 v. – The fauna of British India, including Ceylon and Burma
ISBN 8170193311 (India) ; 1555281605 (USA)
US: CAS NIU(SEA QL634.I5 D3921989)
The fishes of India : being a natural history of the fishes known to inhabit the seas and fresh waters of India, Burma and Ceylon / by Francis Day. – London : Quaritch
1. Text. – 1878. XX, 816 p.
Supplement to the fishes of India. – London [etc.]: Williams and Norgate, 1888. p. 779 to 816.
Subject(s): Burma : Fishes ; Marine fishes
AU: AN(UHancock QL634.I4D3)
D: GO-SUB(4° Zool VIII,7560)
F: MNHN

US: LC(PZ4.D27235 Man) UC(SRLF A0012075479)
UC(SHS PS3554.A948 M3 Stacks ; SpecColl PS3554.A948 M36 1971 ANP)
Ref.: OCLC 267772

US: C DI DSU HU(Widener: KPF 2427) UC(NRLF)
US: B(North 8° S.7125)
US: CU(Mann QL634.15 D27 1878 ; Microfiche 2660)
DSI HU(Houghton: F 5876.5 F* ; Museum Comp Zoology: Spec. Coll.) LC: 2 (QL634.I5D17)
UCB UCLA(Biomed *QL 634 I5 D331fi 1958)
YU(MUDD Sw12 0350 1-2)

US: HU(Widener Harv.Depos. Ang 47.47)

Subject(s): Burma : Fishes ; Fisheries ; Fish-culture ; Respiratory organs - Fishes
GB: BL(1.S.372/10 ; 7290 i 31)*
BL-DSS(X19/5773)
BL-OIOC(V 7835 ; IOR/V/27/550/5-6)
OUL(RSL Stack 18953 d. 52 N1 0865540)
SOAS(S.IV.1.1743/46.503)*
Wellcome
US: DI DSU HU(Widener: KPF 2427) UC(NRLF)
YU(MUDD Sw12 0350 1-2)
Burma Bibliographical Project

Subject(s): Burma, Lower : Fisheries
GB: SOAS(LGB 639/5.057)*
US: L.C(HS307.B8B3D)

Report on the sea fish and fisheries of India and Burma / by Francis Day. – Calcutta : Govt. Print., 1873. 86, CCCXXII p., app.
GB: BL-DSS(X20/5120)
BL-OIOC(V 1802 ; IOR/V/27/550/4)
SOAS(S.IV.1.1742/46.491)*
NL: KITLV(M 370.829)

The sea-fishes of India and Burma / by Francis Day. – Calcutta : Govt. Print., 1873. p. CLIII to CCCXXXII. – Repr. from Report on the sea-fish and fisheries, 1873
Subject(s): Burma : Fishes
GB: BL(LS.372/10 ; 7290 f 31)

Day, Terence Patrick <b. 1930>
Herbert 471

Subject(s): Burma : Theravāda Buddhism ; Sociology, Buddhism
F: BIULO(COL.10848(7))

US: CRL(General Collec D-22912)
LC(MLCM 2000/00349 (B)) WU(CTR D-22912)

Dayal, Arvind
ISBN 81-7049212-2
Subject(s): Political development ; Political power; Expansion policy ; Assesion ; Warfare ; Geopolitics;
NL: KITLV(M 2005 A 3886)

D'Cruz < Father >
GB: BL(14300 a 29)* BL-OIOC(Bur B 561)

D'Cruz, G.
Ref.: Cordier

De Bourges, Charles Doris
→ Doris de Bourges, Charles

De Chair, Somerset Struben <b. 1911>
→ "Blue print" for Burma

De Facieu, Charles
Office manual for Burma / by Ch. de Facieu. – [Rangoon :]
D'Vaux Fr., 1895. 166, VII p., illus., tables, index.
GB: BL-OIOC(T 4120)*

De Kruif, Paul Henry <1890-1971>
Subject(s): Bacteriologists ; Bacteriology - History ; Microorganisms
GB: BL(14300 hh 15)*
BL-OIOC(Bur D 1506)
ditto. – Ran' kun'. – [(Enlightenment series ; […] – Added title and text in Burmese
1. – 1952. – […; 34])
2. – 1954. – […; 43])

De Lacourerie, Albert Etienne Jean-Baptiste Terrien
→ Terrien de Lacourerie, Albert Etienne Jean-Baptiste

De Masfrand, Olivier
Etude radiologique de la dysmorphie mandibulo-cervico-thoracique induite par la spirale birmane / Olivier de Masfrand ; sous la direction de André Nenna. – 1989. – Paris 5, Paris Ouest, thèse medicine 1989
Subject(s): Burma : Medecine : medecine (generalites, divers)
cervicale, region ; dysmorphose ; mandibulo-cervico-thoracique femme-girafe
F: BIUM Boulogne-BU H.A.Paré Paris5
Garches-BSU H.R.Poincaré Paris5

De Rhé-Philippe, George William
A narrative of the first Burmese war, 1824-26 : with the various official reports and despatches describing the operations of the naval and military forces employed, and other documents bearing upon the origin, progress, and conclusion of the contest / by G. W. deRhé-Phelippe. – Calcutta : Govt. Print., 1905. 41, 405 p., 2 app.
Includes biographical notices of the officers mentioned in the documents.
Herbert 241
Subject(s): Burma : Burmese War, 1824-1826
British in Burma
Buruma : History <1824-1948>
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 D 110)*
GB: BL(09057 dd 7)
BL-DSS(X7/8157)
BL-OIOC(V 10211)
MY: RUL
US: HU(Widener ind 788.18)
LC(MLCM 95/13700 (D)) WaU
YU(LSF-Request for DS485 B88 D46)

De Rosario, Lionel
De Silva, Kingsley M.
→ Ethnici conflict in Buddhist societies

De Silva, Thomas P.
Burmese astronomy. – [Rangoon,] 1914. 3 pt. – Repr. from The journal of the Burma Research Society
GB: BL(08560 i 2) BL-OIOC(V 3015)

De Souza, E. M.
Household remedies, with hints on treatment. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr., 1900. 108 p. – Text in English and Burmese
Ref.: Cordier

→ A short account of the golden jubilee of Bishop Bigandet


De Terra, Helmut
→ Research on early man in Burma

De Verteuil, Charles
US: CU(Wason PR6007 E23 H8)

De Vosjoli, Philippe
The general care and maintenance of Burmese pythons : including notes on other large pythons / by Philippe de Vosjoli. Lakeside, CA: Advanced Vivarium Systems, c1991. 44 p., illus., bibliogr. p. 44. – (The herpetocultural library ; series 200)
Subject(s): Burma : Snakes as pets
US: CAS LC(SF459.S5D43 1991) OU

De Vries, Clare
ISBN 88-710-8187-0
Subject(s): De Vries, Clare : Journeys - Burma Burmese cat
Burma : Description and travel
I: MI-BN Brindense MI-Sistema bibliotecario urbano PA-Bibl. centrale della Regione siciliana RM-BNC Vittorio Emanuele II

ISBN 90-6974-451-1
Subject(s): De Vries, Clare : Journeys - Burma Burmese cat
Burma : Description and travel
NL: KB(2228745 Depotexp.)

ISBN 0747558094 ; 0747563845 (pbk.)
Subject(s): De Vries, Clare : Journeys - Burma Burmese cat
Burma : Description and travel
GB: BL(YK.2003.a.14164)
OUL(BOD Nuneham X02.G02891)
IRL:TCD(HB-63-762 ; PB-219-922)
Ref.: OCLC 49394216 ; 48680410
ISBN 1582342075 (pbk.)
ISBN 0747563845
Ref.: OCLC 51993293

De Vries, Pieter G.
→ Vries, Pieter G. de

Deacon, Richard, 1911-
Subject(s): Mountbatten of Burma, Louis Mountbatten, Earl <1900-1979>
Espionage : Great Britain History - 20th century.
US: YU(MUDD Zeta Coll. UB271 G7 D43X 1990 (LC))

Subject(s): Burma : Politics and government - 1919-1947
GB:BL(8024 a 37) OUL
Ref.: OCLC 51993293

De Vries, Clare : Journeys - Burma

Subject(s): Burma : Refugees ; AIDS (Disease) ; Politics and government <1988->
US: CU(Kroch +DS530.4 .D27 1992)

Dean, Gordon E. <1905-1958>
Report on the atom / by Gordon Dean ... – Ran` kun`: S`
ītā E`
US: CU(Kroch TK9145.D28 1954)
Dean, Karin
Subject(s): Kachin : Burma - Ethnic identity ; China - Yunnan Sheng - Ethnic identity
Kachin State
China : Boundaries - Burma
Burma : Boundaries - China ; Minorities
SG: ISEAS(L.GA 949/422.696)*
GB: SOAS(L.GB 345/212.058)*

US: CU(Kroch Asia Rare PR3991.A1 D28)

The death railway : SOE operations over Europe. – London : Battle of Britain Prints, 1979. 53 p., illus., maps. – (After the battle ; 26)
p. 1-12: The Death Raylaway
p.13-20: Guide to the Death Railway / by Kevin Patience
Subject(s): Burma Railways. Thailand Railways
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
GB: SOAS(L.GA 949/422.696)*

Death Railway and the bridge over the River Kwai : a grim episode of world War II, Kanchanaburi, Thailand. – [Bangkok : Siam Conception, 1982.] [64] p., illus., map. – Added title and text in Thai also
US: Kroch D805.T5T42 1982)

Death squads and displacement : systematic executions, village destruction and the flight of villagers in Nyaunglebin District. – [Chiangmai:] Karen Human Rights Group, 1999. 93 p., illus., maps.
Subject(s): Thailand : Death squads - Nyaunglebin ; Forced migration - Nyaunglebin ; Human rights - Nyaunglebin
Ref.: OCLC 50157273

Debenham, Mary H.
GB:BL(011781 f 33)
Ref.: OCLC 36723817

Deccan College Postgraduate and Research Institute
< Poona >
Tankhur Naga vocabulary
→Shankara Bhat, D. N.

A decennial digest of Burma rulings : 1923-32 / by C. K. Tambe. – Rangoon : Rangoon Daily News Pr., 1933. XLIX, 890 columns, index. – Contains all rulings of the Burma High Court as reported in the Indian law reports, Rangoon series, during the years 1923-32 and of the rulings of the Privy Council on appeal from Burma. – Pref.
Subject(s): Burma : Law reports, digests, etc.
HU(Law School; Harv.Depos. Unclass.)
LC(Law Great Britain India 6 Tamb))

Subject(s): Burma : Names, Geographical ; Gazetteers
SG: ISEAS(G105 U58 no.5106)
US: LC(G105.U54 no.5106) YU(E12 Un4d)

Deck Passengers Committee
→Committee Appointed to Enquire into the Allegations of Inconvenience and Hardship Suffered by Deck Passengers Travelling between Burma and India

Declaration of a national emergency with respect to Burma
→Clinton, Bill

Decornoy, Jacques
D: HD-SAI(300 pol 67/270)*
F: BNF(8° G.17912(33))
GB:BL(X 700/2396)

Deed of foundation and deed of church order
→Methodist Church < Upper Burma >

Deeper experiences of famous Christian. – [s.l. :] Kayin Baptist Convention, 1990. 72 p. – In Burmese
NL: KITLV(M 998 A 5082)

 Defence Department estimates ...
→Burma / Defence Department

Defence Forces medical journal
→Union of Burma Defence Forces medical journal

The defence of Burma act, 1940 (Burma act no.1 of 1940) : an act and rules thereunder to provide for special measures to ensure the public safety and interest and the defence of British Burma and for the trial of certain offences. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty, Burma (for Def. Secy.), 1940. 87 p.
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Law and legislation
D: HD-MPI(p OA/Bur: VIII Bb: 6)
GB:BL-OIOC(1OR/V/8/227) SOAS(L.GB 345/212.058)*
US: LC(Law <Burma 4 Defence 1940>)

ditto. Microrich ed. – Zug: Inter Documentation Center
D: HD-SAI(M 58,1,52-53 ; M 1126,52-53)*
US: CU(Wason Microfiche 14)

ditto. : as modified up to the 10th October 1940. – ibd., (for Def. Secy.), 1940. 91 p.
GB:SOAS(L.GB 345/212.058)*


ditto. : as modified up to the 9th June 1941. – ibd., (for Def. Secy.), 1941. 99 p.
GB:SOAS(L.GB 345/212.058)*
US: LC(Law <Burma 4 Defence 1941>)

ditto. : as modified up to the 1st July, 1945 / publ. under the authority of the Governor of Burma. – Bombay: Times of India Pr., 1945. 115 p.
Delachet-Guillon, Claude

Birmania : un paese da amare / Bernardino del Boca ; con un
Note: Dekho! is the the journal of the Burma Star Association
for veterans of the Burma Campaign and it often reviews books on the war in Burma and is full of news and
reminiscences. - Herbert 828
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns -
Periodicals
SOAS/E Coll 3 Q /2
US: HU(Widener)

Delachet, Claude

→Delachet-Guillon, Claude

Delachet-Guillon, Claude

Birmania

→Guillon, Emmanuel

Birmania, côté femmes / Claude Delachet-Guillon. –
292.

Del Mar, Walter <1862-1944>

The romantic East : Burma, Assam, and Kashmir / by Walter
Del Mar. Containing 64 full-page illustrations from photo-
front., ports., index.
Contents: Golden Burma - First view - Rangoon - To Bhamo
- Bhamo & Irawadi - Mandalay - Gokteik - Moulmein -
- Bhamo & Irawadi - Mandalay - Gokteik - Moulmein -

Daw Sein : les dix mille vies d’une femme birmane / Claude
illus. en coul. – -- ISBN 2-02-004904-x – -- Herbert 286
Subject(s): Sein, <Daw>

Burma : Biographie ; Women - Biography ; Midwives -
Biography.
D: B-SBB(507 551 Potsdamer Str.) – HD-SAI
F: BNF(16* O2 h.1310) – BIULO(GEN.III.76503)
BMH(DS 520.5 A9) – BSG(8-G SUP-6180)
GB: BL(X 519/4065) – 14302 bbb 60*
SOAS(GB305.42092/636.862)*
I: BCMP(AS /07/01/0101)
US: CU(Kroch CT1538. S44 D44)

Delaforce, Patrick <b. 1923>

Churchill's Desert Rats 2 : 7th Armoured Division in North
Africa, Burma, Sicily and Italy / Patrick Delaforce. – Stroud:
Sutton. 2002. VIII, 216 p., illus., maps, ports., index, bibli-
ogr. p. [211].
ISBN 0-7509-2929-4
Subject(s): Great Britain : Army - Armoured Division, 7th
Great Britain : World War <1939-1945> - Military opera-
tions - Burma

La cuisine asiatique : Chine, Inde, Indonésie, Malaisie, Bir-
manie, Philippines, Corée, Thaïlande, Laos, Cambodge,
Vietnam, Japon / Claude Delachet-Guillon ; photos: V. Mor-
rir et J. L. Syren ; dessins: Nathalie Schott ; coordination des
textes: Eric Zipper. – Lucifer: Dormonval, 1994. 251 p., il-
lus., index – (Collection Fleurons)
ISBN 3-907498-90-9

Burma : Description and travel I: FI-BNC RM-Bibl. nazionale centrale Vittorio Em-
manuel II TO-Biblioteca nazionale universitaria
US: NLI(SEA DS527.7 .D441989)
Ref.: OCLC 25784099

De Boca, Bernardino

Birmania : un paese da amare / Bernardino del Boca ; con un
Note: Dekho! is the the journal of the Burma Star Association
for veterans of the Burma Campaign and it often reviews books on the war in Burma and is full of news and
reminiscences. - Herbert 828
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns -
Periodicals
SOAS/E Coll 3 Q /2
US: HU(Widener)

Delachet-Guillon, Claude

Birmania : un paese da amare / Bernardino del Boca ; con un
Note: Dekho! is the the journal of the Burma Star Association
for veterans of the Burma Campaign and it often reviews books on the war in Burma and is full of news and
reminiscences. - Herbert 828
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns -
Periodicals
SOAS/E Coll 3 Q /2
US: HU(Widener)

Delachet-Guillon, Claude

Birmania : un paese da amare / Bernardino del Boca ; con un
Note: Dekho! is the the journal of the Burma Star Association
for veterans of the Burma Campaign and it often reviews books on the war in Burma and is full of news and
reminiscences. - Herbert 828
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns -
Periodicals
SOAS/E Coll 3 Q /2
US: HU(Widener)

Delachet-Guillon, Claude

Birmania : un paese da amare / Bernardino del Boca ; con un
Note: Dekho! is the the journal of the Burma Star Association
for veterans of the Burma Campaign and it often reviews books on the war in Burma and is full of news and
reminiscences. - Herbert 828
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns -
Periodicals
SOAS/E Coll 3 Q /2
US: HU(Widener)

Delachet-Guillon, Claude

Birmania : un paese da amare / Bernardino del Boca ; con un
Note: Dekho! is the the journal of the Burma Star Association
for veterans of the Burma Campaign and it often reviews books on the war in Burma and is full of news and
reminiscences. - Herbert 828
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns -
Periodicals
SOAS/E Coll 3 Q /2
US: HU(Widener)

Delachet-Guillon, Claude

Birmania : un paese da amare / Bernardino del Boca ; con un
Note: Dekho! is the the journal of the Burma Star Association
for veterans of the Burma Campaign and it often reviews books on the war in Burma and is full of news and
reminiscences. - Herbert 828
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns -
Periodicals
SOAS/E Coll 3 Q /2
US: HU(Widener)

Delachet-Guillon, Claude

Birmania : un paese da amare / Bernardino del Boca ; con un
Note: Dekho! is the the journal of the Burma Star Association
for veterans of the Burma Campaign and it often reviews books on the war in Burma and is full of news and
reminiscences. - Herbert 828
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns -
Periodicals
SOAS/E Coll 3 Q /2
US: HU(Widener)

Delachet-Guillon, Claude

Birmania : un paese da amare / Bernardino del Boca ; con un
Note: Dekho! is the the journal of the Burma Star Association
for veterans of the Burma Campaign and it often reviews books on the war in Burma and is full of news and
reminiscences. - Herbert 828
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns -
Periodicals
SOAS/E Coll 3 Q /2
US: HU(Widener)

Subject(s): Burma : Politics and government <1988->

US: CRL/GenColl & S. Asian) & LC & WU(CTR) : FICHE 98/63413 (D)
Ref.: OCLC 40632599

Democratic Front < Bombay >

→ National Democratic Front


Subject(s): Burma : Local government - Law and legislation
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 J 1)*
GB: BL/1.S.Bu.124)*
SG: ISEAS/JST425 B9B96)
US: CU(Annex K.B966) NIU(SEA KNL2300 .A31955)

Democratic Research Service < Bombay >

Chinese "Panchsheela" in Burma

→ Jain, Girilal

A demographic perspective on women in development in Cambodia, Lao People's Democratic Republic, Myanmar and Viet Nam / Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific. -- New York : United Nations, 1998. xvi, 135 p., illus., bibliogr. ref. -- (Asian population studies series ; 148) -- ST/ESCAP/1869 - T.p. verso. -- The study was prepared by the ESCAP Population Division ... - p. III.

ISBN 9211198429

Note: The International Conference on Population and Development at Cairo in 1994, addressed the empowerment and autonomy of women and also stressed the importance of education. This publication presents the findings of a study on the status of women in development in Cambodia, the Lao People's Democratic Republic, Myanmar and Viet Nam. Detailed data and analysis are provided for each country, and a comparative discussion, including policy implications of the findings, is presented.

Subject(s): Burma : Women in development

GB: Southampton(Harley quarto HQ 1240.5A78 DEM) SG: ISEAS(HB365 A849 no. 148)

TH: CU(TIC 57284)

US: CRL/GenCollc E-11420)

CU(Krock + HB 884 .A85x no.148)

LC & OAU(Alden SEA) & UCB(S-S/EAAsia) : HQ1240.5.A785 D45 1998

NIU(GovPub-2nd FL-FML) & UCR(GovPub) & YU(MUDD, GovtDocCtr) : UN ST/ESCAP/1869

UCSB(Main Lib Women's Studies) & UCSD(IR/PS) : HQ1240.5.C16 D46 1998

WU(Memorial Lib. Oversize HQ1240.5 C16 D42)

YU(SML HQ1240.5 C16 D45 1998 (LC)*

Ref.: OCLC39160315 ; Ref.: OCLC 42752693


Subject(s): Burma : Demographic analysis ; Demographic statistics

US: UNDHL(General coll.-country class Main Bur C75)

Demontie, Annie


GB: BL(012629.h.54)

Dempsey, James Martin


Subject(s): Sino-Tibetan languages - Phonology

Tibetan language - Numerals

Burmese language - Numerals

US: WaU

Denchfield, L. J.

Mormonism : a sermon ... delivered at the Baptist chapel, Rangoon, 12th October 1884, on the origin, history and teaching of Mormonism ... / L. J. Denchfield -- [Rangoon : Rangoon Central Pr., 1885. 8 p. -- Repr. from the Anglo-Burmese advocate

US: YU(3Beinecke Zc64 885de)
Ref.: OCLC 28110519

DeNeff, Wayne S.


Subject(s): Burma : Communism ; Politics and government

US: ATrT(DS 528.7 D46X 1991 + DIS)

Dengkunga

Mark Itha Pena.

→ Bible, N.T. : Mark < Chin > Anal >

Denghuama

Instituting traditional ministerial functions to ordained pastors in the Presbyterian Church of Myanmar / by Denghuama. -- 1994. 130 l., bibliogr. l. 126-130. -- San Francisco Theological Seminary, D.Min. thesis 1994

Subject(s): Calvin, Jean <1509-1564>

Presbyterian Church of Myanmar : Clergy

Reformed Church : Clergy , Burma : Pastoral theology - Presbyterian Church ; Lay ministry - Presbyterian Church


Denis, Père Eugène


Denison University < Grandville, Ohio >

→ Burmese art newsletter

→ An exhibition of Burmese crafts from the Denison University Collection ...

Denman, Margaret E.

A history of the rise of nationalism in Burma / Margaret Ethel Denman. -- 1946. III, 116 l., bibliogr. 113-116. -- Ios
Dennett, Jürgen
S. 241-275: Birma: 67 Völker in einem Staat
D: B:SBB(25 A 3410) FR-UB(GE 70/2891) MZUB(70/6375) HD-SAI(300 mil 70/2078)* TU-UB(10 A 3421)
US: LC(DS53.D36)

Dennis
Subject(s): Mountbatten of Burma, Louis Mountbatten <Earl, 1900-1979> Burma: World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns - Reconstruction
AU:ANU(Chifley D829.E2 D46 1987) D: HD-SAI(300 mil 87/1502)*
SG: NUS(D829 Asl.D)
US: IAU/HU(Widener WID-LC) & LC & NNC(Buter) & OAU(Alden SE Asia) & UCL(Main) & UCLA(YRL) & UCR(Rivera) & UCSD(SSH) & UCSB(Main) & YU(SML) LC:D829.E2 D46 1987b
UCB(Main D526.7.D46 1987)
UCD(Shields D829.E2 D4 1987)

ISBN 0312009208
SG: ISEAS(D829 D41)
US: CU(Kroch D829 E2 D46) & LC(D829.E2 D46 1987) NNC NIU(SEA D829.E2 D461987B)
Ref.: OCLC 15695702

Dennis, Reginald Burton
Subject(s): Burma : Games ; Play
F: BIULO(AP IV 124)
D: HD-SAI(int Zs 149,35 ; 320 kul 83/2009)*
GB: BL-OIOC(SV 66) & CUL(P632.1.b.1.16) & SOAS(GB 793.362.546)*
Ref.: OCLC 55568522

Dennison, Doris
Adult guide, Southeast Asia / by Doris Dennison. – New York : Friendship Pr., [1956?]. 48 p. – Supply list: p. 45-48. – Six study sessions based on ... The Church in Southeast Asia by Winburn T. Thomas and Rajah B. Manikam ... [and] East from Burma by Constance M. Hallock. - cf. Back cover
Subject(s): Burma : Missions ; Missions - Study and teaching (Adult)
US: CBGTU(Storage BR1178 .D46 1956) NNUT(Burke Union Stacks Pamphlets TM43.6)

Denny, John Howard
Note: An account of the author’s experiences among the Japanese troops in Burma
Subject(s): Denny, John Howard
World War <1939-1945> – Campaigns – Burma
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Military operations, British ; World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, British.
AU:NLA(940.92142 DEN) B: SBB(Potsdamer Str.) HD-SAI(reg 60 D 724)* F: BIULO(GEN.III.44035)
GB: BL(9102 g 34) BL-OIOC(T 16546)
CUL(539.1.c.815.31)
OUL(BJL Reference JM.F00382)
US: CU/Kroch D767.6 D41
HU(Widener HB 393.221.20) LC & MnU(TC Wilson Ames) & NIU(SEA) & OAU(Alden SE Asia) & WU(Memorial Lib.): D767.6.D4
NNC(Offsite 940.921 D428) NYPL(Res. D 10-2874)
UC(SRLF AA0008453482) UCLA(YR D767.6.D42c) YU(LSF-Request D767.6 D45)

ditto. 2nd impr. – ibd. 1956. 256 p., illus.
D: B-SBB(368 562 Potsdamer Str.)

GB: BL(WP B 29/930)
SOAS(E Coll 3 G /126)

Dent, Martin J.
Contains: Ch. 2. India : the achievements of federalism and the two cases of continuing dissolution, the Vale of Kashmir and the Naga Hills - Ch. 4. The union of Myanmar : the Karens
Note: This volume examines 15 cases across the world where a violent or semi-violent conflict exists between a national minority inhabiting a region in a larger independent country and the government of that country.- Book jacket.
Subject(s): Karen
Burma : Multiculturalism ; Culture conflict ; Nationalism : State, The
AU:MU(Matheson 303.6 D414.1 2004) S: Dh(BESTALLD Daw dh040624)

Dent, W. H.
Report and diary of the operation round Sima in the Kachin Hills, North East of Bhamo, during the cold season of 1892-1893. – 51 p., illus., map. – (Burma Government ; 2)
J: TYB(XII-25-B-28)
Burma Bibliographical Project

Denyer, Charles Henry
Subject(s): Kachin

Burma : Ethnology : Missions : Civilization
D: B-SBB(Up 4928/60 Potsdamer Str. NfLS)
GB: BL(010055 a 5) BL-OIOC(T 37427(a))
OU(L/B Camera UB 1333 e.305)
SG: ISEAS(DDS530.1 D41)
US: CU(Annex DS485.B85 D41) NYPL(Res. ZKVP)
Ref.: OCLC 12062091

Departmental examination rules
→ Manual of examination rules for government officers

Departmental instructions
→ Burma / Education Department

→ Burma / Forest Department

Dermott-Powell, Eric
War cemeteries in Burma : 1939-1945 : War cemeteries in Burma of British Forces buried in the Thambyuzayat War Cemetery / wholly researched and printed by Eric Dermott-Powell. – Mortdale, [N.S.W.]: E. Dermott-Powell, 1996. 91 l., illus., map, port. – (Military history reference books ; 29 ; War grave series) – Cover title.

ISBN 1875609296
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Registers of dead ; Soldiers’ bodies, Disposition of ; Cemeteries - Thambyuzayat.
Great Britain : Armed Forces - Registers of dead Thambyuzayat : War Cemetery
AU: NLA(Ng 940.545591 W253)

Desai, K. M.
Reports of the Committee and correspondence for ...

→ Burma Indian Chamber of Commerce

Desai, Walter Sadgun

Herbert 189
Subject(s): Thibaw <King, fl. 1875-1885>
Burma : Kings and rulers - Biography ; Biography - Kings and rulers
AU: ANU(Menzies DS530.32.T48D4)
D: B-SBB(Potsdamer Str.)
GB: BL(X.809/25717) BL-OIOC(T 25949 ; MYAN.A.427)
OU(L/B Camera UB 27040 Potsdamer Str. NfLS)
Ref.: Heffers

ISBN 0-576-03152-6
AU: ANU(Menzies DS485.B88 D4)
D: B-SBB(Potsdamer Str.) GO-SUB(72 A 1630)
HD-SAI(322 his 72/879)*
GB: BL(X.809/25717) BL-OIOC(T 25949 ; MYAN.A.427)
OU(L/B Camera UB 27040 Potsdamer Str. NfLS)
Ref.: Heffers

ISBN 0-576-03152-6
Ref.: Heffers

India and Burma : a study / by W. S. Desai. Publ. under the auspices of the Indian Council of World Affairs. – Bombay [etc.]: Orient Longmans, 1954. 111 p., map. – (India and her neighbours series)
Subject(s): India : Foreign relations - Burma
Burma : Foreign relations - India ; Politics and government -History ; Population - History
AU: ANU(Store Bliss ONV D441)
D: B-SBB(11 V 586 U.d.L. ; 27040 Potsdamer Str. NfLS)
HD-SAI(reg 60 K 8)*
F: BIULO(GEN.IV.11438)
GB: BL YA.2001.a.19432 BL-OIOC(T 15892)

US: NIU(SEA DS485.B89 D4191696)

Foreign relations of Burma’s last king / Walter Sadgun Desai. – New Delhi : Indian School of International Studies, 1960. 24 p. – Repr. from: International studies ; 2.1, July 1960
Subject(s): Burma : Foreign relations ; Kings and rulers
SG: ISEAS(DOC 2226)

History of the British residency in Burma, 1826-1840 / by W. S. Desai. – Rangoon : The Univ. of Rangoon, 1939. XIV, 491 p., index, bibliogr. p. [484]-485. – Herbert 190
Subject(s): British in Burma
Burma : History <1824-1948>
Burma : Relations - Great Britain
AU: NLA(N959.1 D441)
D: B-SBB(Up 4791/180 Potsdamer Str. NfLS)
F: BIULO(GEN.III.37671)
GB: BL-DSS(X24/5056) OUL(IND Burma 5 d 17)
Ref.: Heffers


ISBN 0-576-03152-6
Ref.: Heffers

India and Burma: a study / by W. S. Desai. Publ. under the auspices of the Indian Council of World Affairs. – Bombay [etc.]: Orient Longmans, 1954. 111 p., map. – (India and her neighbours series)
Subject(s): India : Foreign relations - Burma
Burma : Foreign relations - India ; Politics and government -History ; Population - History
AU: ANU(Store Bliss ONV D441)
D: B-SBB(11 V 586 U.d.L. ; 27040 Potsdamer Str. NfLS)
HD-SAI(reg 60 K 8)*
F: BIULO(GEN.IV.11438)
GB: BL YA.2001.a.19432 BL-OIOC(T 15892)

ISBN 0-576-03152-6
Ref.: Heffers

India and Burma: a study / by W. S. Desai. Publ. under the auspices of the Indian Council of World Affairs. – Bombay [etc.]: Orient Longmans, 1954. 111 p., map. – (India and her neighbours series)
Subject(s): India : Foreign relations - Burma
Burma : Foreign relations - India ; Politics and government -History ; Population - History
AU: ANU(Store Bliss ONV D441)
D: B-SBB(11 V 586 U.d.L. ; 27040 Potsdamer Str. NfLS)
HD-SAI(reg 60 K 8)*
F: BIULO(GEN.IV.11438)
GB: BL YA.2001.a.19432 BL-OIOC(T 15892)

ISBN 0-576-03152-6
Ref.: Heffers

India and Burma: a study / by W. S. Desai. Publ. under the auspices of the Indian Council of World Affairs. – Bombay [etc.]: Orient Longmans, 1954. 111 p., map. – (India and her neighbours series)
Subject(s): India : Foreign relations - Burma
Burma : Foreign relations - India ; Politics and government -History ; Population - History
AU: ANU(Store Bliss ONV D441)
D: B-SBB(11 V 586 U.d.L. ; 27040 Potsdamer Str. NfLS)
HD-SAI(reg 60 K 8)*
F: BIULO(GEN.IV.11438)
GB: BL YA.2001.a.19432 BL-OIOC(T 15892)

ISBN 0-576-03152-6
Ref.: Heffers

India and Burma: a study / by W. S. Desai. Publ. under the auspices of the Indian Council of World Affairs. – Bombay [etc.]: Orient Longmans, 1954. 111 p., map. – (India and her neighbours series)
Subject(s): India : Foreign relations - Burma
Burma : Foreign relations - India ; Politics and government -History ; Population - History
AU: ANU(Store Bliss ONV D441)
D: B-SBB(11 V 586 U.d.L. ; 27040 Potsdamer Str. NfLS)
HD-SAI(reg 60 K 8)*
F: BIULO(GEN.IV.11438)
GB: BL YA.2001.a.19432 BL-OIOC(T 15892)

ISBN 0-576-03152-6
Ref.: Heffers

India and Burma: a study / by W. S. Desai. Publ. under the auspices of the Indian Council of World Affairs. – Bombay [etc.]: Orient Longmans, 1954. 111 p., map. – (India and her neighbours series)
Subject(s): India : Foreign relations - Burma
Burma : Foreign relations - India ; Politics and government -History ; Population - History
AU: ANU(Store Bliss ONV D441)
D: B-SBB(11 V 586 U.d.L. ; 27040 Potsdamer Str. NfLS)
HD-SAI(reg 60 K 8)*
F: BIULO(GEN.IV.11438)
GB: BL YA.2001.a.19432 BL-OIOC(T 15892)


Subject(s): Burma : Agricultural implements ; Agricultural machinery ; Implements, utensils, etc.

AU:ANU(Hancock lge pamph S760.B8.D47)

NLA(Luce 121 ; McN 1057/22

MY: RUL

SG: ISEAS(Microfiche Mfc A2119)

US: UC(S676.B8 1893)

Design and technique in textiles of the East Indies : exhibition presented by the Holland House Corporation of the Netherlands, arranged by the East Indies Institute of America ; textiles from Java, Bali, Burma, Sumatra, Timor, Roti, Savu, Philippines, and Farther India, January 22-March 20, 1942 ... – [New York, 1942] 6 l. – Mimeogr.

Subject(s): Burma : Technology - Dyes and dyeing ; Technology - Textile industry and fabrics

US: YU(CCL, Stacks HV6431 D47 (LC))

Design Printing Services (D.P.S.) < Rangoon >

The map of Yangon : street directory : your best guide in town

Township maps and data of Yangon city ...


D: HD-SAI(reg 60 L 47)*

Desjardins, Thierry.


Subject(s): Burma : Revolutions ; Revolutionaries

US: YU(CCL, Stacks HV6431 D47 (LC))


Subject(s): China : Commerce - Burma

Great Britain : Commerce - Burma

Burma : Commerce - Great Britain ; Commerce - China

D: GO-SUB(MC 92-144)

GB:BL(OPL:RR)*

US: YU(LSF-Request JX191 1886 VII-24 1886A (LC)) ; Nf86 I36 +898g)
Despatch from Lord Lyons respecting a treaty recently negotiated between the Court of Ava and the Republic of France. Presented to House of Commons by command of Her Majesty, in pursuance of their address dated July 29, 1873. – London : Harrison, [1873]. 5 p. – ((Papers by command / Great Britain, Parliament :] C. 864) – Parl. pap. 1873, LXXV, 17. – Microfiche 79.675

Despatch on proposals for constitutional reform


Despite the existence of conventions on boundaries and special articles ... – [Yangon :] Sa tan`´´ nhan`´ C; Préf. de George Condominas; Avóunado Ngw ; préface de George Condominas ; illus. d’Avóunado Ngw. – Paris : Gallimard, 1994. IV, 644 p., illus., map, gloss. – (L’aube des peuples, ISSN 1147-548X)


Desert, William
Au sud des nuages : mythes et contes recueillis oralement chez les montagnards lissou (tibético-birmans) / William Dessaint ; Avóunado Ngwàma ; préface de George Condominas ; illus. d’Avóunado Ngwàma. – Paris : Gallimard, 1994. IV, 644 p., illus., map, gloss. – (L’aube des peuples, ISSN 1147-548X)

Desert, Alain Yvon

Subject(s): Lisu (Southeast Asian people) - Economic conditions.

US: CU(Kroch Film 8314)

YU(SML Microform Film B983 3)

Details for traffic control drill

→ Wemyss, F. F.

Dettmer, Kim Marie.

Subject(s): Karen : Missions

Burma : Christianity ; Social life and customs

Dissertation, Academic - ASU Anthropology

US: AzTeS(Hayden Stacks+Archives LD 179.15 1987 .D488)

Deuteronomy

→ Bible, O.T. : Deuteronomy

Deutsche Bischofskonferenz

→ Gebetstag für die verfolgte Kirche


Desvoeux, Herbert
Report on the settlement operations in the Kyaikto Subdivision, season 1896-97

→ Settlement < Thaton : Kyaikto > 1896-97

Report on the settlement operations in the Pegu District : season 1897-98

→ Settlement < Pegu > 1897-98

Report on the settlement operations in the Toungoo District : season 1898-99

→ Settlement < Toungoo > 1898-99

Detailed statements in support of demands for grants for the year 1937/38 ... / Burma Posts and Telegraphs Department. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for F. D.). – At head of title: Posts and telegraphs. – Annual

Subject(s): Burma : Posts and Telegraphs Dept. - Appropriations and expenditures – Periodicals

GB:BL: 1937/38 (I.S.Bu.148/8)*

BL-APAC(IOR/V/16/493)*

SG: ISEAS(Microfiche (o) 96/63556)


CU: 1937/38-1938/39 (Kroch Fiche 887 (o) 96 63556)

HU: 1937/38 (Asia HE7200.7.A332)

LC(Microfiche (o) 96/63556)

LC-P4: 1937/38-1938/39

Details for traffic control drill

→ Wemyss, F. F.

Deuteronomy

→ Bible, O.T. : Deuteronomy

Deutsche Bischofskonferenz

→ Gebetstag für die verfolgte Kirche


Details for traffic control drill

→ Wemyss, F. F.
Deutsches Institut für Wirtschaftsforschung
Deutschland
Birma's strategische Bedeutung
1982.
ISBN 3-598-20143-5
D: KI-ZBW: 12.4.1958 (in: C 20,160)

Deutsche Gesellschaft für Wehrpolitik und Wehrwissenschaft
Deutschland
Deutsche Gesellschaft für Technische Zusammenarbeit
< Eschborn >
Laboratory for Structural Engineering, Rangoon Institute of Technology
Burggrabe, Hilmar

Deutsche Gesellschaft für Wehrpolitik und Wehrwissenschaft
Birmas strategische Bedeutung
Luft, Hermann

Deutsches Instituts für Wirtschaftsforschung < Hamburg >
Die Wirtschaft Südostasiens

Deutsche Investitions- und Entwicklungsgesellschaft (DEG)
< Köln >
Wandel in Ostasien : Länderberichte Kambodscha, Laos, Myanmar

Deutschland < Bundesrepublik >
Trade pact between Burma and W. Germany

Deutschland < Bundesrepublik > / Amt für Auswanderung
Merkblätter für Auslandstätige und Auswanderer

Deutschland < Bundesrepublik > / Botschaft < Rangoon >
The German window

Deutschland < Bundesrepublik > / Bundesministerium für Wirtschaftliche Zusammenarbeit
Wirtschaftliche, soziale und politische Bedingungen der Entwicklung

Deutschland < Bundesrepublik > / Bundestag / Birma-Gesprächskreis
Die aktuelle Lage in Birma

Deutschland < Bundesrepublik > / Gesandtschaft < Rangoon >
Bericht der Gesandtschaft. – Rangoon
D: KI-ZBW: 12.4.1958 (in: C 20,160)
Wirtschaftlicher Jahresbericht : Birma

Deutschland < Bundesrepublik > / Militärgeschichtliches Forschungszentrum
Burma 1943 und 1944
Linde, Gerd

Deutscher Gesellschaft für Natur- und Völkerkunde Ostasiens
Die nichtchinesischen Stämme Südchinas
– Rheinwald, Otto

Deutsche Gesellschaft für Technische Zusammenarbeit (DEG)

Devan, S. S.

Devaux, Douglas
China, Burma, and India from the back seat : memories from the China Burma Indian Theater during World War II : flying the "Valley" and the "Hump" / by Douglas Devaux. – [United States:] D. Devaux, 2001. 56 p., illus., map.


Development Agriculture and Education Project for Akha (DAPA)
Evaluation of the Development Agriculture and Education Project for Akha (DAPA)

Development and Agricultural Project for Akha (DAPA)
< Thailand >
Akha ballads, poems, and songs
Akha legends, stories and myths
Akha proverbs, riddles and rhymes
Burma Bibliographical Project

Akha - English - Thai dictionary

Lewis, Paul White


Subject(s): Burma : Human rights - Tenasserim Division ; Forced labor - Tenasserim Division ; Regional planning - Social aspects - Tenasserim Division

Tenasserim Division : Human rights ; Forced labor ; Regional planning - Social aspects

US: CU(Kroch +JC599.B87 D48 1994a)

Development assistance programs for Burma


ISSN 0276-7619

Subject(s): United States : Technical assistance - Directories ; Economic assistance - Directories

Burma : Technical assistance, American - Directories ; Economic assistance, American - Directories

US: LC(HC422.A1D48)

UC(SRL D004376744 U(1981))

UCB(Bus&Econ HC422.A1 D48)

Ref.: OCLC 7406146

Development co-operation, Burma ... report / UNDP. 1987. - [Rangoon :] UNDP. - Annual

< Annual report on development co-operation for ... to the Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma

> Development co-operation, Myanmar

Subject(s): United Nations : Economic assistance - Periodicals ; Technical assistance - Periodicals

Burma : Economic assistance, United Nations - Periodicals ; Technical assistance, United Nations - Periodicals


LC: 1990 (HC422.A1 D483)

NIU(SEA Oversize HC422.A1 A582)

Ref.: OCLC 35361418 ; 19587507

Development co-operation, Myanmar ... report / UNDP. 1988- . - [Rangoon :] UNDP. - Annual

< Development co-operation, Burma

Subject(s): United Nations : Economic assistance - Periodicals ; Technical assistance - Periodicals

Burma : Economic assistance, United Nations - Periodicals ; Technical assistance, United Nations - Periodicals

N: NBR: 1993 (DEP)

SG: ISEAS(HC442 Z9P63A61)


Subject(s): Burma : Loans, Foreign ; Economic assistance ; Forests and forestry - Finance.

International Development Association : Finance

US: MiEM(GovDoc Int’l Docs, 3W HG3891.5 .D49 no.493 BA)


Subject(s): Burma : Loans, Foreign ; Economic assistance ; Irrigation projects - Finance

International Development Association : Finance

US: MiEM(GovDoc Int’l Docs, 3W HG3891.5 .D49 no.597 BA)

Ref.: OCLC 53072267


Subject(s): Burma : Loans, Foreign ; Economic assistance ; Agricultural development projects - Finance ; Agricultural credit

International Development Association : Finance

US: MiEM(GovDoc Int’l Docs, 3W HG3891.5 .D49 no.642 BA)

Ref.: OCLC 53072267


Subject(s): Burma : Loans, Foreign ; Economic assistance ; Agricultural development projects - Finance ; Agricultural credit

International Development Association : Finance

US: MiEM(GovDoc Int’l Docs, 3W HG3891.5 .D49 no.835 BA)

Ref.: OCLC 53072267


Subject(s): Burma : Loans, Foreign ; Economic assistance ; Agricultural development projects - Finance ; Agricultural credit

International Development Association : Finance

US: MiEM(GovDoc Int’l Docs, 3W HG3891.5 .D49 no.835 BA)

Ref.: OCLC 53072267


Subject(s): Burma : Loans, Foreign ; Economic assistance ; Rubber rehabilitation projects - Finance

International Development Association : Finance

US: MiEM(GovDoc Int’l Docs, 3W HG3891.5 .D49 no.493 BA)

Ref.: OCLC 53072267


Subject(s): Burma : Loans, Foreign ; Economic assistance ; Rubber rehabilitation projects - Finance

International Development Association : Finance

US: MiEM(GovDoc Int’l Docs, 3W HG3891.5 .D49 no.493 BA)

Ref.: OCLC 53072267


Subject(s): Burma : Loans, Foreign ; Economic assistance ; Rubber rehabilitation projects - Finance

International Development Association : Finance

US: MiEM(GovDoc Int’l Docs, 3W HG3891.5 .D49 no.493 BA)

Ref.: OCLC 53072267


Subject(s): Burma : Loans, Foreign ; Economic assistance ; Rubber rehabilitation projects - Finance

International Development Association : Finance

US: MiEM(GovDoc Int’l Docs, 3W HG3891.5 .D49 no.493 BA)

Ref.: OCLC 53072267


Subject(s): Burma : Loans, Foreign ; Economic assistance ; Rubber rehabilitation projects - Finance

International Development Association : Finance

US: MiEM(GovDoc Int’l Docs, 3W HG3891.5 .D49 no.493 BA)

Ref.: OCLC 53072267

Deve...
Bibliographical description

Credit no. 879 BA
Subject(s): Burma : Loans, Foreign ; Economic assistance ;
Rubber industry and trade - Finance ; Agricultural credit
International Development Association : Finance
US: MiEM(GovDoc Int’l Docs, 3W HG3891.5 .D49 no.879
BA)

Development credit agreement (second project) be-
tween the Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma and
International Development Association, 1977.  29 p. – (Credit / International Development Association ; 671 BA)
Subject(s): Burma : Loans, Foreign ; Economic assistance ;
Harbors - Rangoon - Finance
International Development Association : Finance
US: MiEM(GovDoc Int’l Docs, 3W HG3891.5 .D49 no.671
BA)
Ref.: OCLC 53010005

Development credit agreement (Seed Development Project)
between the Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma and
International Development Association, 1977.  17 p. –
Credit no. 745 BA
Subject(s): Burma : Loans, Foreign ; Economic assistance ;
Agricultural development projects - Finance ; Agricultural credit
International Development Association : Finance
D: HD-SAI(325 wiw 83/612 Kp)*
US: MiEM(GovDoc Int’l Docs, 3W HG3891.5 .D49 no.745
BA)
Ref.: OCLC 52759359

Development credit agreement (telecommunications pro-
ject) between Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma and
International Development Association, 1975.  16 p. – (Credit / International Development Association ; 551 BA)
Subject(s): Burma : Loans, Foreign ; Economic assistance ;
Telecommunication - Finance
International Development Association : Finance
US: MiEM(GovDoc Int’l Docs, 3W HG3891.5 .D49 no.551
BA)
Ref.: OCLC 53033782

Development credit agreement (third Railway Project) be-
tween the Union of Burma and the International Develop-
tional Development Association ; credit number 414 BA)
Subject(s): Burma : Loans, Foreign ; Economic assistance ;
Railroads - Finance ; Debts, External
International Development Association : Finance
F: BNF(F4* Gw 1440(414))
Ref.: OCLC 45258006

Development credit agreement (tin and tungsten expansion
project) between the Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma and International Development Association. –
[Washington, D.C.: ] International Development Association,
1977.  20 p. – (Credit / International Development Association ; 686 BA)
Subject(s): Burma : Loans, Foreign ; Economic assistance ;
Mines and mineral resources - Finance
International Development Association : Finance
US: MiEM(GovDoc Int’l Docs, 3W HG3891.5 .D49 no.686 BA)

Development in Burma : issues and prospects. – [Washington-
V, 54, [60] p., map, tables, bibliogr. ref. – (Report / World
Restricted distribution for official use only,
Report based on the findings of a mission which visited
Burma in Oct. / Nov. 1975
Subject(s): Burma : Economic conditions <1948-
SG: ISEAS(L.O. HC497 B9f61)
US: NIU(SEA HC422 .D4841976)

Development Information Utilization Service
Asia/Oceania, Burma : selected statistical data by sex

Development measures taken by the state in border areas.
– [Yangon:] Ministry for the Development of Border Areas
and National Race, [1992?].  11 l., map.
Subject(s): Burma : Minorities - Economic conditions ;
Minorities - Social conditions ;
Ethnic relations ;
Economic conditions <1948-
US:CU(Kroch +DS528 .D48 1992)

Development of agriculture in the Shan States. – [Kalaw:
Dept. of Agriculture, Shan State Govt., Union of Burma,
Subject(s): Burma : Agriculture - Shan State - History
Shan State : Agriculture - Development
US: NIU(SEA S471.B97 D4841958)

Development of animal virus vaccines : project of the Gov-
ernment of the Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma. –
BUR/80/001/A/01/12
Subject(s): Burma : Veterinary vaccines
US: NAL(SF918.V32)
Ref.: OCLC 46377681

Development of education in Burma, 1976-77 / 1977-78 :
report to the 37th session of the International Conference on
Education, Geneva, 5-14 July 1979 / Socialist Republic of
the Union of Burma, Ministry of Education. – [Rangoon,]
1979.  2, 21 l.
Subject(s): Burma : Education
SG: ISEAS(Microfiche 95/68889)
US:CRL CU(Kroch Fiche 887 95 68889)
LC(Microfiche 95/68889 (L))
The development of higher education
Higher education and development in South-East Asia

The development of self-rule and independence in Burma,
Malaya and the Philippines : an interim report in a study of progress toward self-government and independence in
Southeast Asia.
Part 3. The Philippines / by Shirley Jenkins.
104 p. – (Mimeogr.)
p. 1-50: Burma
HRAF(AL1-4)
Subject(s): Burma : Politics and government ; Decolonization

Development of standards

US: NIU(SEA HQ792.B93 B9331978)
US: CU(Kroch DS518.1.D48 +)
SG: ISEAS(DS518.1 D48)

Development of services benefitting children in Burma

Development of statistics in Burma

Burma Bibliographical Project

Siegfried M. Schwertner


Contents:
Introduction : indigenous peoples of Southeast Asia / Ken Kampe

From tribal peoples to ethnic minorities : the transformation of indigenous peoples : a theoretical discussion / Don McCaskill

Recollections of the hill tribes / Sommart Sukonthaphat

The impact of development on the hilltribes of Thailand / Elawat Chandraprasert

Socio-cultural and environmental impact of economic development on hill tribes / Tawin Chotichaipiboon

The forests of Thailand : strike up the ban? / John McKinnon

The culture of development in developing indigenous peoples / Ken Kampe

Deleu : a life history of an Akha woman / Deleu Choopah & Marianne Naess

The wisdom of the Karen in natural resource conservation / Prasert Trakarnsaphakorn

The Karen culture : a co-existence of two forest conservation systems / Uraivan Tan Kim-yong

Religion and social change : ethnic continuity and change among the Karen in Thailand / Chumpol Maniratavongsiri

Jungle tours : a government policy in need of review / Prasith Leepreecha

Prostitution and AIDS : the risks of being a young tribal woman / Judy Montreévat & Margaret Ponsakunpaisan

The making of a problem : narcotics in mainland Southeast Asia / Ron Renard

Solving problems of opium production in Thailand : lessons learned from the TG-HDP / Hagen Dirksen

Drug abuse among highland minority groups in Thailand / Rita Gebert & Chupinit Kesmanee

My way and the highway : ethnic people and development in the Lao PDR / M. J. Milloy & M. Payne

International development versus the participation of indigenous peoples / Randall Arnst

Lu-Mien (Yao) ethnic group : world experiences / Cho Chiang Saetern

Development and its impact on the indigenous and highland peoples of Vietnam / Jens Wandel

The king of fire and Vietnamese ethnic policy in the central highlands / Oscar Salemink

Cultural priorities and projects : health and social dynamics in northeast Cambodia / Hjørleifur Jonsson

The Karen revolution in Burma : a political question / Anne-Marie Sheppard

Narcotic trade and addition in the Kachin hills of Burma / Maling Uhku.

Subject(s): Burma : Indigenous peoples ; Indigenous peoples - Economic conditions ; Economic development - Moral and ethical aspects

F: BIULO(GEN.III.66834)
BMH:(DS 505.5 .V5) EFEO
GB:SOAS(G306.08/771271)
US:CU(Kroch GN635.A75 D484 1997)
LC(GN635.S58 D4 1997)
NIU(SEA GN635.A75 D484 1997)
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Development Studies Centre <Canberra>
→Australian National University <Canberra> / Development Studies Centre

Development Trust Enquiry Committee
→Rangoon Development Trust Enquiry Committee

Subject(s): Burma: Educational planning – Congresses ; Education - Congresses
GB: Edinburgh 37019 (59:9); Leeds (Brotherton Library, West Building ; Education 379.59 DEG)
Ref.: OCLC 46356368

Developments concerning national emergency with Burma
→Clinton, Bill

Developments concerning national emergency with respect to Burma
→Clinton, Bill

French ed. with title: Faits nouveaux concernant la question de l'exécution par le gouvernement du Myanmar de la convention (no 29) sur le travail forcé, 1930.
Spanish ed. with title: Acontecimientos relacionados con la cuestión de la observancia por el Gobierno de Myanmar del Convenio sobre el trabajo forzoso, 1930 (núm. 29)
Note: Contains information on measures taken in regard to the resolution adopted by the International Labour Conference at its 88th Session (June 2000): developments as regards the Government of Myanmar; measures taken by the Organization's constituents; and measures taken by international organizations.
Subject(s): Burma: Forced labour ; ILO Convention - Application ; ILO Convention - Violation

[280th Session ; March 2001]
CH: ILO(GB.280/6)
Ref.: OCLC 46456134

ditto. Addendum. - ibd., March 2001. 3 p. – 280th session ; GB.280/6 (Add.1)*
CH: ILO(GB.280/6 (Add.1))

CH: ILO(GB.280/6 (Add.2))

[282nd Session ; Nov. 2001]
Contents
I. Establishment of the High-Level Team - p. 1
II. Mandate of the HLT - p. 2
III. Programme and method of assessment and its limitations - p. 3
III.1. Programme - p. 3
IV. Findings - p. 7-
IV.1. Findings as regards formal steps taken pursuant to the Orders - p. 7
A. Background guidance provided by the Committee of Experts in its 2001 report as regards steps still required - p. 7
B. Steps taken with regard to the issuance of additional instructions, including to the military - p. 8
C. Dissemination of information to those concerned, including the general population p. 9
D. Action with regard to the enforcement of the Orders - p. 10
(i) Legislative and institutional background - p. 10
(ii) The realities of enforcement - p. 12
IV.2. Findings as regards the impact on the realities of forced labour of the steps taken to implement the Orders - p. 13
V. Identification of obstacles to the more effective eradication of forced labour p. 14
V.1. The “self-reliance” policy of the army - p. 14
V.2. The uncertainty as regards substitute financial/practical arrangements - p. 15
V.3. Institutional obstacles p. 16
VI. The way forward: How to overcome the obstacles and ensure sustainable progress towards the elimination of forced labour in Myanmar - p. 17
VI.1. Economic modernization - p. 17
VI.2. Consistent political will - p. 19
VI.3. The engagement of the international community - p. 20
Conclusions - p. 21
CH: ILO(GB.282/4) (Corr.)

Contents
Appendices
I. Understanding on an ILO objective assessment - p. 1
II. Biographical information of the members of the HLT - p. 2
III. Communication dated 31 August 2001 from the HLT to the Minister for Foreign Affairs of Myanmar - p. 3
IV. Communication dated 7 September 2001 from the Permanent Mission of Myanmar to Sir Ninian Stephen - p. 4
V. Individual observation of the Committee of Experts on the Application of Conventions and Recommendations (2001 report) - p. 5
VI. Detailed itinerary of the HLT - p. 11
VII. Map of Myanmar - p. 17
VIII. Myanmar terms, acronyms, and alternative spellings of places visited - p. 18
IX. Summary of the meeting between the HLT and Senior General Than Shwe - p. 19
X. List of documents submitted to the HLT - p. 22
XI. (a) Communication dated 13 October 2001 from the HLT to Senior General Than Shwe - p. 26
(b) Communication dated 26 October 2001 from Lieutenant-General Khin Nyunt to the HLT - p. 27
XII. Structure of the Myanmar Court System - p. 29
XIII. Relevant legislation and orders - p. 30

CH: ILO(GB.282/4 Appendices)

Ref.: OCLC 49036391
Ref.: OCLC 49356882
CH: ILO(GB.283/5)
Ref.: OCLC 48400930
CH: ILO(GB.282/4/1)

ditto. : examination of the report of the High-Level Team. – ibd., Nov. 2001. 1 p. – 4th item on the agenda. – 282nd Session; GB. 282/4/1*
CH: ILO(GB.282/4/1)
Ref.: OCLC 48400930

CH: ILO(GB.286/6)
Ref.: OCLC 51038189
Ref.: OCLC 49340430
CH: ILO(GB.283/5/2)
Ref.: OCLC 49340430

ditto. : adopted after examination of the report of the High-Level Team. – ibd., Nov. 2001. 2 p. – 4th item on the agenda - 282nd Session; GB. 282/4/2*

[283rd Session : March 2002]

ditto. – ibd., March 2002. 2 p. – 5th item on the agenda - 283rd session; GB.283/5*
http://www.ilo.org/public/english/standards/relm/gb/docs/gb 283/index.htm#GB
CH: ILO(GB.283/5)
Ref.: OCLC 49365882

ditto. – ibd., March 2002. 1 p. – 5th item on the agenda 283rd session. GB.283/5/1*
Ref.: OCLC 49036391

Contents:
I. Origin of the mission p.1
II. Discussion at the political level on the general approach to the issues relevant to the mandate - p. 2
III. Discussions at the technical level p. 4
IV. Wrap-up meeting with the Minister for Labour (Monday, 25 February, 5.15 p.m.) - p. 9
V. Other contacts/discussions - p. 11

Appendices
I. Communication dated 23 November 2001 from the Director-General to Senior General Than Shwe - p. 13
III. Communication dated 31 January 2002 from Sir Ninian Stephen to Lieutenant-General Khin Nyunt - p. 17
IV. Elements for a possible Understanding on an ILO representation, provided to the authorities by the technical cooperation mission (TCM) - p. 18
V. Proposal by the authorities for an Understanding on the appointment of an ILO Liaison Officer in Myanmar - p. 20
VI. Suggested text (revised) of an Understanding on an ILO representation, provided to the authorities by the technical cooperation mission (TCM) - p. 21
VII. Revised proposal by the authorities for the appointment of an ILO Liaison Officer in Myanmar - p. 22

X. List of meetings held - p. 30

Ref.: OCLC 49416624

[285th Session : Nov. 2002]
ditto. – ibd., Nov. 2002. 16 p. – 4th item on agenda – 285th Session; GB.285/4*

Subject(s): Burma: Forced labour ; ILO Convention - Application ; ILO Convention - Violation; Supervisory machinery ; Role of ILO ; Technical cooperation
CH: ILO(GB.285/4)
I: ILO
US: ILO, DC

Ref.: OCLC 51038189

[286th Session : March 2003]
ditto. – ibd., March 2003. 9 p. – 6th item on the agenda – 286th Session; GB.286/6*
http://www.ilo.org/public/english/standards/relm/gb/docs/gb 286/index.htm#GB
CH: ILO(GB.286/6)

ditto. : further developments. – ibd., March 2003. 10 p. – 6th item on the agenda – 286th Session; GB.286/6/1*
http://www.ilo.org/public/english/standards/relm/gb/docs/gb 286/index.htm#GB
CH: ILO(GB.286/6/1)

VIII. Reminders of questions to be raised with the Implementation Committee - p. 23
IX. Letter dated 25 February 2002 handed over to the Minister for Labour by the technical cooperation mission on its departure from Yangon - p. 24
X. List of meetings held - p. 27
XI. Note verbale dated 26 February 2002 from the ILO to the Permanent Mission of the Union of Myanmar - p. 30

Note: Includes the text of the Understanding between the Government of the Union of Myanmar and the International Labour Office concerning the appointment of an ILO Liaison Officer in Myanmar.
http://www.ilo.org/public/english/standards/relm/gb/docs/gb 283/index.htm#GB
CH: ILO(GB.283/5/3)
Ref.: OCLC 49416624

[ditto. : further developments following the return of the ILO technical cooperation. – ibd., March 2002. 3 p. – 5th item on the agenda. – 283rd Session. GB.283/5/3]*

http://www.ilo.org/public/english/standards/relm/gb/docs/gb 283/index.htm#GB
CH: ILO(GB.283/5/3)
Ref.: OCLC 49416624

[285th Session : Nov. 2002]
ditto. – ibd., Nov. 2002. 16 p. – 4th item on agenda – 285th Session; GB.285/4*

Subject(s): Burma: Forced labour ; ILO Convention - Application ; ILO Convention - Violation; Supervisory machinery ; Role of ILO ; Technical cooperation
CH: ILO(GB.285/4)
I: ILO
US: ILO, DC

Ref.: OCLC 51038189


Ref.: OCLC 51038189

CH: ILO(GB.286/6)

[ditto. : further developments. – ibd., March 2003. 10 p. – 6th item on the agenda – 286th Session; GB.286/6/1*
http://www.ilo.org/public/english/standards/relm/gb/docs/gb 286/index.htm#GB
CH: ILO(GB.286/6/1)
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ditto. : further developments. Addendum. – ibd., March 2003. 1 p. – 6th item on the agenda. – 286th Session ; GB.286/6/1 (Add.)*
  CH: ILO(GB.286/6/1 Add.)


ditto. : further developments. Addendum 2. – ibd., March 2003. 1 p. – 6th item on the agenda. – 286th Session ; GB.286/6/1 (Add.2)*
  CH: ILO(GB.286/6/1 Add.)

[288th Session ; March 2004]
ditto. – ibd., March 2004. 7 p. – 8th item on the agenda – 289th Session ; GB.289/8/2*
  CH: ILO(GB.289/8)
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NNC(Fine Arts NH32 T728 D51)
NYPL(Humanities-Art MFX+ (Tripe) 04-3083)
YU(British Art Ctr. TR652 D48 2003 + Oversize)
Ref.: OCLC 50539481

Dewar, Terence Purves

The vegetable tanning materials of India and Burma
Dey (for C. of Sag.), 1927. 34 p.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.105/81)*

GB: SOAS(L.GB 337/659586)*

Dews, Philip

How to take advantage of Myanmar (Burma) manufacturing skills and low cost labour: the last real unexplored country in the world / Philip Dews. − Lewiston, N.Y. ; Queenston, Ont. ; Lampeter, Wales ; Mellen, 1991. 45 p.
ISBN 0-7734-9467-7

Dhamma dana series

Dhammaceti<br />
King of Hanthawaddy, ca. 1471-1492>
Note: The Kalyānī inscriptions are situated at Zaingganaing, the western suburb of the town of Pegu. They comprise ten stone-slabs covered with inscriptions on the both sides and are arranged in a row ... The language of the first three stones in Pali, and that of the rest is Talaing, the latter being the translatory language of the Pali text. - Introd.
Subject(s): Dhammaceti<br />
< King of Hanthawaddy, ca.1471-1492>
Burma : Inscriptions ; Inscriptions, Pali ; Inscriptions, Buddhist ; Buddhism - Rituals - History - Sources ; Antiquities ; Buddhist inscriptions
Ref.: OCLC 50539481

Dhammacet<br />
< King of Hanthawaddy, ca. 1471-1492>

Dhamma cakkappa vattana sutta

Dhamma dana series. − Heddington, Calne: Sayagy U Ba Khin Memorial Trust U.K.

1 → Chit Tin < Sayu U >
− The anecdotes of Sayagy U Ba Khin
− D 34


Subject(s): Buddhism - Sacred books; Buddhism - Sources; Communism - Sources; Communism and Buddhism - Sources

D: HD-SAI(reg 60 E 106 Kp)*

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.215/20)*

US: HU(MBL Outline Cd5 D535g)

SG: ISEAS(Microfiche 89/63462)

Ref.: OCLC 36002586


SG: ISEAS(Microfiche 89/63491)

US: LC(Microfiche 89/63491)

Ref.: OCLC 36002586


D: HD-SAI(reg 60 M 206 Kp)*


Subject(s): Tipitaka, Suttapitaka, Khuddakanikāya, Dhammapada: Commentaries

Burma : Pali literature; Buddhist literature

GB: BL(14098 b 8)

US: ICN MB NYPL

Ref.: OCLC 41320052

ditto. 2nd ed. and maxims / transl. from Pali on the basis of Burmese manuscripts by James Gray. – Calcutta: Thacker, Spink, 1887. 45 p.

US: HU NNUT(Burke MRL Outline Cd5 D535g)

Ref.: OCLC 41320052


Note: Includes stories from Dhammapadacthakathā, classical commentary on the Dhammapada.

Subject(s): Tipitaka, Suttapitaka, Khuddakanikāya, Dhammapada: Commentaries

Burma : Pali literature; Buddhist literature; Buddhism - Sacred books; Philosophy, Buddhist.

D: B-SBB(1 B 55090 Potsdamer Str.)

GB: CUL(834:1.b.95.245)

SOAS(L GB294.3823/599091 ; 787279)

SG: ISEAS(BQ1372 EST591)

US: CU(Kroch BQ1372 E54 M99 1986)

Ref.: OCLC 21692334 ; 30674727

ditto. 1st reprint ed. – Delhi: Sri Satguru Pibl., 1990. XXIX, 500 p. – (Bibliotheca Indo-Buddhica ; 73)

ISBN 8170302218

US: CU(Kroch) & WU(Memorial Lib.) : BQ1372.E54 M93 1990b IU(Main Stacks 294.3823 D351990 & T499D)

Ref.: OCLC24307224


Ref.: LC(BQ1372.E54 T56 1995)

Ref.: OCLC 40706702

The Dhammapada commentary / transl. into English by the Department of Pāli, University of Rangoon; ed. by the Editorial Board of the Buddha Sāsana Council. – Rangoon : Union Buddha Sāsana Council. – No more publ.

1. / by Badanta Mahāsāṇa Council. – No more publ.. – Repr. from: Light of the Dhamma

Subject(s): Tipitaka, Suttapitaka, Khuddakanikāya, Dhammapada: Commentaries

Burma : Buddhism - Sacred books

GB: CUL(834:1.b.95.292-) OUL(IND Aris collection)

Ref.: OCLC24307224

ditto. 1986b   IU(Main Stacks 294.3823 D351990 & T499D)

Ref.: OCLC24307224

ditto. / transl. in Pali by the Ministry of Information. – Yangon: Myanmar Pitaka Association, 1995. XXIX, 500 p., index.

Ref.: LC(BQ1372.E54 T56 1995)

Ref.: OCLC 40706702

Dhammapada watthu. – Rangoon : Burma Herald, 1886. 208 p. – Added title and text in Burmese

GB: BL-APAC(V TR 124/1 ; 272/8)
Dhammarakkhita
GB: BL-APAC(MYAN.A.626; A.1906)

Dhammasangan
GB: BL(DN079732)

Dhammapadag
GB: BL-APAC(Bur D 841)

Dhammasami
GB: BL-APAC(V TR 366/3)

Dhammapala
GB: BL-APAC(Bur D 686; V TR 122/4)

mese and English. – Teachings of Kum Lum Cha ra to’ b. 

Subject(s): The discourses of Konlon .../ Sayadaw Dhammarakkhit a.
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Subject(s): tale'', 1930. 81 p.

Between idealism and pragmatism : a study of monast ic
education in Burma and Thailand from the sevente en
century to the present / Venerable Khammai Dhammasami.

224 p.

ditto.

2nd ed. – ibd., 1888. 208 p.

Subject(s): The expositor (Atthasāliṇī) : Buddhaghosa’s commentary on the Dhammasangan

→Buddhaghosa

→Introduction to Dhammasanganī

Dhammathats
→Digest of the Burmese Buddhist law concerning inheri-
tance and marriage

→Translation of a digest of the Burmese Buddhist law
concerning inheritance and marriage

Dhammikārāma Kyōn” Tuik (< Pinang >)

→The chronicle pictorial of Dhammikarama Burmese
Buddhist Temple, Penang

The 1996 [nineteen hundred and ninety six] triple hap-
iness of Dhammikarama Burmese Buddhist Temple, Penang

Dhamminda [transl.]
→Mahāsātipathāṇa Sutta : the greater discourse on steadfast
mindfulness

Dharmapala Kumārahāmu
Prince Wijaya’s conquest of Ceylon / by Prince Dharmapala
Kumarahamoo. – [Akyab:] Akyab Pr., 1900. 8 p.

GB: BL-APAC(Tr 899)*

Dhatupon zon gathering of the precious elements

The expositor (Atthasāliṇī) : Buddhaghosa’s commentary on the Dhammasangan

→Buddhaghosa

→Introduction to Dhammasanganī

Dhammathats
→Digest of the Burmese Buddhist law concerning inheri-
tance and marriage

→Translation of a digest of the Burmese Buddhist law
concerning inheritance and marriage

Dhammikārāma Kyōn” Tuik (< Pinang >)

→The chronicle pictorial of Dhammikarama Burmese
Buddhist Temple, Penang

The 1996 [nineteen hundred and ninety six] triple hap-
iness of Dhammikarama Burmese Buddhist Temple, Penang

Dhamminda [transl.]
→Mahāsātipathāṇa Sutta : the greater discourse on steadfast
mindfulness

Dharmapala Kumārahāmu
Prince Wijaya’s conquest of Ceylon / by Prince Dharmapala
Kumarahamoo. – [Akyab:] Akyab Pr., 1900. 8 p.

GB: BL-APAC(Tr 899)*

Dhatu pon zon gathering of the precious elements. – Auck-
land: Sphere Group, 1983.

GB: BL-APAC(SEA.1986.a.959)

Dhida Saraya
→Thidā Sarāyā

Dhillon, Gurdarshan Singh
From my bones : memoirs of Col. Gurbakhsh Singh Dhillon
of the Indian National Army : including 1945 Red Fort Trail.

Delhi : Sri Satguru Publ., 1999-. 

ISBN 81-7305-148-8

D: HD-SAI(216 mil 99/606)*

Di Crocco, James V.
The Mons : a civilization of Southeast Asia

→Guillon, Emmanuel

Di Crocco, Virginia McKeen
Footprints of the Buddhas of this era in Thailand and the In-
dian subcontinent, Sri Lanka, Myanmar / Virginia McKeen
(some col.), maps, bibliogr. p. 240-252.

Ditto. – ibd., 1888. 208 p.

GB: BL-APAC(V TR 271/6)


GB: BL-APAC(V TR 366/3)


GB: BL-APAC(Bur D 381)

Ditto. 2nd ed. – ibd., 1910. 204 p.

GB: BL-APAC(Bur D 556)


GB: BL-APAC(Bur D 514)


GB: BL-APAC(Bur D 557)


GB: BL-APAC(Bur B 535)


224 p.

GB: BL-APAC(Bur D 841)


GB: BL-APAC(Bur D 686; V TR 122/4)

Ditto. 3rd ed. – Rangoon, 1888. 52 p.

GB: BL-APAC(V TV TR 333/6)

Dhammapal
History of the Rev. Kesareinda teacher and preacher Vi-
nayakoslla gold medallist … / A rhan` Dhammapala.

Burma : Buddhaghosa’s commentary on the Dhammasangan

→Buddhaghosa

→Introduction to Dhammasanganī

Dhammathats
→Digest of the Burmese Buddhist law concerning inheri-
tance and marriage

→Translation of a digest of the Burmese Buddhist law
concerning inheritance and marriage

Dhammikārāma Kyōn” Tuik (Pinang)

→The chronicle pictorial of Dhammikarama Burmese
Buddhist Temple, Penang

The 1996 [nineteen hundred and ninety six] triple hap-
iness of Dhammikarama Burmese Buddhist Temple, Penang

Dhamminda [transl.]
→Mahāsātipathāṇa Sutta : the greater discourse on steadfast
mindfulness

Dharmapala Kumārahāmu
Prince Wijaya’s conquest of Ceylon / by Prince Dharmapala
Kumarahamoo. – [Akyab:] Akyab Pr., 1900. 8 p.

GB: BL-APAC(Tr 899)*

Dhatu pon zon gathering of the precious elements. – Auck-
land: Sphere Group, 1983.

GB: BL-APAC(SEA.1986.a.959)

Dhida Saraya
→Thidā Sarāyā

Dhillon, Gurdarshan Singh
From my bones : memoirs of Col. Gurbakhsh Singh Dhillon
of the Indian National Army : including 1945 Red Fort Trail.

Delhi : Sri Satguru Publ., 1999-. 

ISBN 81-7305-148-8

D: HD-SAI(216 mil 99/606)*

Di Crocco, James V.
The Mons : a civilization of Southeast Asia

→Guillon, Emmanuel

Di Crocco, Virginia McKeen
Footprints of the Buddhas of this era in Thailand and the In-
dian subcontinent, Sri Lanka, Myanmar / Virginia McKeen
(some col.), maps, bibliogr. p. 240-252.

Subject(s): Portuguese : Burma - History

Portugal : Colonies - Commerce ; Relation - Burma - History ; Burma : Relation - Portugal - History


Di Po


GB:BL-APAC(Karen B.49)

Dial, Roger Lee


Shulman 470

US: UCNRLF C 2 680 859

Diamond jubilee of Agricultural University →Agricultural University < Yezin >

Diamonds in the dust : tales of the evacuation of Burma. – Kitabistan

Ref.: IBIP

Diary of events of military interest in Burma for the month of ... – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for I.B.,R.)

GB:BL-APAC: Jan.-Febr. 1894 (Tr 727(1-7))*

Diary of events of military interest in Upper Burma during the cold season of 1891-92. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma

GB:BL-APAC: Feb. 1892 (ORB 30/914 (d))

Diary of the services of the 1st Madras lancers, and a troop from each 3rd and 4th Madras light cavalry, attached during the operations in Upper Burma, in 1886-87 and 1887-88 / comp. by the officer commanding the depot. – Madras, G.W. Taylor, 1889. 234 p.

Subject(s): Burmese war, 1886-88 - Military operations, British

Great Britain : Army - 1st Madras Lancers - Burma, Upper

US: HU(Widener Ind 8242.5)

Ref.: OCLC 38755951

Dibben, Cecilia

→The Yamaka : being the sixth book of the Abhidhamma-pitake

Dice, Jack W.
The Second World War . Asia and the Pacific

→Bradley, John H.
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[Dictionary < Akha-English >]
Akha-English dictionary
→ Lewis, Paul White

[Dictionary < Arbor-Miri >]
A dictionary of the Arbor-Miri language
→ Lorrain, James Herbert

[Dictionary < Burmese >]
The Burmese orthography : a dictionary of Burmese spelling
→ Tha Myat
The Burmese spelling dictionary for millions
→ San Hta
Classified Burmese vocabulary of 1000 words
→ Stewart, John Alexander
Criminal law dictionary
→ Hkin Hswei Myo

The dictionary of current Burmese words
→ Ngwe Daung Byu
Dictionary of military terms ...
→ Cam Lvan
→ A dictionary of the Burman language

Rhyming dictionary of written Burmese
→ Benedict, Paul King

Tekkatho myanma abidan [University Burmese dictionary]
→ Minthuwun

[Dictionary < Burmese-Chinese >]
A model Burmese-Chinese dictionary
→ Ch'en, Ju-hsing
A pocket Burmese-Chinese dictionary
→ Ch'en, Ju-hsing
The standard Burmese-Chinese dictionary
→ Yu Sein

[Dictionary < Burmese-English >]
→ A Burmese-English dictionary

Burmese-English dictionary
→ Judson, Adoniram
Burmese-English dictionary, and guide to spelling
→ Hpö Hla
A dictionary : Burmese and English
→ Judson, Adoniram
→ A dictionary of the Burman language: with explanations in English

The Judson Burmese-English dictionary. – 1914
→ Judson, Adoniram
Judson’s Burmese-English dictionary. – 1893
→ Judson, Adoniram

Siegfried M. Schwertner

Judson’s school dictionary : Burmese and English
→ Judson, Adoniram

→ Myanmar-English dictionary

Student’s Burmese-English dictionary. – 1944
→ Aung Kyaw Sein

The students’ Burmese-English dictionary. – 1953
→ Agarwal, R. C. S.

The Tet Toe English-Burmese dictionary
→ On Pe

The universal Burmese-English-Pali dictionary
→ Hoke Sein

[Dictionary < Burmese-French >]
Dictionnaire birman-français
→ Bernot, Denise

GlosHD-SAIre multilingue du vocabulaire historique : Français-Birman, Birman-Français, Français-Cambodgien ...
→ Cabaud, Marie-Christine

[Dictionary < Burmese-German >]
Wörterbuch Burmesisch-Deutsch
→ Esche, Annmarie

[Dictionary < Burmese-Pali >]
Burmese-Pali dictionary
→ Tejawantabhiwamsa

The universal Burmese-English-Pali dictionary
→ Hok Sein

[Dictionary < Car-Nicobarese >]
Dictionary of the Car-Nicobarese languages
→ Whitehead, George

[Dictionary < Chin >]
Chin dictionary and grammar
→ Jordan, Marc

[Dictionary < Chin-English >]
Chin-English dictionary (Tiddim Chin)
→ Vul Za Thang

[Dictionary < Chinese-Burmese-English >]
Chinese-Burmese-English dictionary
→ Kyin Win
→ Li, Tzu-Ming

[Dictionary < English-Burmese >]
Abridged edition of the students’ English-Burmese dictionary
→ Tun Nyein

→ The academy English-Burmese illustrated dictionary

The Agarwal’s English-Burmese dictionary
→ Agarwal, R. C. S.

An Anglo-Burmese dictionary
→ Hough, George Henry
Bibliographical description

An Anglo-Burmese dictionary of the monosyllabic words in the English language
→Hough, George Henry

The basic English-Burmese dictionary
→Agarwal, R. C. S.

Beginner’s English-Burmese dictionary
→Appleton, George

Burmese pocket dictionary : English and Burmese
→Judson, Adoniram

A dictionary : English and Burmese
→Judson, Adoniram
→Lane, Charles

Dictionary of law terms : English and Burmese
→Ba Din

A dictionary of the Myanma Literature House
→Maung Maung Kyaw

An English and Burman vocabulary
→Hough, George Henry

English and Burmese dictionary
→Judson, Adoniram

English conversation for Burmans, and dictionary
→Pe

The English-Burmese medical dictionary
→Kaùng Nyún

Geographical terms in English and Burmese
→The guide Eng. : Eng. Burmese dictionary
Judson’s English and Burmese dictionary
→Judson, Adoniram

The Khit Pyin English Burmese dictionary

The Khit Thit Eng-Burmese dictionary

Khit U English-Burmese dictionary
→Lwin Ù

The learner’s middle school Eng.-Burmese dictionary
→Din, T. A.

The officer’s pocket English-Burmese dictionary
→Po Thit < Saya >

Pocket dictionary
→Judson, Adoniram

A pocket English-Burmese dictionary
→Findlay, R. A.

The political, social and economic terminology : English-Burmese
→Hla Aung

Popular pocket English-Burmese dictionary

Pronouncing dictionary
→Shwe Kyû

Revised supplement to U Tun Nyein dictionary
→Tun Aung Gyaw

School dictionary
→Judson, Adoniram

Scientific and technical terms

The students’ English-Burmese and Burmese-English dictionary of useful plants ...
→Ahmed Ali

The students’s English-Burmese dictionary. – 1906
→Tun Nyein

Student’s English-Burmese dictionary. – 1944
→Appleton, George

The Thalun English-Burmese dictionary
→Tint Win Naing

Thesaurus of English and Burmese words and phrases
→Mya Aung

The Tet Toe English-Burmese dictionary ...
→On Pe

The university English-Burmese dictionary
→Ba Han

The university English-Myanmar dictionary
→Ba Han

Dictionary < English-Chin >

English-Chin dictionary
→Van Kyi

English-Chin (Haka) dictionary
→Van Bik, David

English-Chin (Lai) dictionary
→Van Kyi

Dictionary < English-Kachin-Burmese >

English-Kachin-Burmese dictionary
→Manam Hpang

Dictionary < English-Karen >

The Anglo-Karen dictionary. – 1883
→Wade, Jonathan

The Anglo-Karen dictionary. – 1954
→Blackwell, George E.

Dictionary < English-Lahu >

Chapala’s Anglo-Khasi language dictionary
→Blah, U. Edingson

Dictionary < English-Lahu >
Handbook of the Lahu (Muhso) language and English-Lahu dictionary
→Telford, James Haxton
[Dictionary < English-Mon >]
The modern English-Mon dictionary
→ Nai Tun Way

[Dictionary < English-Myanmar >]
→ English-Myanmar dictionary
→ The modern dictionary: English: English Myanmar
Phonetic pronouncing new method English-Myanmar dictionary ...
→ Son’ Lyan’

[Dictionary < English-Paite >]
English-Paite (Teddim Chin) dictionary
→ Kamkhenthang, Hauzel

[Dictionary < English-Palaung >]
A dictionary of English-Palaung and Palaung-English
→ Milne, Mary Lewis Harper

[Dictionary < English-Peguan >]
A vocabulary: English and Peguan
→ Stevens, Edward Abiel

[Dictionary < English-Pwo-Karen >]
A comparative dictionary of the Pwo-Karen dialect
→ Purser, William Charles Bertrand
An English and Shan dictionary
→ Mix, H. W.

[Dictionary < French-Burmese >]
→ Dictionnaire de base français-birman
Dictionnaire français-birman
→ Bernot, Denise
GlosHD-SAîre multilingue du vocabulaire historique: Français-Birman, Birman-Français, Français-Cambodgien ...
→ Cabaud, Marie-Christine

[Dictionary < French-Lolo >]
Dictionnaire français-lolo, dialecte gni
→ Vial, Paul

[Dictionary < Hmong (mèo blanc)-French >]
Dictionnaire hmong (mèo blanc)-français
→ Bertrais-Charrier, Yves

[Dictionary < Kachin >]
A dictionary of the Kachin language
→ Hanson, Ola
A Kachin pocket dictionary
→ Manam Hpang, Sara
→ Native Karen dictionary

[Dictionary < Karen >]
Karen dictionary
→ Wade, Jonathan
→ Thesaurus of Karen knowledge

[Dictionary < Khasi-English >]
→ Khasi-English dictionary

[Dictionary < Korean-Myanmar >]
Student’s Korean-Myanmar dictionary
→ Aung Win Naing

[Dictionary < Lahu >]
The dictionary of Lahu
→ Matisoff, James Alan

[Dictionary < Lakher >]
A grammar and dictionary of the Lakher language
→ Savidge, Frederick W.
Grammar and dictionary of the Lakher or Mara language
→ Lorrain, Reginald Arthur

[Dictionary < Lushai >]
Dictionary of the Lushai language
→ Lorrain. James Herbert
A grammar and dictionary of the Lushai language: Dulien dialect
→ Lorrain. James Herbert

[Dictionary < Meo-English >]
Dictionary of Mong Njua: a Miao (Meo) language of Southeast Asia
→ Lyman, Thomas Amis
White Meo to English dictionary
→ Heimbach, Ernest E.
White Meo-English dictionary
→ Heimbach, Ernest E.

[Dictionary < Mon-English >]
A dictionary of modern spoken Mon
→ Shorto, Harry Leonard
A dictionary of the Mon inscriptions
→ Shorto, Harry Leonard
A Mon-English dictionary
→ Halliday, Robert

[Dictionary < Myanmar-English >]
→ Myanmar-English dictionary

[Dictionary < Myanmar-Thai >]
→ Myanmar-Thai and Thai-Myanmar dictionary ...

[Dictionary < Na-Khi-English >]
A Na-Khi-English encyclopedic dictionary
→ Rock, Joseph Francis Charles

[Dictionary < Nipponese-Burmese-English >]
→ A concise Nipponese-Burmese-English dictionary

[Dictionary < Palaung-English >]
A dictionary of English-Palaung and Palaung-English
→ Milne, Mary Lewis Harper
Dictionary catalog of a library

[Dictionary < Pali-Burmese >]
A dictionary of Pali-roots

→Nyan < Saya >

A dictionary of the Pali language specially adapted for the use of Burmese students

→Ba

→Pali dictionary

Pali-Burmese dictionary

→Agarwal, R. C. S.

The student’s Pali-English dictionary

→Pe Maung Tin

[Dictionary < Pali-Myanmar-English >]
A Pali-Myanmar-English dictionary of the noble words of the Lord Buddha

→Myat Kyaw

[Dictionary < Pwo-Karen-English >]
A comparative dictionary of the Pwo-Karen dialect

→Purser, William Charles Bertrand

A Shan and English dictionary

→Cushing, Josiah Nelson

[Dictionary < Sanskrit-Chinese >]
A Sanskrit-Chinese dictionary

→Eitel, Ernest John

Handbook of Chinese Buddhism

[Dictionary < Sgau Karen >]
A dictionary of the Sgau Karen language

→Wade, Jonathan

[Dictionary < Thai-Sgau Karen >]
→Thai-Sgaw Karen dictionary

Dictionary catalog of a library

→s. under the library

A dictionary of art and artists

→Hla Maung

A dictionary of Buddhism and Burman literature

→Wade, Jonathan

A dictionary of Buddhist terms ...

→Yangon: Ministry of Religious Affairs, 1996. 19, 337 p. – Added title in Burmese; text in English, Burmese, and Pali (Pali in Burmese script)

Subject(s): Burmese language : Dictionaries - Pali ; Dictionaries - English language ; Dictionaries - Pali ; Dictionaries - Burmese

US: LC(BQ130.D53 1996 So Asia Ref)

OCB(Circulation 294,303 D554d)

YU(SML, SEA Ref. Room 315 BQ130 D53X 1996)

A dictionary of Burmese spelling

→Tha Myat


Subject(s): Burmese language : Dictionary polyglot - Medical plants

Burma : Plants médicinales – Noms vernaculaires – Dictionnaires - Polyglot

F: BIULO(GEN,III.61295)

US: LC(Microfiche 896/8872(Q))

NIU(SEA QK99.A1 S225 1972)

Dictionary of Myanmar performing and plastic arts ...

→Ran’ kun’: Yañ’ kye’’ muh Van’ kri’’ Thá’na, 2001. 8, 248 p., illus. – Added title in Burmese

Note: Burmese-Burmese-English dictionary.

Subject(s): Burma : Arts, Burmese - Dictionaries - Burmese

Burmese language - Dictionaries - English

US: CU(Kroch NX577.6.A1 M73 2001)

LC & UCB & YU(SML X): NX577.6.M74 2001

UC(SRLF AA0008458986)

Ref.: OCLC 48858148

Dictionary of oriental literature. – London


Ref.: Burma : a study guide p. 48, no. 10

A dictionary of Rakhine

→Oung Hla Thein

A dictionary of the Burmese language : with explanations in English. Comp. from the manuscripts of A. Judson and of other missionaries in Burmah. – Calcutta : Baptist Mission Pr., 1826. IV, 9, 411 p. – Preface signed: J. Wade

GB: BL(622 f 21) BL-APAC(T 6915)*

SOAS(EB 80.3/6.047)

J: TOT

US: HU(Houghton Miss 680)

LC(PL3957.J8 Rare Bk Coll) NYPL OCI

US: YU(SML, Microform Fiche B1244 Fiche.N.2.1.42)


Subject(s): Burma : Bible - Dictionaries - Burmese

F: BIULO(BIR III 19)

US: LC(Microfilm 4847 BS)

D: B-SBB(OLS Db SOA bur 45 Potsdam Str.)

US: CU(Annex Wason BS400.J76 1952)

A dictionary of the Myanmar Literature House

→Maung Maung Kyaw


Subject(s): Burma : Bible - Dictionaries - Burmese

Burmese language - Dictionaries
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US: LC(MLCSA 2001/03519)
Ref.: OCLC 47667018

Dictionnaire birman-français
→ Bernot, Denise

F: BIULO(BIR ling 8/BIR IV 54)*
BMH(DS 516 G96)
US: CU(Wason PL3957 D55)

Dielh-Eli, Barbara
→ Festschrift für Prof. Manuel Sarkisyanz

Diener, Carl <1862-1928>
Anthracolithic fossils of the Shan States / by Carl Diener. – Calcutta : Office of the Geological Survey ; London : K. Paul, Trench, Trübner [etc.], 1911. 74 p., 7 plates. – (Mém. of the Geological Survey of India ; Palaeontologica Indica ; N.S. 3.4)
Subject(s): Burma : Paleontology ; Paleontology - Carboniferous
AU: ANU(Hancock QE756.14A4 n.s.3,4)
D: BO-UB(TYD 90 Ns 3.4)*
HD-UB(O 2457-8 Großformat)
US: CU(Engineering Library (Carpenter Hall) QE756.I 4 P15++ n.s.3,4) UCB(Biosci f QE701 .I5 n.s.3,4) UCLA(SEL/Geol QE756.14 A32 n.s. 3,4)

Dietzel, Heinz
Subject(s): Burma : Coins, British
D: DB
GB: BL(X 419/2351 Woolwich)*
US: CU(Kroch Pamphlet C 106)

Diez, Ernst <1887-1961>
D: HD-SAI(kun 62 D 21)*
GB: BL(7801 d 3/15)

Diezemann, Eckart
ISBN 3-87269-235-6
Subject(s): Burma : Guidebooks
US: CU(Kroch DS527.4 .D56)

Diffloth, Gérard
ISBN 974-563-783-1
D: HD-SAI(nsp 43.38 A 94/2087)*
GB: BL-APAC(ORW 1988 a 1344) ORW 1993 a 2182
US: CU(Wason PL4331 D56)

Les différents systèmes d’irrigation : documents officiels précédés de notices historiques. – Bruxelles : A. Mertens ; Paris : A. Challamel ; Londres: Luzac. – Bibliothèque Colonoiale Internationale. 7e série
F: Grenoble1-BU Sciences

Subject(s): Burma : Human rights - Kachin State
Kachin State : Interviews ; Social conditions ; Economic conditions
US: CU(Kroch +HN670.7.K3 D56)

Diefloth, Siegfried M.
ISBN 3-87269-235-6
Subject(s): Burma : Guidebooks
A: ONB(883.760-B.K.235)
D: HD-SAI(325 rei 85/2087)*
US: CSt   CU(Kroch DS527.4 .D56)

Diezema, Ursula
Birma, Myanmar : Land der goldenen Pagoden : Menschen, Religio-

sion, Kunst und Kultur ; Orte und Sehenswürdigkeiten / Ursula Die-
Subject(s): Burma : Guidebooks
US: KA-BLB(98 A 5236) S-WLB(48/80891)

Les différents systèmes d’irrigation : documents officiels précédés de notices historiques. – Bruxelles : A. Mertens ; Paris : A. Challamel ; Londres: Luzac. – Bibliothèque Colonoiale Internationale. 7e série
F: Grenoble1-BU Sciences

Subject(s): Burma : Human rights - Kachin State
Kachin State : Interviews ; Social conditions ; Economic conditions
US: CU(Kroch +HN670.7.K3 D56)

Diffloth, Gérard
ISBN 974-563-783-1
D: HD-SAI(nsp 43.38 A 94/2087)*
GB: BL-APAC(ORW 1988 a 1344) ORW 1993 a 2182
US: CU(Wason PL4331 D56)
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A digest of Burma rulings, 1872-1922: containing thereported decisions of the Court of the Recorder of Rangoon, the Court of the Judicial Commissioner of Lower Burma and the Special Court, the Court of the Judicial Commissioner of Upper Burma, and the Chief Court of Lower Burma; and of Their Lordships of the Privy Council on appeal therefrom. With an index of cases / by Herbert Francis Dunkley. Comp., with the permission of the Hon’ble the Chief Justice and Judges of the High Court of Judicature at Rangoon. – Rangoon: Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma, 1928. XVI p., 1, 1316 numbered double columns. – “This volume ... stops ... with the establishment of the High court of judicature at Rangoon; but it is hoped to follow it with a second volume dealing with the decisions of the High court.” – Pref.

Other authors: Burma, Lower. Court of the recorder of Rangoon. [from old catalog]

Burma, Lower. Court of the judicial commissioner. [from old catalog]

Burma, Lower. Special court. [from old catalog]

Burma, Upper. Court of the judicial commissioner. [from old catalog]

Burma, Lower. Chief court, [from old catalog]

Great Britain. Privy council. Judicial committee. [from old catalog]

Ref.: OCLC 7283651

D: B-SBB(140185 Potsdamer Str. NfLS)


Subject(s): Burma : Civil law - Cases; Criminal law - Cases; Law reports, digests, etc.

US: HU(Law School: Harv.Depos.) LC(Law Burma 5)

Repr.


AU:ANU(Law Lib primary microform 346.09591 DIG)

NLA(BUR 460)

GB:BL-APAC(OWR 1986 a 2006)

SOAS(A 345.910846/385.416)*


Indexes. – Added title and text also in Burmese

GB: OUL(BOD A Floor Bodl. Burm. d.64)

US: CU(Kroch KQB .T49) LC(Law)


SG: NUS-LW(ASEAN Coll)


Subject(s): Burma : Criminal law - Cases; Law reports, digests, etc.

US: LC(Law)


Subject(s): Burma : Law reports, digests, etc.

GB: BL(5310 i 4)*

Digest of civil rulings of Burma: including cases reported in the Burma law reports 1895-1908, Burma law times 1907-1917, Indian cases (Burma civil rulings) selected judgments, L. B. 1897-1900, Lower Burma rulings 1901-17, Upper Burma rulings, 1892-1917. With an appendix of supplementary lead notes and an index of important Burma civil cases judicially noticed / by S. S. Halkar ... assisted by S. Vasudevan and S. Loo-Nee. 2nd ed. [Rangoon :] Rangoon Times Pr., 1918. 834 col., V p., index, app.

Subject(s): Burma : Law reports, digests, etc.

GB: BL(05318 g 18)* BL-APAC(V 5579)

US: HU(Law School)

Digest of civil rulings of Burma, 1872-1925 (in Burmese) / by I. T. Mohomed. – Magwe: Magwe Town Pr. [etc.]. Added title and text in Burmese

1. – 1927, 152 p.


Subject(s): Burma : Law reports, digests, etc.

GB: BL-APAC(Bur D 1461/1-2)


Subject(s): Burma : Criminal procedure - Digests; Crime: Criminal law - Digests; Law reports, digests, etc.

US: LC(KNL3796.Z36 1951)

Ref.: OCLC 34604415


US: CU(Kroch HV7094 .K99 1937-55+)

Digest of criminal cases and orders of the high courts of India and the courts of the judicial commissioners,
Digest of the Burmese Buddhist law concerning inheritance and marriage: being a collection of texts from thirty-six dhammathats / compared and arranged under the supervision of the hon'able U Gaung under the instance and under the authority of G. D. Burgess and the sanction of the Government of Burma. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma. – Text in Burmese ; prefatory matter in English
1. Inheritance. – 1898. VIII, XII, 839, 51, 42 p., indices.

Subject(s): Burmese law, cases; inheritance and succession – Digests; marriage law – Digests; Buddhism and law – Digests

NUS(LW ASEAN Coll KE3851.7 Gau v.1-2) US: CU: 1 (Kroch Film 3451; Annex Film N3451) HU(Widener & Law School: Harvard Depository) LC(KNL766.G38 1898) NIU(Microforms-2nd FL-FML Microfilm KNL540 .D5541991 ; KNL543 .G3841992)

Subject(s): Burmese law, reports, digests, etc.
US: LC(Law)

A digest of the criminal rulings of Burma, 1956 to 1968 / Thein Han. – Ran’ kun: Cam Pra ca pe, 1970. 6, 8, 504, 32 p., index. – Text and title also in Burmese
Subject(s): Burmese law; criminal cases; law reports, digests, etc.
GB: SOAS(A 345.9105/232.305)* US: CU
ditto. Microfilm. – Bethlehem, Pa. : Mid-Atlantic Preservation Service, 1990. On 1 microfilm reel with other items ; 35 mm. (Great Collections Microfilming Project. Phase I: John M. Eshols Collection)
US: CRL

Diggelmann, Martin

Construction and design manual : bored piles with bentonite medium span steel truss bridges ; Yangon-Pathein road project, Myanmar / [Martin Diggelmann, Walter Osterwald ; with contrib. from Dieter Berger ... [et al.]] ; ed. by ITECO AG, Company for International Cooperation and Development, Affoltern a/Ae. – St. Gallen: SKAT, Swiss Center for Appropriate Technology, [1992]. VII, 202 p., illus. – Am Fuss des Titelbl.: Consulting Association ITECO/TIF Constractor
ISBN 3908001404
CH: SLB(Nq 136784)
Bibliographical description

Dīgha Nikāya

Subject(s): Tipitaka, Suttapitaka, Dīghanikaya, Silakkhandhavagga : English

Burma : Buddhism - Sacred books ; Buddhism - Doctrines.
US: CU(Wason BL1411 D62 1950)
Ref.: OCLC 47851170

Subject(s): Burma : Buddhism - Doctrines ; Buddhist ethics ; Caste

GB: SOAS(GB293/461.081)
US: NIU(SEA BQ1300.A452 E51960)

→ Ten suttas from Dīgha Nikāya

Dījīk, Will Olga <b. 1934>


Subject(s): Nederlandsche Oost-Indische Compagnie ; History - 17th century ; Commerce - Netherlands - History

Netherlands : Commerce - Burma - History

NL: KITLV(M 2004 B 1443 ; 1444)

→ Dījīkstra, Alice

→ Achter de façade : handboek voor Burma

Dīller, Janelle M.


Subject(s): Burma : Civil rights ; Human rights

GB: SOAS(L.GB323.4/731.114)*
Ref.: OCLC 35228182


GB: SOAS(L.GB323.4/731.114)*


Subject(s): Burma: Civil rights ; Human rights

TH: CU(TIC 57918)

Subject(s): Burma : Martial law ; Politics and government

<1988->

US: CU(Kroch +DS530.4.D57 1996a)
LC(DS530.4.D57 1996a)
NIU(SEA DS530.4 .DS41996)

→ Post-election Myanmar

Dillen Terence.

Rangoon to Kohima / by Terence Dillon. – London : Regional Headquarters, 1978. VIII, 148 p., illus., maps, index, incl. bibliogr. ref.
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns

GB: SOAS(E Coll 3 C/8)

→ Dīn, T. A.


US: CU(Wason PN6519 B9D48) LC(PN6404.S5)


US: CU(Wason PL3957 D58) LC(PL3957.L47)

Dinakrshna Dasa

Namaratna Gita / Dinakrshna Dasa.


→ Chinese-Yi-Burmese comparative studies … / Ding Chunshou.

Guiyang shi: Guizhou min zu chu ban
ISBN 7541202215

→ Dīndinger, Johannes <b. 1881>

→ Missionsliteratur Südasiens

→ Missionsliteratur Südostasien

Dīng, Chunshou.

Chinese-Yi-Burmese comparative studies … / Ding Chunshou zhu. Di 1 ban. – Guiyang shi: Guizhou min zu chu ban she, 1991. 3, 2, 3, 6, 678 p., illus. (some col.), incl. bibliogr. ref. – Added title and text in Chinese

ISBN 7541202215

Subject(s): Chinese language ; Comparative linguistics

Yi language : Comparative linguistics

Burmese language : Comparative linguistics

GB: Durham(PL606 DIN)

US: HU(Harvard-Yenching (C) PL1074 .T56 1991)

Dīnga, Shway

→ Dīng, Shway

Scott, James George <1851-1935>

→ Dīngleiter, Senta

Deutsches Mädel auf Fahrt um die Welt. – Leipzig: Kohler und Ameling, 1932. 188 S., Illus.
Burma Bibliographical Project

D: B-SBB(Pt 3942 Potsdamer Str.)
US: CU(Kroch JZ1727 .A19 1999)
LC(Overseas Acq. No.: Br-E-2002-293067; 21) Ref.: OCLC 50227429

US: HU(Widener Harv.Depos. Consult for HW01YS)

Diplomatic handbook. 1st ed. – Yangon: Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 1999. 334 p., illus., index. – In English, with several annexures in Burmese
Subject(s): Burma : Diplomatic and consular service ; Diplomats
US: CU(KrochJZ1727 .A19 1999)
LC(Overseas Acq. No.: Br-E-2002-293067; 21) Ref.: OCLC 50227429

ISSN 0377-6905

< Diplomatic and consular list
Subject(s): Burma : Diplomatic and consular service - Registers
SG: ISEAS(Ref JX1859 B9L77)
HU(Documents (Lamont): Ind Doc 3503.4)
LC(JX1859.B8 B87b)

Diptera / by E. Brunetti ... [et al.] – London : Taylor and Francis. – (The fauna of British India : including Ceylon and Burma (6) including the remainder of the oriental region)
[1.] Diptera Nematocera (excluding Chironomidae and Culicidae) / by E. Brunetti. – 1912. XXVII, 581 p., figs., plates, index, gloss.
5. Family Culicidae. Tribes Megarrhinini and Culicina / by P. J. Barraud. – 1934. XXVIII, 463 p., plates, figs., maps, index, bibliogr. p. XI to XXI.
6. Family Calliphoridae / by R. Senior White ; Daphne Aubertin and John Smart. – 1940. XIII, 288 p., figs., map, index.
7.1 Muscidae / F. I. van Emden. Subject(s): Burma : Diptera : Pipunculidae : Syrphidae ; Mosquitoes : Mosquitoes - Bibliography ; Bibliography - Mosquitoes
D: B-SBB: 1-2 4-5 (Lv 12910 Potsdamer Str. NfLS)
F: MNHN
GB:Aberdeen(Queen Mother Libr x5919(54) Bri)
BL: 1-6 (B)FQ 555/501854002)
BL-DSS: 1-5 (L60/582-586) CUL(384:5.c.85.45a-)
OUL: 1-5 3 (RSL Stack 189941 d. 2f1-3)
SG:NUS-MD: 1+3 (Closed Stacks QL309 Faudi 1 23)
NUS-SC: 1-3 5-6 (Closed Stacks QL309 Faudi)
US: CU:[1] (Entomology QL535.5.14 B8 ; Film 5084 reel 11.5)
3 (Entomology QL535.5.14 B8Pi)
4 (Mann QL535.5.14 B2 ; Entomology QL535.5)
5 (Entomology Film 5084 reel 10.3)
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Diplomatic and consular list. – [Rangoon :] Protocol Dept., Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma
< List of diplomatic missions resident in Rangoon
> Diplomatic list
Subject(s): Burma : Diplomatic and consular service - Registers
US: LC: Jan, 1986 (JX1859.B8B87b)
Ref.: OCLC 14249124
Diran, Richard K. <b>1949- </b>


usan: BL(14300 g 33(3))*

Ref.: OCLC 41959550

Directions for the erection of domestic surface shelters. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for A. R. P. A.), 1941. 3 p., plan. – (A. R. P. series ; 5)

GB: BL(1.S.Bu.178)*

US: LC(UUG635.B8A3)

Directions regarding stamps ... [/ signed by W.J. Keith.] – Rangoon : Government Print., Burma (for F.C.), 1902. 39 p. – Added title and text in Burmese

GB:BL(14300 g 33(3))*

Directions relating to revenue / British Military Administration, Burma. – [ca. 1944-1945]

I.  Introduction. – [1 p.]

II.  Preservation of records. – 3 p.

III.  Assessment of land revenue. – 2 p.

IIIIB.  Collection of land revenue. – [1 p.]

IV.  Town land rents. – 3 p.

VA.  Income-tax. – 2 p.


VIA.  Country Alcoholic liquors. – 4 p.

VII.  Stamp revenue. – 3 p.

VIII.  Fishery revenue. – 2 p.

IXA.  Urban and local taxation. – 3 p.

X.  The Safe Custody of deposited documents. – [2p.]

XI.  Loans to agriculturists. – 3 p.

XII.  Revenue in scheduled areas. – 7 p.

XIII.  Revenue accounts. – 3 p.

GB:BL-APAC(1OR/V/27/31/288)


GB:BL-APAC(V 9864)


ISBN 1841880329

CH: BS UB(HW 5804)

GB: OUL(BOD M01.B00429)

IRL:TCD(PX 174-248)


LC(GN635.BS D57 1999)

Ref.: OCLC41959550

Directions for the erection of domestic surface shelters. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for A. R. P. A.), 1941. 3 p., plan. – (A. R. P. series ; 5)

GB:BL(1.S.Bu.178)*

US: LC(UUG635.B8A3)

Directions relating to revenue / British Military Administration, Burma. – [ca. 1944-1945]

I.  Introduction. – [1 p.]

II.  Preservation of records. – 3 p.

III.  Assessment of land revenue. – 2 p.

IIIIB.  Collection of land revenue. – [1 p.]

IV.  Town land rents. – 3 p.

VA.  Income-tax. – 2 p.


VIA.  Country Alcoholic liquors. – 4 p.

VII.  Stamp revenue. – 3 p.

VIII.  Fishery revenue. – 2 p.

IXA.  Urban and local taxation. – 3 p.

X.  The Safe Custody of deposited documents. – [2p.]

XI.  Loans to agriculturists. – 3 p.

XII.  Revenue in scheduled areas. – 7 p.

XIII.  Revenue accounts. – 3 p.

GB:BL-APAC(1OR/V/27/31/288)

Abb:BL-APAC(V 9864)


ISBN 1841880329

CH: BS UB(HW 5804)

GB: OUL(BOD M01.B00429)

IRL:TCD(PX 174-248)


LC(GN635.BS D57 1999)

Ref.: OCLC41959550
**Burma Bibliographical Project**

GB: BL(14300 g 41)*

GB: BL(14300 g 30(1))*

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.142/16)*

**Directions under the land acquisition act.** I of 1894 (prescribed in July, 1894) / Lower Burma. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for F. C.), 1894. 8, IV p.
Subject(s): Burma : Land Acquisition
GB: BL-APAC(Tr 764 (2))*

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.105/3) BL-APAC(Tr 764(2))*

**Directory** : Lower Burmah districts. – 1888-90.
GB: BL(P.P. 2572 h)

**Directory of Christian missions and churches in India, Burma and Ceylon.** 1936/37- . – Nagpur: National Christian Council of India

< Directory of Christian missions in India, Burma and Ceylon

> Directory of Christian missions and churches in India, Pakistan, Burma and Ceylon

Subject(s): Missions - India - Directories - Periodicals.
Missions - Burma - Directories - Periodicals.
Missions - Sri Lanka - Directories - Periodicals.
GB:Birmingham: 4.1936/37 5.1940/41 (Stack ; 266.00954, Ref.)

1940/41 (J 266/74.923)

N: MF: 1938-1939 (EGEDE UK 20 Di)

US: LC: 1938/39 (BV3265.D5)


< Directory of Christian missions and churches in India, Burma and Ceylon

> Directory of Christian missions and churches in India, Pakistan, Burma and Ceylon

Subject(s): Missions – Directories - Periodicals.
GB:BL: 1947 (P.P.2564.s.)
1932/1933 1940/1941
(CMWL C.18/5)

1940/41 (J 266/74.923)

N: MF: 1938-1939 (EGEDE UK 20 Di)

US: LC: 1938/39 (BV3265.D5)

**Directory of Christian missions and churches in India, Burma and Ceylon.** 13.1922-1934/35. – Madras: Christian Literature Society for India, for the National Christian Council, Nagpur

> Directory of Christian missions and churches in India, Burma and Ceylon

Subject(s): Burma : Missions ; Burma : Church history

**Siegfried M. Schwertner**

GB:Birmingham: 13.1922 14.1924 1932/33
1934-1935 (EGEDE UK 20 Di)

BL: 1932/33 (P.P.2564.s.) BL-APAC: 1932- (ST 1597)
N: MF: 13(1922) 14(1924) 16(1929) 16(1932) 1932-1933
1934-1935 (EGEDE UK 20 Di)

US:LC(BV3265.D5)
NRU: 1923, 1934/35 (Swasey BV3265.D5)
YU: 13:1922-1934/35 (Divinity MT65 D628)
Ref.: OCLC 15698067 14.1924

**Directory of Christian service in Burma →Burma Directory of Christian service in Burma**


Subject(s): Burma : Missions - Directories - Periodicals
GB:Birmingham(Stock ; 266.00954, Reference)

BL: 1947/49 (P.P.2564.s.)
Edinburgh: 1947-1949(CSCNW Lib.10.08.15 Dir)
SOAS: 1947/1949 1951 (MMSL IN64)
US: Columbia Int Univ, SC CSiT
NRU: 6,1947/49 (Rhees Stacks (BV3265.A1 D5)
Ref.: OCLC: [6th] (1947/1949)- 8673990 ; 12000420 ; 39314517

**Directory of exporters of Indian produce and manufactures : including those of Burma / Department of Commercial Intelligence and Statistics, India. Delhi: Manager of Publ.

ditto. 9th ed. – ibd., 1938. 113 p., index.
D: HD-SA(216 wiw 79/1537 Kp)*

**Directory of India, Burma and Ceylon →Khosla, Kanshi Ram**

**Indian commercial directory for ...**

**Directory of international non-government organizations (NGOS) working in Myanmar / comp. by international NGOS. – [Yangon, 2001.] 1 v. (various foliations) – February 2001**

Subject(s): Burma : International agencies - Directories ; Non-governmental organizations - Directories
US: CU(Kroch +) & YU(MSL Oversize) :

J: TYB(Cd-7)

Ref.: OCLC 52242293

Subject(s): Burma : Social service - Societies, etc. - Directories
D: HD-SA(60 A 2)*

ditto. 2nd ed. – ibd., (for Min. of N. P.), 1956. 102 p.
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.221)*
J: TYB(Cd-7)

GB:SOAS(GB 361.0028/352.866)*
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Bibliographical description

SG: ISEAS (Ref HV385.7 A3D59)
US: LC (WMLC L 83/5869)
Ref.: OCLC 17619681

A directory of the chief industries of India (Burma, Ceylon, Strait settlements and the East Indians Islands): with which is incorporated a list of tea companies and gardens, indigo and coffee estates ... and a directory of tea, coffee, chin-chona, cardamom estates in Ceylon. With 2 maps. – Calcutta: Thacker & Spink, 1896.

> Thacker’s directory of the chief industries of India, Burma and Ceylon

Subject(s): Burma : Commerce - Directories
GB: BL (P.P. 2548 ka)
Ref.: OCLC 17619681

Directory of the Council of Ministers (cabinet) heads of departments and corporations of the Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma / comp. by the Reference and Documentation Unit, Programme Division, United Nations Development Programme. 1986. – Rangoon: The Unit. – Annual

< Directory of the Council of State, Council of Ministers (cabinet) and heads of departments ... Subject(s): Burma : Executive departments - Directories ; Officials and employees - Directories ; Registers
SG: ISEAS (Microfiche (o) 94/63400)
LC (Microfiche (o) 94/63400)
NIU: 1994 (SEA JQ751.A1 D573)

Directory of the Council of State, Council of Ministers (cabinet) and heads of departments and corporations of the Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma / comp. by the Reference and Documentation Unit, Programme Division, United Nations Development Programme. 19-? [to 1985]. – Rangoon: The Unit. – Annual

> Directory of the Council of Ministers (cabinet) heads of departments ...

Subject(s): Burma : Executive departments - Directories ; Officials and employees - Directories ; Registers
SG: ISEAS (Ref JO447 D59): Microfiche (o) 95/63435
LC: 1984 (JQ447.D57) 1992- (Microfiche (o) 94/63400)
Ref.: OCLC 6266162


> Directory of United Nations personnel in Myanmar

SG: ISEAS (Microfiche (o) 94/63469)
US: CU: 1988 (Kroch Fiche 887(o) 94 63469)
LC (Microfiche (o) 94/63469)


SG: ISEAS (Microfiche (o) 94/63469)
US: CU: 1990 (Kroch Fiche 887(o) 94 63469)
LC (Microfiche (o) 94/63469)

Dirty clothes, dirty system: how Burma’s military dictatorship uses profits from the garment industry to bankroll opposition; a report / by Canadian Friends of Burma. – Ottawa: The Friends, 1996. 72 p., maps, bibliogr. p.69.

Subject(s): Burma: Clothing trade - Political aspects; Politics and government <1988->
US: CU: Kroch DS530.4:DS567x 1996
NIU: SEA DS530.4:DS5671996


Subject(s): Burma: Disaster relief - Case studies; Floods
US: DGPO

Disastrous Gas Pipeline Project in Burma’s Gulf of Martaban

→ French Total Company and American Unocal Corporations disastrous gas pipeline project in Burma’s Gulf of Martaban

Discharges prior to 1960, Mekong Basin

→ Lower Mekong River Basin discharge data prior to 1960: a report


Note: Contemporary political situation in Burma; contributed articles.

Subject(s): Burma: Politics and government <1988->
US: OUL (IND Indmonth 11.03)
NIU: (NC)OFFSITE & UCB WU (Memorial): DS530.65:D58 1999

Discourse on the advantages of a Samana’s life

→ Digha nikaya silakkhandha: Samaññaphala sutta

A discourse on To Nibbañã via the noble eightfold path

→ Sobhana: Mahâthera>


Subject(s): Burma: Description and travel; History; Civilization
GB: BL(YA.2000.b.2525)
SOAS: GB909/788349
TH: CU( Arts Thai Studies DS527.8 D611)

Discrepancies in market prices ... – Rangoon: Govt. Print. and Staty., 1939. 12 p. – (Markets section bulletin / Department of Agriculture, Burma; 2) – Added title and text in Burmese.

Subject(s): Burma: Agricultural prices; Business; Trade Information Service; Grain - Prices; Prices
GB: BL-APAC(Bur D 1796; IOR/V/25/501/47)
CUL(OPL 3200.631.02)
OUL(Bodl. Burm. d.321)
SG: ISEAS (SCR HD9047 B96; Microfiche 92/68812)
NIU (SEA HD2065.7.K8 531939) NNC NYPL (Res. TLG)

Disertori, Beppino

La via delle perle: note di viaggio in Birmania, Borneo, Giappone, Cina esterna, Golfo del Siam / Beppino Disertori.
Burma Bibliographical Project

Siegfried M. Schwertner

I: Biblioteca storica della Provincia di Torino - Torino

Distant, Roger


Note: On forced internal migration in Bangladesh, and South Asia; contributed articles.

Subject(s): Burma : Migration, Internal ; Forced migration

Dispossessed : a report on forced relocation and extrajudicial killings in Shan State, Burma / by the Shan Human Rights Foundation. – Chiang Mai, 1998. 81 p., illus., map. – April 1998

Subject(s): Shan : Relocation - Burma


Subject(s): Burma : Migration, Internal ; Forced migration

Dispossessed

Diito, Repr. – New Delhi : Today and Tomorrow’s Publ., 1977. – (The fauna of British India : including Ceylon and Burma)

District Administration (Reconstruction) Committee


Subject(s): Burma : Local government


Subject(s): Burma : Police ; Police - Rules and Manuals ; Police Law and legislation ; Police administration - Law and legislation ; Criminal justice administration - Law and legislation ; Crime and criminals - Law and legislation

Distant, William Lucas <1845-1922>

Rhynchota / by W. L. Distant. – London [etc.]: Taylor and Francis [etc.] – (The fauna of British India : including Ceylon and Burma)


GB:BL(I.S.Bu.143/14)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/151/89)

US: BL-APAC(V 10161 ; IOR/V/27/151/97)

**ditto.** : 1926. – ibd., 1926. 45 p.

**ditto.** – (for I. G. of Police), 1926. 67 p. – Added title and text in Burmese

GB:BL(14300 fti 40)* BL-APAC(Bur D 966)

**ditto.** – (for I. G. of Police), 1929. 67 p. – Added title and text in Burmese

GB:BL(14300 g 58)* BL-APAC(Bur D 1302)

**Dittmar, Johanna**


ISBN 90-213-0509-7

**Subject(s):** *Burma* : Description and travel ; Guidebooks

Temples, Buddhist - Guidebooks

NL: KB(2038189 Depotexp.) KITLV(M tt 1763 N)


ISBN 3-7701-1206-7

**Subject(s):** *Burma* : Description and travel ; Guidebooks

Temples, Buddhist - Guidebooks

CH:BE StUB(LBS 7(59) DIT) D: HSB SP-PLB(9.843)

**ditto.** 3. Aufl. – ibd., 1934. 371 S.

ISBN 3-7701-1206-7

D: BR-SB


ISBN 3-7701-1206-7

D: BA-UB(00/LH 10025 T364(4)) KLUB(ARG 569/812) OSSB


ISBN 3-7701-1206-7

D: FR-UB(FZ 153/7) MTUB(0601/54.8 10296)


ISBN 3-7701-1206-7

D: HSB MHHB(10/DK 9(59))


ISBN 3-7701-1206-7

S. 318-372, 390-398: Burma (Myanmar)

CH:BE StUB(FHB_LH_10663.1) D: B-SBB(1 A 155445 Potdamer Str.) BSUB HD-UB(UA(FA 5235 MV) HD-SAI(300 rei 94/6302)*


ISBN 3-7701-1206-7

A: ÖNB(1494863-B. Por ; 1525311-B. Kar)

Thailandia ; Birmania / testi di Johanna Dittmar. – Milano: Touring Club Italiano, c1990. 216 p., illus. – (Guide ai paesi lontani) – Transl. of: Thailand und Burma : Tempelanlagen und Königsstädte zwischen Mekong und Indischem Ozean

ISBN 88-365-0401-9

**Subject(s):** *Burma* : Description and travel ; Guidebooks

Temples, Buddhist - Guidebooks

DIVEKAR, Vasudev Datatraya

→**Documents on China’s relations with South and South-East Asia**

**Divers, S. T.**

Planned review of the organisation and methods of the Trade Development Ministry

→**Chit Pe**


Ref.: Trager 2371

A report on the organisation, structure, and grading of the civil and public services of the Union of Burma. – [Rangoon,] 1956. 18 p.

**Subject(s):** *Burma* : Civil service
The Divine office

→ Christian prayer

→ The liturgy of the hours

Divisional reports on the working of the Indian factories act in Lower Burma for the year 1898. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S.), 1899. 14, XXI p., illus.

<div style="display: flex; flex-wrap: wrap;">
  <div style="margin-right: 20px;"><i>dito.</i> Microfilm. – Ithaca, N.Y.: Photo Science Studios, Cornell Univ., 1965. – (Western language publications on Burma on microfilm ; 28)
  </div>
  <div style="margin-right: 20px;
  US: CU(Kroch Film 1050 no.28; Annex Film N1050,28)
  </div>
</div>


Subject(s): Burma < Union > : Ministry of Home Affairs

Diwersy, Alfred

My joy-ride round the world / by Dorothy Dix. – London : Mills and Boon, 1922. 227 p., illus.

D: SB-UB

DL: KITLV(M 1997 B 1744)

Do Sian Thang

Towards a theology of the New Year Water Festival (Thingyan) in Myanmar / Do Sian Thang. – 1995. 335 p. – Southeast Asia Graduate School of Theology, Ph.D. thesis

Subject(s): Burma : Festivals ; Social life and customs

SG: ISEAS/LO GT4786 B963

Do Thang <b, 1954>


Subject(s): Kuki Chin : Religion

BURMA : Evangelistic work ; Church history ; Baptists ; Church development

US: FTS(McAlister Focus papers 1999 .34 ; Microfiche)

NIU(SEA BR1179 T475 1999b)

Ref.: OCLC 42658644 45020150

Dobbin, Christine E. <b, 1941>


ISBN 070070443 (hb) ; 070070443 (pbk.)


Subject(s): Nattukottai Chettiar - Burma : Economic conditions - History

BURMA : Minority business enterprises ; Entrepreneurship ; Minorities

NU: ANU(Chifley HC460.5.D63 1996x)

GB: SOAS(A305.89508622/727,964)

N: UHS(306.095 DOB)

US: HU(Widener: WID-LC HF3752.D622 1996x)

NIU(Main Stacks-FML) & OAU(Alden) & UCSD(IR/PS) & UCSB(Main) & UCLA(YRL) & UCR(Rivera) & UCSD(IR/PS) & UCSD(Main) & WU(Memorial Lib.) : HF3752 .D622 1996

Ref.: OCLC 35783101

Dobbs, Richard Stewart


Subject(s): Burma : Description and travel - History

MISSIONS:

D: HD-SAI(185 pol 95/1369)*

BR: BL-APAC(T 35798) OUL

Ref.: OCLC 26529328

Dobbs-Higginson, Michael Stewart <b, 1941>


ISBN 0-85561-538-9

p.347-350: Burma (Myanmar) : a tragic exercise in futility

D: HD-SAI(185 pol 95/1369)*

US: LC(DS35.2.D63 1993)

D 52
ISBN 0-434-00081-7
D: BZG(B 87931)
GB: BL(YC 1994 b 2080)
ISBN 0749317973
GB: BL(YK 1996 a 17530)
D: MA-UB(95 A 4383)
p. 375-394: Myanmar/Burma
ISBN 0-434-00081-7
D: MA-UB(95 A 4383)
GB: BL(YK 1996 a 17530)
XXVI, 469 p., maps.
– (A Mandarin paperback)
ISBN 0-7493-1797-3
D: BZG(B 87931)
GB: BL(YC 1994 b 2080)
p. 375-394: Myanmar/Burma
D: BZG(B 87931)
GB: BL(YC 1994 b 2080)
p. 375-394: Myanmar/Burma
D: MA-UB(95 A 4383)
GB: BL(YC 1994 b 2080)
ISBN 0749317973
GB: BL(YK 1996 a 17530)
D: MA-UB(95 A 4383)
ISBN 0749317973
GB: BL(YK 1996 a 17530)
D: MA-UB(95 A 4383)
XXVI, 469 p., maps. – (A Mandarin paperback) 
ISBN 0-434-00081-7
D: MA-UB(95 A 4383)
GB: BL(YC 1994 b 2080)
p. 375-394: Myanmar/Burma
D: MA-UB(95 A 4383)
GB: BL(YC 1994 b 2080)
ISBN 0749317973
GB: BL(YK 1996 a 17530)
D: MA-UB(95 A 4383)
ISBN 0749317973
GB: BL(YK 1996 a 17530)
D: MA-UB(95 A 4383)
Burma Bibliographical Project

Doctoral dissertations on Asia : an annotated bibliographical journal of current international research / comp. and ed. by Frank Joseph Shulman. 1.1. 1975-. – Ann Arbor, Mich.: Association for Asian Studies. – Herbert 847
AU:ANU:1-16 (Menzies ref. serial Z3001.D6)
1-13 (Menzies Asian ref. Z3001.D6)
D: B-SBB(OLS Bc 180 = Zsn 44598 Potsdamer Str.)
GO-SUB: 1.1.1975- (KS Rb 408)*
HD-SA1: 1.1.1975- (inf 40 A 684)
US: LC(Z3001.D63)

Document disputes : a monthly illustrated magazine devoted to the study of contested documents in India; Burma & Ceylon. 1, March 1939/40-. – Delhi. – Monthly
Subject(s): Burma : Documents - Identification – Periodicals : Handwriting - Identification - Periodicals
US: LU(Law School)
The documentary history of the Truman Presidency / ed. by Dennis Merrill. – Bethesda, Md.: Univ. Publ. of America, c1995-c2002. 35 v., illus., indexes.
Subject(s): Truman, Harry S., 1884-1972 United States : Foreign relations - Burma - 1945-1953 - Sources
D: GO-SUB(FB 18906:32)
GB: LSE(BLPES E813 D63 (REF))
US: NYPL(Humanities-Hist&Gen IL 96-73 v.32)
WU(Memorial Lib) & YU(SML +) : E813 D56 1995
Ref.: OCLC 52778951 ; OCLC 51749782

Documentation for Action Groups in Asia < Hong Kong > (DAGA)
Burma dossier. – Hong Kong: Documentation for Action Groups in Asia 2. Refugees
→Documentation on Burma

Subject(s): Burma : Human rights ; Civil rights ; Politics and government <1948->
US: CU(Kroch Asia Rare JC599.B93 D63 1991 +)
LC(Microfiche 2001/63830 (J))
Ref.: OCLC: 53466466 ; 49069600

Subject(s): Burma : Politics and government <1988-> - Periodicals
Ref.: OCLC 50012584

Documents concerning Premier Chou En-lai's visit to India and Burma. – [Peking: Foreign Languages Pr.], 1954. 7 p. – (People's China ; 1954,14 Suppl.)
D: B-SBB(4° Zsn 7281-1954,14, Suppl. Potsdamer Str.

Documents illustrative of the Burmese war : with an introductory sketch of the events of the war, and an appendix / comp. and ed. by Horace Hayman Wilson. – Calcutta : Govt. Gazette Pr., 1827. 248, 4, 96, L XXXXII p., app., maps. Herbert 252
Subject(s): Burmese War, 1824-1826
D: B-SBB(4° Up 4736 Potsdamer Str.)
GO-SUB(4° H3304)
HD-SA1(reg 60 D 143 rara)*
GB: BL(583 k 11) BL-APAC
OUL(BOD J Floor Mason BB 93)
SOAS(EB 82.3/46966)
SG: ISEAS(Microfiche 30 ; SE-67)
US: CU(Wason Microfiche 27)
HU(Widener Harv.Depos. Ind 788.16)
LC(DS475.7.W72) MU NIU(Microforms Microfiche DS475.7 W72 1970)
UC(NRRLF DS475.72 .W69 SC 178 990) WU
YU(SML Yale Class. Bij36 021)
Ref.: OCLC 32066988

Documents on China’s relations with South and South East Asia, 1949-1962 / ed. by G. V. Ambekar and V. D. Divekar. 1st publ. – Bombay [etc.]: Allied Publ., 1964. XXIV, 491 p.
Burma: p. 187-206
D: HD-SA1(172 bez 64/2980)*
GB: BL(X 700/2679)
US: DS LC(DS777.55.A726)

Documents on Communism in Burma : 1945 - 1977 / Klaus Fleischmann, ed. – Hamburg: Institut für Asienkunde, 1989. XVI, 278 p., index, bibliogr. p. 269. – (Mitteilungen des Instituts für Asienkunde, Hamburg : 172) – Documents originally appeared in Burmese, Chinese, or English; Burmese and Chinese documents have been transl. into English
ISBN 3-88910-057-0 – Herbert 530
Subject(s): Burma : Communism – History – Sources ; Politics and government <1824-1948> - Sources
AU:ANU(Chifley HX385.7.A6D64 1989) NLA
D: B-SBB(29 SA 339-172 U.d.L. ; 1 A 22588 Potsdamer Str.)
M-BSB(A 4.A.or. 3721 y-171/172)
PA-UB(55/RR 51983 F596)
GO-SUB(ZB 21990:172)
HD-SA1(325 pol 89/347)*
F: BIULO(GEN.III.41782)
GB: BL-APAC(ORW.1989.a.1610)
OUL(IND Burma 7 d 56)
SOAS(GB324 24075/578.9431 * ; 606.363 * ; Pers34/L/147.770)
SG: ISEAS(DS501 I60 no. 172)
US: CU(Kroch DS1 I59 Nr.172 +)
HU(Widener: Asia 9.85 Nr. 172)
LC & NNC(East Asian) & OAU(Alden SE Asia) & UCD(Shields) & UCSD(SSH) & WU(Memorial Lib.)
DS1 J55 v.172 NIU(SEA HX385.7.A6 D638 1989)
UCB(Main HX385.7.A6 D6 1989 ; HX385.7.A6)
YU(SML DS1 I56 172)

Subject(s): Burma : Insurgency – Sources ; History <1948-> - Sources
US: NIU(SEA Oversize DS530.4 .D625)

D 54

Siegfried M. Schwertner
Documents on Japan’s relations with ASEAN countries and Burma / comp. by the Foreign Pr. Center. – [Tokyo:] The Center, 1977. 42 l. – September 1977
Subject(s): *Burma* ; Investments, Japanese ; Foreign economic relations – Japan
*Japan* : Foreign economic relations - Burma
US: CSt

**Bibliographical description**

Documents pertaining to the return of the Franciscans to Burma in the Archdiocesan Archives of Madras-Mylapore (India)
→ Meersman, Achilles

Subject(s): *Burma* : Minorities ; Human rights ; Ethnic relations.
US: CU(Kroch Echols +DS528.D63 1990a)

[Doh, Ai]
Subject(s): *Burma* : Missions ; Missions - Theory ; Church history
Pwo Kayin Theological Seminar : Curricula
Ref.: OCLC 52757966

**Doherty, Faith**
Burma: human lives for natural resources, oil & natural gas. – [Bangkok? : Southeast Asian Information Network and All Burma Students’ Democratic Front, 1994.] 32 p., illus., maps, bibliogr. ref. – *"The report was written by Faith Doherty and Nyein Han."*
Subject(s): *Burma* : Human rights ; Petroleum - Prospecting ; Natural gas - Prospecting ; Environmental degradation ; Investments, Foreign
US: LC(JC599.B87 D64 1994)

**Dohory Ropmay**
→ Khasi-English dictionary

**Dohmen, Holger**
Subject(s): *Burma* : Politics and government
D: IfA(Z - D 1852) LUB
NL: KITLV(M eb 386 N+)
US: HC(BPL DS597.2 .D63x)
YU(SML DS1 I581 55)
Ref.: OCLC 3468090

Subject(s): *Burma* : Business enterprises, Foreign ; Commercial policy ; Business law ; Investments, Foreign - Law and legislation ; Corporations, Foreign - Law and legislation ; Corporation law
AU: ANU(Chifley pamphlet HF1586.7.D65 1989)
GB: BL-APAC(ORW.1986.a.836)
OUL(BOD A Floor Bodl. Burm. e.621 N1 1377143)
SOAS(A.345.91066/599.182)
SG: NUS(LRL 346.59107 BUR)
NUS(Ref. HG5720.7 Burm)
NUS-LW(ASEAN Coll.)
"Doing business in Myanmar" : under the Myanmar companies act : provisions relative to a foreign company / Government of the Union of Myanmar, Ministry of Trade. 2nd ed. – [Yangon:] The Ministry of Trade, 1990. 48 p. – Accompanied by: Supplement to "Doing business in Myanmar" (4 p.) – Previous ed. publ. under the Doing business in Burma under the Burma Companies Act (as amended to 1st Januar 1989)

Subject(s): Burma : Business law ; Foreign trade regulation ; Investments, Foreign - Law and legislation ; Business enterprises, Foreign ; Commercial policy.

D: HHMPI

GB: LSE(BLPES, OffPubl 591 (187))
SG: ISEAS(HC422 B97)

US: CU(Kroch HF1586.7 .D65 1990 & Suppl.)

LC(KNL78.B67 B87 1990)

Ref.: OCLC 24447886


D: HD-SAI(325 wiw 98/679 Kp)*


US: CU(Kroch Oversize HF3770.7.Z5 D65 1996+)


Note: Handbook covers five countries, Cambodia, Yunnan China, Lao PDR, Myanmar, and Vietnam.

Subject(s): Burma : Investments, Foreign ; Economic conditions.


Subject(s): United States : Commerce - Burma

Burma : Commerce - United States

D: HD-SAI

US: CU(Annex Pamphlet HF749+) HU(Baker Business: TK 75.596 U58 ; Law School: 137a 4139.5)

LC(HF3121.A515) NNC(Offsite HF3121 .A515)

UC(SRLF) UCB


Subject(s): Burma : Business enterprises, Foreign - Handbooks, manuals, etc. ; Commerce - Handbooks, manuals, etc.

US: CU(Kroch +HF3770.7.Z6 D65 1994a)

LC(HF3770.7.Z6 D65 1994a)

Dokter in Birma

→Dokter in tweestrijd

Doling, Tim


Note: Guidebook on speaking Burmese language for English speakers.

Subject(s): English language : Conversation and phrase books - Burmese

D: HD-SAI(nsp 32.26 A 98/644)

US: CU(Kroch +NK100.A83 1996)

LC(NX572.A1 D65 1996) ViU

YU(SML, Starr Main Ref. NX572 A1 D65 1996 (LC)+

Ref.: OCLC 37433154

Dollman, John Guy

The game animals of India, Burma, Malaya and Tibet. 2nd ed.
→Lydekker, Richard

D’Ollone, Henri Marie Gustav

→Ollone, Henri Marie Gustav d’

Domine, Giorgio

→Italia e Asia Sudorientale : le relazioni di Nord Est, Nord Ovest e Adriatico a confronto i flussi commerciali e gli investimenti

Dominion home rule for Burma. – Rangoon, 1929. 16 p. – All-Burma Leaders’ Conference (1929)

Subject(s): Burma : Politics and government

GB:LSE(BLPES, Pamphlets JF(5)/E50, Special)
Domschke, Eliane


Subject(s): Burma: Census - Handbooks, manuals, etc.

Donald, A. A.


Donnison, David

Last of the guardians: a story of Burma, Britain and a family during the British connexion / F. S. V. Donnison; publ. in cooperation with the International Secretariat, Institute of Pacific Relations. – London ; New York : Royal Institute of International Affairs, 1953. VII, 119 p., index, bibliogr. p. 113.

Donkers

Ref.: OCLC 53397972

Donnison, David

Public administration in Burma: a study of development during the British connexion / F. S. V. Donnison ; publ. in co-operation with the International Secretariat, Institute of Pacific Relations. – London ; New York : Royal Institute of International Affairs, 1953. VII, 119 p., index, bibliogr. p. 113.

HRAF(AP1-24) – Herbert 532

Subject(s): Burma: Politics and government

AU:ANU(Menzies DS485.B86.D6)


Herbert 9

Subject(s): Burma: History

AU:ANU(Menzies DS485.B86.D6)

Donnison, David

Achtern de facade: handbook voor Burma

Donner, W.

Instructions for the guidance of officers drawing pay through the Circle Pay Office

Donnison, David

The handbook of national population censuses: Africa and Asia / Eliane Domschke and Doreen S. Goyer. 1st publ.

Burma behind the mask

Doney, Meryl (b. 1942)

Puppets / Meryl Doney. – Milwaukee, Wis.: Gareth Stevens Publ., 2004. 32 p., col. ill., col. maps, bibliogr. p. 31. – (Crafts from many cultures)

Note: Contains instructions for making a variety of puppets from around the world.

Burma: Puppet history ... - Lifelike puppets: ... Burma

Donald, A. A.


Donnison, David


Burma: Politics and government

AU:ANU(Menzies DS485.B86.D6)


Herbert 9

Subject(s): Burma: History

AU:ANU(Menzies DS485.B86.D6)

Doney, Meryl (b. 1942)


ISBN 0531143996

Contains: Puppet history ... - Lifelike puppets: ... Burma

Note: Contains a brief history of puppet-making and includes instructions for making a variety of puppets from around the world.

Donald, A. A.


Donnison, David

Burma behind the mask

Donners, Jan

→ Achter de facade: handbook voor Burma

Donnison, David


Herbert 405

Burma p. 586-594

Subject(s): Subject(s): Burma: Census - Handbooks, manuals, etc.
Dorai, Francis
Burma, Myanmar

Dorfman, Herbert

Instability in the recent development in Burma and Indo-China / Herbert Dorfman. – 1952. 102 l. – New York, Columbia Univ. (Public Law and Govt.), M.A. thesis 1952

NCC Microfilm : MN7946-1 ZCU

Dorais, John


GB: SOAS(EB 83.31/63.589 ; EB 83.68/232.528)
US: NYPL(Res. BGR)

Ref.: OCLC 35015903

Doris Duke : the Southeast Asian art collection

→Tingley, Nancy <b. 1948>

Dorman-Smith, Reginald Hugh <Sir, 1899-1977>

His Excellency the Governor’s address to the Legislative Council on February 28th, 1946 / [Reginald Hugh Dorman-Smith]. – Rangoon: Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for Public Relations), 1946. 26 p. – At head of title: Government of Burma

D: HD-SAI(reg 60 D 508 Kp)*

Report on the Burma campaign, 1941-1942. – Simla: Govt. of India Pr., 1943. 205, 91 p., maps. – Secret

Ref.: OCLC 30515903

Dorn, Frank


GB: BL-APAC(DS530.1 D71)   NUS(D767.6 Dor)

Ref.: OCLC 20651539 ; 2275534 ; 01090425

Dorotea, Antônio Alvaro
Na terra da grande imagem

→Collis, Maurice

Doring, John


MG: ISEAS(DS530.1 D71)   NUS(D767.6 Dor)

Ref.: OCLC 3061546 ; 7032282 ; 01090444
Dornburg, Ursula Schulz

→Schulz-Dornburg, Ursula


Subject(s): Burma – Political atrocities; Politics and government <1988->; Human rights; Social conditions
Atrocités politiques – Birmanie – Enquêtes
Répression politique – Birmanie
Birmanie – Conditions sociales

D: B-SBB(1 A 236 810)
F: BN Impr.(16-R-37010) BDIC(O 184.930)
BIULO(GEN.III.43458 ; GEN.III.54947)

Ref.: OCLC 31242939


Subject(s): Karenni : Burma ; Karen : Burma

Burma – Human rights – Kayah State

Kayah State : History - Autonomy and independent movements : Politics and government

SG: ISEAS(DS528.2 K35K23)
OAU(Alden SE Asia DS530.8.K38 K37 x)
WU(Memorial Lib. DS530.8 K26 D67 1992)

Ref.: OCLC28704874

Dotson, Lillian Ota

Bibliography of the peoples and cultures of mainland Southeast Asia

→Embree, John F.

Douglas, William Orville


S. 182-222: Burma und die Gegenrevolution

D: HD-SAI(300 mil 69/1560 A)*


p. 213-258: Burma and the counterrevolution

D: HD-SAI(pol 62 C 38)

GB: SOAS(GA 950/439.119)*

US: CU(Wason DS518.1 D73)

HU(Widener Ind 8369.53) LC(DS518.1.D6) NYPL


GB: BL(10057 pp 16)* SOAS(GA 950/96.784)*

MY: RH

Douglas, Sarah

Myanmar, a potential "Asian economic miracle"? : prospects for Myanmar analyzed in the context of the Indonesian development framework / by Sarah Douglas. – San Francisco: Univ. of San Francisco, c1995. VI, 70 l., illus., bibliogr. l. 65-70. – Master's project.

Subject(s): Burma – Social conditions; Economic conditions

US: NIU(SEA HC422 .D6841995)

Douie, Marjorie


GB: BL(4316)


US: CU(Wason PS3507 O73 P7) NYPL

LC(PZ3D749P0) MB WU(CTR A-38220)

Ref.: OCLC12200733

Doulton, Alfred John Farre


Subject(s): India – Army – 23rd Division ; World War <1939-1945> – Operations : Burma

Burma – World War <1939-1945> – Campaigns

GB: BL(08820 dd 21)*

OU(L) BOD Camera UB 22883 e.108)

SOAS(G949/78.953 ; E Coll 3 K/29)

US: CU(Kroch D767.6 D73) LC & WU(Memorial Lib.) : D767.6.D6 NYPL(Res. BZAP)

Ref.: OCLC03809588

Dove, Kay L.

M.A., M.B.A. and M.S. theses relating to East, Southeast and South Asia accepted by the University of Maryland, College Park through 1980

→University of Maryland < College Park > / MacKeldin

Library / East Asia Collection

Doveton, Frederick Brickdale <fl. 1824-1852>

Reminiscences of the Burmese war, in 1824-5-6 / by F. B. Doveton, an eyewitness. With illustrations from original sketches by the author. – London [etc.]: Allen [etc.], 1852.
Burma Bibliographical Project

VIII, 375 p., front., plates. – Originally publ. in the Asiatic journal. – Herbert 357
Subject(s): Burmese War, 1824-1826
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 D 112)*
GB: BL(9056 c 17) BL-APAC(T 11993 ; T 11994)
OUL(IND Retind) SOAS(GB 945/18.318)*
IRL: TCD(-OLIS B-6-79 ; Gall.L.17.68)
F: TYB(XII-25-E-9)
SG: ISEAS(SCR DS457.7 D74) NUS(DS457.7 Dov)
US: HU(Widener & HCL TS : Z250.5.M65 M66xF v.42,4)

Downie, Herndon Glenn <b. 1921>
Includes appendix: Families and higher taxa of the Serpentes :

Dowling, Harry : Juvenile literature
Burma : Snakes - Bibliography ; Bibliography - Snakes ;


Drayner, Marjorie

Dyer, John <1807-1878>
The Judson memorial : intended as a memento of Christian sympathy for the loved, departed Judsons
The Judson offering

Down, Goldie M.
You never can tell when you may meet a leopard / Goldie M. Down. – Washington: Review and Herald Publ. Association, c1980. 127 p., illus. – A biography of a Seventh-day Adventist missionary who began his work in India in 1915 at the age of twenty-one.
ISBN 0828000263
Subject(s): Skinner, Harry : Juvenile literature
Burma : Missionaries - Biography ; Bibliography - Snakes ;

Downey, Mark
A portrait of Myanmar

Downie, D.
Bible revision among the Telugu : a reply to "Correspondence with Burma" by the British & Foreign Bible Society. – Ramapotham: American Baptist Mission Pr., 1891. 12 p.
US: RPB(Hay Metcalf Vol. 1402)
Ref.: OCLC 24760369

Downie, Robert Angus <b. 1905>
Languages of the world that can be set on "Monotype" machines / comp. by R. A. Downie. – [London :] The Monotype Corporation Limited, [1963], 55 p. – (The Monotype recorder, 42.4, summer 1963) – The publication ... coincides with the 11th International Printing Machinery and Allied Trades Exhibition (IPEX) held at Olympia and Earls Court, London, in July 1963.

Draft consolidated Burma land and revenue rules ... – Rangoon, 1912.
GB: BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/311/286)

Siegfried M. Schwertner
Subject(s): Burma : Printing - Specimens
US: HU(Widener & HCL TS : Z250.5.M65 M66xF v.42,4)

Doyle, Patrick
A contribution to Burman mineralogy / by Patrick Doyle. – Calcutta : Stanhope Pr., 1879. 15 p. – Repr. with modifications, from the Rangoon Gazette
GB: BL-APAC(Tr 606)*

Dr. Wood's foreign missionary sermon
→Wood's, Leonard
A sermon delivered at the Tabernacle in Salem, Feb. 6, 1812, on occasion of the ordination of the Rev. Messrs.
Draft rules under the Government of India act required to give effect to the notification / issued under section 52 a (1) of the act on 7 October 1921 by the Governor-General of India in Council with the sanction of His Majesty, constituting Burma a governor’s province under the act. As approved by the Standing Joint Committee on India Affairs. Presented to Parliament by command of His Majesty. – London : H. M. S. O., 1922. 42 p. – (Papers by command / Great Britain, Parliament ;) Cmd. 1672 – At head of title: East India (Constitutional reforms : draft rules under the Government of India act); – Parl. pap. 1922, XVI, 521

Subject(s): Burma : Constitution - History, 1910-29

GB: BL(10864 r 5)  SOAS

Draft rules under the Government of India act required to give effect to the notification / issued under section 52 a (1) of the act on 7 October 1921 by the Governor-General of India in Council with the sanction of His Majesty, constituting Burma a governor’s province under the act. As approved by the Standing Joint Committee on India Affairs. Presented to Parliament by command of His Majesty. – London : H. M. S. O., 1922. 42 p. – (Papers by command / Great Britain, Parliament ;) Cmd. 1672 – At head of title: East India (Constitutional reforms : draft rules under the Government of India act); – Parl. pap. 1922, XVI, 521

Subject(s): Burma : Constitution - History, 1910-29

GB: BL(10864 r 5)  SOAS

Draft rules under the Government of India act required to give effect to the notification / issued under section 52 a (1) of the act on 7 October 1921 by the Governor-General of India in Council with the sanction of His Majesty, constituting Burma a governor’s province under the act. As approved by the Standing Joint Committee on India Affairs. Presented to Parliament by command of His Majesty. – London : H. M. S. O., 1922. 42 p. – (Papers by command / Great Britain, Parliament ;) Cmd. 1672 – At head of title: East India (Constitutional reforms : draft rules under the Government of India act); – Parl. pap. 1922, XVI, 521

Subject(s): Burma : Constitution - History, 1910-29

GB: BL(10864 r 5)  SOAS

Draft environmental profile of Burma

→Varady, Robert G.

Draft rules under the Government of India act required to give effect to the notification / issued under section 52 a (1) of the act on 7 October 1921 by the Governor-General of India in Council with the sanction of His Majesty, constituting Burma a governor’s province under the act. As approved by the Standing Joint Committee on India Affairs. Presented to Parliament by command of His Majesty. – London : H. M. S. O., 1922. 42 p. – (Papers by command / Great Britain, Parliament ;) Cmd. 1672 – At head of title: East India (Constitutional reforms : draft rules under the Government of India act); – Parl. pap. 1922, XVI, 521

Subject(s): Burma : Constitution - History, 1910-29

GB: BL(10864 r 5)  SOAS

Draft environmental profile of Burma

→Varady, Robert G.

Draft rules under the Government of India act required to give effect to the notification / issued under section 52 a (1) of the act on 7 October 1921 by the Governor-General of India in Council with the sanction of His Majesty, constituting Burma a governor’s province under the act. As approved by the Standing Joint Committee on India Affairs. Presented to Parliament by command of His Majesty. – London : H. M. S. O., 1922. 42 p. – (Papers by command / Great Britain, Parliament ;) Cmd. 1672 – At head of title: East India (Constitutional reforms : draft rules under the Government of India act); – Parl. pap. 1922, XVI, 521

Subject(s): Burma : Constitution - History, 1910-29

GB: BL(10864 r 5)  SOAS

Draft environmental profile of Burma

→Varady, Robert G.

Draft rules under the Government of India act required to give effect to the notification / issued under section 52 a (1) of the act on 7 October 1921 by the Governor-General of India in Council with the sanction of His Majesty, constituting Burma a governor’s province under the act. As approved by the Standing Joint Committee on India Affairs. Presented to Parliament by command of His Majesty. – London : H. M. S. O., 1922. 42 p. – (Papers by command / Great Britain, Parliament ;) Cmd. 1672 – At head of title: East India (Constitutional reforms : draft rules under the Government of India act); – Parl. pap. 1922, XVI, 521

Subject(s): Burma : Constitution - History, 1910-29

GB: BL(10864 r 5)  SOAS

Draft environmental profile of Burma

→Varady, Robert G.
Draper, Jack.
Ron of Rubicon : through the days of the Depression to the hills of Burma / prep. by Jack Draper ... [et al.]. – Melbourne: Presbyterian Bookroom, [1946]. 32 p., ports. – Cover title.
Note: The life story of a young Australian teacher and soldier and his Christian experiences.
Subject(s): Hovenden, Ronald Selwyn <d. 1943>
Australia : Christian biography.
AU: NLA (Np 248 DRA)

Draper, ditto.
Ron of Rubicon : through the days of the Depression to the hills of Burma / prep. by Jack Draper ... [et al.]. – Melbourne: Presbyterian Bookroom, [1946]. 32 p., ports. – Cover title.
Note: The life story of a young Australian teacher and soldier and his Christian experiences.
Subject(s): Hovenden, Ronald Selwyn <d. 1943>
Australia : Christian biography.
AU: NLA (Np 248 DRA)

Draper, ditto.
Ron of Rubicon : through the days of the Depression to the hills of Burma / prep. by Jack Draper ... [et al.]. – Melbourne: Presbyterian Bookroom, [1946]. 32 p., ports. – Cover title.
Note: The life story of a young Australian teacher and soldier and his Christian experiences.
Subject(s): Hovenden, Ronald Selwyn <d. 1943>
Australia : Christian biography.
AU: NLA (Np 248 DRA)

Dreier, Burkhardt
ISBN 3-9800105-1-1
S. 14-31: Burma
D: B-SBB (490058 Potsdamer Str.)
Ref.: OCLC 7837805

Dreier, Burkhardt
ISBN 3-9800105-1-1
S. 14-31: Burma
D: B-SBB (490058 Potsdamer Str.)
Ref.: OCLC 7837805

Dreier, Burkhardt
ISBN 3-9800105-1-1
S. 14-31: Burma
D: B-SBB (490058 Potsdamer Str.)
Ref.: OCLC 7837805

Dresdner Bank < Hamburg >
→Burma : wirtschaftlicher Lagebericht

Dripes, George Francis Travers
Index to the Damathat, or Laws of Menoo / by G. F. T. Dripes. – Akyab: Akyab Pr., 1879. 31 p, 31 p.
GB: BL (14300 g 7) BL-APAC (Bur D 1689)
SOAS (A 345.91/46.096)*

Dresser, Alfred

Drinneberg, Erwin
Von Ceylon zum Himalaya : ein Reisebuch von Erwin Drin- neberg. Mit 41 Originalaufnahmen des Verfassers. – Berlin: Volksverband der Bücherfreunde, Wegweiser-Verl., 1926. 360 S., Kt. – (Jahresreihe für Mitglieder des Volksverbandes der Bücherfreunde ; 8.2)
p. 336-343: Über Calcutta nach Birma
p. 343-356: In Birma (Fahrt auf dem Irawadi)
Subject(s): Burma : Description and travel
D: HD-SAI (163 kre 94/71)*
F: BONUS
GB: OUL (Boedleian BOD L Floor M98.G04684)
US: CU (Kroch DS413.D78) HU (Widener Ind 209.26 LC & NNC(Offsite) & UCSB(Main) & WU(Memorial Lib.) : DS413.D7 UC/SLF A0000305946)
YU (MUID, Stacks WB 10071)
Ref.: OCLC 01425420

Dros, Bram
→Foto-verlag der dodenherdenkingen

Droz, Heidi
ISBN 3-7059-0071-4
Subject(s): Droz, Heidi : Travel
Burma : Description and travel
A: ÖNB (ZKAR 1582078-C ; ZNEU MAG 1582079-C)
Gesch. – ( ; Br-CLR-36.1)
LC: 1 (Microfiche 99/63415 (H) So Asia)
WU (CTR FICHE 98/63403 (H))

Burma ; Br-CLR-36) – English , Burmese, French. – A collection of pamphlets publ. during ... Contents list arranged alphabetically by title; index by publisher. Additional materials with other dates of publication may be found in this collection.
Pt.1 [Pamphlets publ. during 1988-1993.]. – 1998. 8 microfi-
lection.
Pt.2 [Pamphlets publ. during 1989-1995.]. – 1999. 3 microfi-
lection.
Subject(s): Burma : Narcotics, Control of ; Drug abuse - Prevention
US: CRL (FICHE 98/63403 (H))
LC: 1 (Microfiche 98/63403 (H) So Asia)
2 (Microfiche 99/63415 (H) So Asia)
WU (CTR FICHE 98/63403 (H))

Subject(s): Law enforcement activities in drug abuse control.
The activities of crop substitution programme in Burma.

Subject(s): Burma : Narcotics, Control of ; Drug abuse - Prevention ; Drug and narcotic control ; Public policy ; Opioid-related disorders ; Narcotics

N: SIRUS(Rapp.776)
US: UC(NRLF HV5840.B8 D79)
TH: CU(Asia 363.4509591 D794)


Subject(s): Burma : Narcotics, Control of ; Drug traffic

United States : Narcotics, Control of
TH: CU(Aasia 363,4509591 D794)
US: CU(Kroch +HV5840.B8 D79)
IU(Govt Docs DOC. GA1.13:NSIAD-89-197) LC UC(SRLF) UC UCSB


Subject(s): United States : Narcotics, Control of
Burma : Narcotics, Control of - International cooperation

US: SCL CS-Law UC(SRLF) UCB UCD UCUCR IU(Main Stacks Govt Docs DOC) & UCSD(Central Doc. US) & YU(MUDD, Gov't Docs. Ctr, Microform) : GA 1.13: NSIAD-89-94


Subject(s): Burma : Drug abuse - Shan State - Prevention ; Community development - Shan State
Shan State : Drug abuse - Prevention ; Community development


Drug control in Burma, Pakistan, and Thailand

Drug control : U.S. supported efforts in Burma, Pakistan, and Thailand : report to the Congress

Drug eradication in Burma

Drug control : enforcement efforts in Burma are not effective


Subject(s): Burma : Drug abuse ; Drug traffic

SG: ISEAS(HV5840 B9D79)

Contents: Editorial p.3
Drawing to a Close?: The Opium Economy and the Pending Ban p.4 - Box: Best Guesstimates p.5 - Map: Shan State p.6 - Box:The Ya Ba Market p.8 - Major events in recent Burmese history p.11 - Box: Burma in the Global Opiates Market p.12
Kingspins or Scapegoats?: Civil War and the Drugs Trade in Burma p.14 - Box: The KMT and the Opium trade p.15 - Box: 'Kings of Opium' p.16 - Box: Ya ba and the Wei brothers p.19 - Map: Burma (Myanmar) p.21
A Politicised Debate : Sanctions, Humanitarian Aid and Drug Control p.23 - Box: Drugs & HIV/AIDS p.29 - Abbreviations p.30 - References and useful websites p.21
Subject(s): Burma : Toxicology
TH: CU(TIC 65134)

Drugs and HIV in South East Asia : a review of critical geographic areas of HIV/AIDS infection ...

Bezziccheri, Sonia

Druitt, A. M.
A world geography for schools in Burma / by A. M. Druitt ; ed. by L. Dudley Stamp. 4th ed.– Calcutta : Longmans Green, 1937. 143 p., illus. maps.

Table of Contents:
Pt.I. Burma and India.
Subject(s): Burma : Geography - Study and teaching

US:CU(Kroch G73.D78 1937)
Ref.: OCLC 51313891

Drummond, Allan
Weary Dunlop / Allan Drummond ; Marcus Binge. – Metton, Vic.: Green Barrow Publishing, c2002 50 p., illus., map.
ISBN 1876460075
Subject(s): Dunlop, Ernest Edward <1907-1993> - Juvenile literature
Burma-Siam Railroad : Juvenile literature
Australia : Surgeons - Biography - Juvenile literature
AU:NLNA(In 617.092 D922D)

Drummond, Henry
Copies of all reports which have been made to the India or Home Government respecting the teak forests in the Tenasserim Provinces

GB:BL(14300 a 48)

Dry Zone Development Project : Nyaung-Oo, Chauk and Yenang-Yang Townships / prep. for the Department for International Cooperation of the Ministry for Foreign Affairs,
GB: BL-APAC(V 24040)

D'Souza, E.
Subject(s): World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns - Burma
India. Army. Maratha Light Infantry - History.
GB: SOAS(E Coll 3 K /118)

D'Souza, Jarlath
Subject(s): ): Burmese : Bangladesh
Burma : Refugees - Arakan ; Human rights - Arakan
Bangladesh : Refugees - Burmese ; Human rights ; Atrocities ; Arakan : Refugees
D: Asien-Haus, Essen(BiBdH1)

Dubertret, Louis
→ Lexique stratigraphique international ; vol. 3. Asie

Dubinsky, A. M.
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945>- East Asia : World War <1939-1945> ; World War <1939-1945> - Diplomatic history - Foreign relations - Soviet Union
Soviet Union : Foreign relations - East Asia
GB: SOAS(I.1.200.2/295.874)
US: LC(DS518.7.D813)

Dubois de Jancigny, Adolphe Philibert <1795-1860>
Japon, Indochine, Empire Birman (ou Ava), Siam, Annam (ou Cochinchine), Péninsule Malaise, etc., Ceylan / par Dubois de Jancigny ... – Paris: Didot, 1850. 665 p., 20 plates, 3 maps. – (L’univers : histoire et description de tous les peuples)
 p. 250-384: Burmah
Subject(s): Burma : Description and travel
AU: ANU(Hope Store Bliss KWV D816j)
D: HD-SAI(100 his 71/862 rara)*
F: BIULO(CD II 9 + GEN.III.5117)
BMH(DS 503.3 J33) MNHN
GB: BL(10024 de 2)
US: CU(Wason DS511 D81)
LC(D20 U85) YU(Bf 7 20 8)

Ducan, Charles V.
Subject(s): Ducan, Charles V.
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Aerial operations, American ; World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns ; World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, American

United States : Air pilots, Military - Biography
US: UCR(Rivera D790 .D82 1990)

Ducat, Charles Merewether
GB: BL(11098 a 27)
US: YU(SML, Microform Fiche B1244 Fiche N.2.1.532)

Duchemin, Vanessa <b. 1972>
Subject(s): Burma : Architecture, Buddhist - Pagan
Pagan : Temples, Buddhist - Influence - Chinese ; Temples, Buddhist - Influence - Indian ; Temples, Buddhist - Influence - Indonesian
F: Paris3-BU(TP 2001-1)
US: CRL(OpenCollec P-90007174)

Duckworth, Christian Leslie Dyce
Irrawaddy Flotilla Company Limited, 1864-1950
→ Chubb, H. J.

Duckworth, Henry
Note: Presents a paper read by Henry Duckworth at the third meeting of the “session” of the Literary and Philosophical Society, on Monday, November 12, 1860, and entitled “Captain Sprye’s proposed new and short route for British and British-Indian commerce with western and interior China, Thibet, and Tartary.” Includes discussion following reading of the paper.
Includes descriptions of China’s seven westernmost provinces
Subject(s): Sprye, Richard
Burma : Trade routes - China
China : Trade routes - Burma
Great Britain : Commerce - China

Dudley, Della A.
US: LC(PZ3.D86515Fi)

Dudley, Sandra
Displacement and identity : Karenni refugees in Thailand / Sandra Dudley. – 2000 [i.e. 2001]. XXIX, 397 l., [29] l. of
Duddin, Charles Harry
ANU:BL(I.S.Bu.141/7)* BL-APAC(Tr.919)*

Dütschler, Eugen Werner
CH:SLB(Q 2826/42)
US: LC(HF3702.S35 ser.B., No.42)

Dürr, Heiner
→ Südasienien : Tradition und Gegenwart

Dütschler, Eugen Werner
CH:SLB(Q 2826/42)
US: LC(HF3702.S35 ser.B., No.42)

Dufferin Hospital < Rangoon >
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.141/7)* BL-APAC(Tr.919)*

Dufﬁn, Charles Harry
ANU:BL(I.S.Bu.141/7)* BL-APAC(Tr.919)*

Dugast, François
Subject(s): Burma : Historic sites and monuments - Conservation and restoration ; Antiquities Pagan : Cultural property preservation ; Project Activities – UNDP ; UNDP : Project Activities - Pagan ; Project evaluation - Pagan ; Programme management - Pagan ; Cultural heritage - Burma
US: BL-DSS(D216517 ; DN047967)

Dugast, Jean-Léo
Birma
→ Montagu, Jean-Yves

Dugast, Jean-Léo
Birma
→ Montagu, Jean-Yves

Dugga, Daniel E. < b. 1950>
Subject(s): Burma : Forests and forestry ; Intercultural communication
US: NSyU(Moon Theses & Archiv Theses: D825)

Ramakrishna Mission Society Cultural Studies Group
Essentials of Sikhism: a talk / by Raghbir Singh Dugal at the Ramakrishna Mission Society, Cultural Studies Group, Rangoon ; issued by the Sikh Temple Com-

ditto / by Sardar Bahadur Dr. Ragbhbir Singh Dugal on 28th July, 1950, at the Ramakrishna Mission Society, Cultural Studies Group, Rangoon ; issued by the Sikh Temple Com-

Daniel E. Dullea.
Subject(s): Burma : Forests and forestry ; Intercultural communication
US: NSyU(Moon Theses & Archiv Theses: D825)

Dudgeon, Jean-Yves

Dugast, Jean-Léo
Birma
→ Montagu, Jean-Yves

Dufﬁn, Charles Harry
ANU:BL(I.S.Bu.141/7)* BL-APAC(Tr.919)*

Dütschler, Eugen Werner
CH:SLB(Q 2826/42)
US: LC(HF3702.S35 ser.B., No.42)

Dufferin Hospital < Rangoon >
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.141/7)* BL-APAC(Tr.919)*

Dufﬁn, Charles Harry
ANU:BL(I.S.Bu.141/7)* BL-APAC(Tr.919)*

The Duke of Connaught's Indian visit number. – Rangoon : Mraumapran konpósanatā, 2121. 117 p. – (Burma guardian) – Added title and text in Burmese
GB:BL-APAC(G 21)
Burma Bibliographical Project

Dulles, Wink
Fielding’s Southeast Asia: the adventurous and up-to-the-minute guide to the world’s most exotic regions / by Wink Dulles; Robert Young Pelton. – Redondo Beach, Calif.: Fielding World-wide, c1996. XXII, 806 p., illus., maps, index. ISBN 1-56952-069-0
Subject(s): Burma: Guidebooks
US: CU(Kroch DS563 .D85 1996)
NL: KITLV(M 1997 A 1875)
Ref.: OCLC 35720473; 35692975

Dumarçay, Jacques
Subject(s): Burmese: Monuments; Antiquities; Civilization.
US: CU(Kroch DS565 .D85 1996) & LC & NIU(SEA) & UCB(Main) & UCD(Shields) & UCLA(YRL) & UCSD(Art&Arch) & UCSB(Main) & UCSC(McHenry) & YU(CCL X)
Ref.: BNB

Dumont, Béatrice
Prise en charge d'une epidemie de cholera dans un camp de refugies Karens en Thailande: mission humanitaire avec aide medicale internationale (mars - avril 1997) / Beatrice Dumont; sous la direction de Henri Metzger. – 1998. – Strasbourg 1, these d'exercice (medecine), 1998
Subject(s): Karen: Thailand: Public health; Cholera; Refugees - Karens: Mission medical; Medical prevention
US: CU(Kroch PQ2222: SE A63 1962)

Dun, Smith

Dun & Bradstreet Corporation
Subject(s): Burma: Economic conditions -1948- . - Periodicals; Economic policy - Periodicals; Politics and government <1988-> - Periodicals; Commerce - Periodicals
GB: OUL(9001.b.299)
OU(9001.b.299)
OUL(EAL East. Art VWa Dum)
SOAS(FN/696622)
IRL:TCD(1997- (PB-146-978)

Dunbar, Catherine
Subject(s): Burma: World War <1939-1945> - Fiction, English; Friendship - Fiction;
Love stories, English
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Dunlop, Charles V.
B-24 over Burma / by Charles V. Dunlop. – Modesto, Calif.: C. V. Dunlop, c1986. 102, 19 p., illus., maps.
Subject(s): Dunlop, Charles V.


Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Aerial operations, American ; World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
US: LC(MLCM 95/8859 (D))

Duncan, Peter Martin <1821-1891>
Marine zoology, etc.

→Contributions to the fauna of Mergui and its archipelago

Duncombe, Brenda
Art museums of Southeast Asia : with travel notes / Brenda Duncombe. – Sydney: Crafts Council of Australia, 1988. 28 p., illus., maps. – ISBN 0908278438 – Herbert 793

Pause p. 5-6

AU:ANU(Chifley large book N3700.D86 1988 ; ITA


Herbert 402

GB:BL(YH 1978 b 729) BL-APAC(ORW 1987 a 1963)

CUL(539:1.b.610.3) OUL(BOD Nuncham M88.D00082 000019474) Well(HMC JLQP.26)

NL:KB KITLV(M 3n 1194 N+) AU:ANU(Chifley D805.T5D86 1986)

US:C(State Lib D805.B8i D86 1987)

Dunkley, Herbert Francis <b. 1886-1963>

→A digest of Burma rulings

A report on the reorganization of the judicial administration of Burma / by H. F. Dunkley. – Simla: Liddell’s Print. Works. [1943]. 115 p. – On cover: Reorganization of the judicial administration of Burma

GB:BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/140/17A)*

Dunklin, Annette
Deep ecology forest walk 1996, or, "Just not another walk in the woods" / by Annette Dunklin & Jennifer Rain. – Bangkok: Spirit in Education Movement, [1996]. 20 l., illus. – (Occasional papers / Spirit in Education Movement ; 4) – In collaboration with Khakanamken Satsana phua Khaphattana, Thai Inter-religious Commission for Development (TICD), Sathaban Santi Prachatham, Santi Pracha Dhamma Institute - Cover.

Subject(s): Karen : Thailand

Thailand : Deep ecology ; Spiritual retreats ; Spiritual biography

US: ANU(Hancock lge pamph GF50 .D86 1996)

Burma-Siam Railroad

Australia : World War <1939-1945> - Medical care

Australia : World War <1939-1945> - Prisoners and prisons, Japanese ; Prisoners of war - Biography.

GB:BL(YA.1999.b.4844)


Subject(s): Dunlop, Ernest Edward <1907-1993> : Diaries Burma-Siam Railroad

Australia : World War <1939-1945> - Medical care

Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Prisoners and prisons, Japanese ; Prisoners of war - Biography.

AU:ANU(Chifley D805.T5D86 1986)

NLA(N+ 940.547252 D922)

F: BDIC

GB:BL-DSS(87/14027)


HU(Widener WID-LC D805.B93 D96 1986)

LC & UCLA(YRL) & YU(LSF-Request) : D805.B9.D86 1986 NYPL(Res. JFF 88-1625)

UCB(Main D805.B9 D861 1986)

WU(Memorial Lib. D805 J3 D83 1986)

Ref.: OCLC16795411

Dunlop, Ernest Edward <1907-1993>


AU:ANL(NA940.547252 D922)

GB:BL(YC.1990.b.7640) CUL(539:1.b.610.3)

OUL(BOD Nuncham M88.D00082 000019474) Well(HMC JLQP.26)

IRL:TCD(HL-162-891)

NL:KB KITLV(M 3n 1194 N+)

US:C(State Lib D805.B8i D86 1987)


ditto. / for[word by Sir Laurens van der Post. – Wheat-


Herbert 402

GB:BL(YH 1978 b 729) BL-APAC(ORW 1987 a 1963)

CUL(539:1.b.610.3) OUL(BOD Nuncham M88.D00082 000019474) Well(HMC JLQP.26)

IRL:TCD(HL- 97-798 ; PB-97-227)

NL:KB KITLV(M 3n 1194 N+)

US:C(State Lib D805.B8i D86 1987)


AU:ANL(NA940.547252 D922)

GB:BL(YC.1990.b.7640) CUL(539:1.b.610.4)

SOAS(G949.092/588.848) OUL(BOD Nuncham M90.D02054 400738858)

IRL:TCD(HL-162-891)


OUL(BOD L Floor M92.G02886 400945973)

US:NYPL(Res. JFF 92-8299)

The war diaries of Weary Dunlop

→s.also Ebury, Sue: Weary : the life of Sir Edward Dunlop

Dunlop, Richard

Behind Japanese lines : with the OSS in Burma / by Richard Dunlop. – Chicago, Ill. [etc.]: Rand McNally, 1979. 448 p., illus., map, index, gloss., bibliogr. p. [440]-442.
Herbert 373
Subject(s): United States : Office of Strategic Services ; World War <1939-1945> - Secret service
D: GO-SUB(85 A 923) HD-SA(i)(322 mil 81/22)*
F: BIDIC(O 134982)
GB: BL(X 800/32382)
SOAS(GB94/437.412* ; E Coll 3 H/8)
SG: ISEAS(D767.6 D92) NRL(940.53591 DUN)
NUS(D767.6 Dun)
US: CoFS CU(Kroch D767.6 D92)
HU(Widener WID-LC) & OU(OA(Albina SE Asia) & UC(NRLF) & UCB(Main) & UCD(Shields) & UCLA(YRL) & UCR(Rivers) & UCD(SSH) & Wu(Memorial Lib.) : D767.6 D8
NYPL(Res. JFE 80-2740)
NIU(SEA DS485.B81 D8)
YU(SML D767.6 D855 1979)
Ref.: OCLC 7127730 ; 05171204

ISBN 0-8094-8579-6 ; 0-8094-8580-X ; 0-8094-8581-8
US: LC(D767.6 D91)
Subject(s): Burma : Description and travel - Juvenile literature.
US: CU(Kroch) HU(Widener Harv. Depos.) IU LC & Mu(U(Tulsa) & Wu(Memorial Lib.) : DS485.B81 D8 1959 WMU(U(GS Pubs (East) G126 .A75x no.47)
Ref.: OCLC05743599

Ditto. – ibid., 1964. 64 p., [6] l. of plates, illus. (some col.), maps. – (Around the world program)
D: B-SBB(374 773 Potsdamer Str.)
HC(AVR(x 300/761)* & Wu(Memorial Lib.) : DS485.B81 D8 1964)
WMU(U(GS Pubs (East) 126 .A75x no.226)
Ref.: OCLC3699981

Dunn, Benjamin
The bamboo express / by Benjamin Dunn. Rev. ed. – Chicago : Adams Pr., c1979. 204 p., illus., maps, ports.
Subject(s): Burma-Siam Railroad
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, American ; World War <1939-1945> - Prisons and prisoners, Japanese
US: SIUC(Rare Books Am-IllZ54J30AA)

Dunn, Charles William <b. 1877>
→ A Burmese-English dictionary

Dunstan, Mary Jane
The boy who played tiger
→ Garlan, Patricia Wallace

Orange-robed boy
→ Garlan, Patricia

Dunung, Sanjyot P.
p. 518-542: Myanmar (Burma)
Note: Written by a seasoned expert on international business development, this guide distills a library's worth of essential knowledge into a single, practical volume. It allows readers to quickly acquaint themselves with nineteen foreign lands and learn the finer points of conducting business within each distinctive culture. Newly updated to address recent economic, political, and regulatory developments - and including a new appendix on the spread and use of technology in the region - this book covers the following topics regarding each country: geography, history, political structure, social customs, work schedules, making contacts, meeting people, corporate structures, negotiation, conducting business in social settings, dress codes, useful phrases, major holidays, helpful phone numbers, and useful addresses.
Subject(s): Burma : International business enterprises ; Intercultural communication ; Foreign trade regulation ; Investments, Foreign ; Economic conditions - 1945- ; Foreign economic relations.
D: CUB(GQ 800 dun) HD-SA(100 wiw 98/724)
US: CU(Uris) & YU(SS R) : HF1583 .D86x 1995 LC & Mu(U(Tulsa) & NiU(SEA Ref.) & OAU(Alden SE Asia) & UCB(Bus & Econ) & UCD(Shields) & UC(LA(College & Management) & UC(Rivera HF) & UCSD(IPS) : HF1583 .D86 1995 NYPL(SB-L.B. Altman Des JBD 00-949) & UCB(S-S/EAsia) & UCI(Main Lib) : HF1583 .D86 1995 REF
Ref.: OCLC 31656473

Contents: 17. Myanmar (Burma)
US: CU(Management HF1583 .D86x 1998) LC & Mu(U(Tulsa Wilson Business Ref) & NiU(SEA Ref.) & UCB(Bus & Econ) & UCB(Main Lib) : HF1583 .D86 1998
Ref.: OCLC 39699981

Dupont, Pierre <1908-1955>
GB: BL(Ac 8814 e)* SOAS(FNB.L 9/132.761)*
US: CS(CU) DSI HU-P LC(DS570.M6D8 1959) MiU YU
Subject(s): Jâtakas - Mon - Selections
GB: BL(Ac 8814 e) BL-APC(Mon F I)
US: CU(Wason BL1411 J3D934)+ LC-P4

Dupuy, François <b. 1959>
Images du Bouddhisme vivant : la Birmanie = Burma : images of living Buddhism / [photographies de] François Dupuy
Bibliographical description

Dupuy, Trevor Nevitt <b, 1916>
Asian and Axis resistance movements / by Trevor Nevitt Dupuy. – New York : Watts, c1965. 88 p., illus., map. – (The military history of World War II / T. N. Dupuy ; 16)
Subject(s): Burma : Civilisation - Buddhism influences
Buddhism - Burma - Customs and practices
Buddhism and art - Burma
D: HD-SAI(325 rel 96/307)*
Subject(s): Burma : Civilization - Buddhist influences
Buddhism - Burma - Customs and practices
Buddhism and art - Burma

Durand, Eric
Determinisme de la panachure : du modèle murin au chat sacré de Birmanie ; revue bibliographique / Eric Durand ; sous la direction de Philippe Bosse. – 1999. – Paris 12, Alfort, thèse d'exercice, médecine vétérinaire 1999
Subject(s): medicine veterinarian : biologie animale / biochimie / biophysique
Pigmentation : melanocyte ; panachure ; chat sacré de birmanie ; souris ; génétique
F: Maisons-Alfort-École Vétérinaire

Durand, Henry Mortimer <1850-1924>
1. – X, 448 p.
2. – VIII, 328 p., index.
D: HD-SAI(300 pol 67/297)*

Durnford, Tillman
US: IU(Main Stacks 915.9 DUR)
ditto. – ibd., 1966.
AU:NLA(915.9 DUR)
ditto. 4th print. – ibd., 1966.

Durie, G. A.
Reports on road metal quarries in the Thaton District

Durnford, John

Durnford, Stanley John Harper

D: HD-SAI(300 pol 67/297)*
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also: The Mandalay Palace

Subject(s): Mya Nan San Kyaw < Mandalay >

Mandalay : Nantaw ; Buildings, Structures, etc.; Palaces - Guidebooks

Burma : Travel & Topography ; Art & Antiquities ; Architecture

AU: NLA (Luce 185; Mc N 1057/122)

GB: BL (07815 eee 76: * 14302 cc 15)

BL-APAC (T 12680; IOR/V/27/941/70)

SOAS (FNA/428.705)*

NL: IK (IVf 20)

SG: ISEAS (Microfiche Mfc A2079)

Ref.: OCLC 33999911


US: YU (NLA NA1512.2. M3 D87 1999 (LC) ; UN-CAT 106540)

Ref.: OCLC 52781828

Jinacarita, or "The career of the conqueror"

→ Medhamkara

A list of inscriptions found in Burma / comp. and edited by Chas. Duroiselle. Archaeological Survey of Burma. – Rangoon: Govt. Print., Burma (for S.A.S.)

1. The list of inscriptions arranged in the order of their dates. 1921, VII, 216 p., app.

Subject(s): Inscriptions, Burmese

AU: NLA (Chifley large book CN1213.B8 pt.1)

YU (SML NA1512.2.M3 D87 1999 (LC) ; UNCAT 106540)

Ref.: OCLC 52781828

→ Lithic and other inscriptions of Burma

Guidebooks

Mandalay Palace

Mon inscriptions

→ Epigraphia Birmanica ; 1.2

The Myazedi inscriptions

→ Epigraphia Birmanica ; 1.1
GB:BL(14097 b 18)
US:HU

Notes on the ancient geography of Burma / by C. Duroiselle. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. – No more publ. – A study of the Samyutta-nikaya, with extracts from it. 1 – 1906. 27 p. – Repr. from: École Française d’Extrême-Orient.

Note: A study of the Samyutta-nikaya, with extracts from it
Subject(s): Tipitaka : Suttapitaka - Samyuttanikaya - Khuddakanikaya - Jataka
1 – 1906. 27 p.

Subject(s): Tipitaka : Suttapitaka - Samyuttanikaya - Criticism, interpretation, etc.

Ref.: OCLC 32445613

Original inscriptions collected by King Bodawpaya in Upper Burma
Pageant of King Mindon leaving his palace on a visit to the Kyauktawgyi Buddha image at Mandalay (1865) : reproduced from a contemporary rare document / by Chas. Duroiselle ... – Calcutta : Govt. of India, Central Publ. Branch, 1925. III, 16, III p., 15 plates, index. – (Memoirs of the Archaeological Survey of India ; 27)
Note: Pictures, with description of the procession of King Mindon of Burma, 1814-1878, from his palace to a Buddhist shrine within Mandalay.
Subject(s): Mindon <King of Burma, 1814-1878>
Painting, Burmese

Burma : Military uniforms / Pageants - Mandalay
AU:ANU(Menzies lge bk ND1012.D87 1925)
US:CU(Kroch ++ DS417 .I55)   NYPL   OCI
UCB(Main DS417 .I37 no.27)
UCLA(Arts *ND 1012 D936p)

The Talaing plaques on the Ananda text
Epigraphia Birmanica

Notes on the Vessantaraj Vatthu : according to the rev. 1992. 1 microfiche. - Microreproduction

GB:Durham(913.54 MEM(26-29))
Ref.: OCLC: 51196810

US: CRL & LC : Microfilm BUL-ENG-266 (D)
Ref.: OCLC38143952

Pāli unseens / by C. Duroiselle. – Rangoon : British Burma Pr. 1907. III, 148 p. – (School Pāli series ; 3)
Subject(s): Pāli language
US:HU(Widener Harv.Depos. 3247.61.13)

ditto. 2nd ed. – ibd., 19-?
US:NNC(Butler 892.2 D936

Pāli unseens / by C. Duroiselle. – Rangoon : British Burma Pr. 1907. III, 148 p. – (School Pāli series ; 3)
Subject(s): Pāli language
US:HU(Widener Harv.Depos. 3247.61.13)

A practical grammar of the Pāli language / by Charles Duroiselle. – Rangoon : British Burma Pr. 1906. II, 346 p. Subject(s): Pāli language
GB:BL(12906 de 31)*   BL-APAC(T 6789) SOAS(S.III.4/53648)

US:CLS SU NYPL RPB UC(NRLF ; SRLF)
Ref.: OCLC38143952

US:BL-APAC(SW 17/27 ; IOR/V/21/99)
SOAS(FNA.L 19/183.141* ; Ref.FOC.L / 8.751)
MY:RUL
SG:ISEAS(Microfiche Mfc A2199)
US:CU(Kroch ++ DS417 .I39 no.27; microfiche 981,27)

HU(Tozzer L.SOC.60.12.2.5 (27) ; Film Toz C4362)
LC(DS417 .I55) NYPL OCI
UCB(Main DS417 .I37 no.27)
UCLA(Arts *ND 1012 D936p)

YU(SML Yale Classification Bj41 06 27)
Burma Bibliographical Project

Vocabulary. – Rangoon : British Burma Pr. – (School Pāli series ; 2)
Subject(s): Pāli language
US: Hu(Widener Harv.Depos. 3247.61.13)

**ditto.** 3rd ed. – 19-?
US: NNC(Butler 892.2 D936)

**Durrenberger, Edward Paul <b. 1943>**
Agricultural production and household budgets in a Shan peasant village in Northwestern Thailand : a quantitative description / by E. Paul Durrenberger. – Athens, Ohio : Ohio Univ., Center for International Studies, Southeast Asia Program, 1978. 141 p., tab., figs., bibliogr. p. 141-[142] . – (Papers in international studies ; Southeast Asia studies ; 49)
ISBN 0-89680-071-7
Subject(s): Traditional medicine – Thailand.
US: CU(Kroch DS570.S52 D88 1990 ; Film 11052 Reel 1896 no.5 ; Annex Film N11052 Reel 1896 no.5)

Subject(s): Lisu : Religion
US: CU(Kroch DS570.L7 D96 + ; Film 11052 Reel 1896 no.5 ; Annex Film N11052 Reel 1896 no.5)

**Durzhinin, A. D.**
Ref: FAO: TA final reports

Subject(s): Burma : Investeringen
NL: KB(2233963 Depotexemplaar)

**Duties and rights**
→ Central Committee for the Management of Culturable Land, Fallow Land, and Waste Land

GB: BL(L.S.Bu.178)*
US: LC(U9635.B6A3)

GB: BL(14300 f 32)*
BL-APAC(Bur B 339)

**Dutt, Sukumar <b. 1903>**
Buddhism in East Asia : an outline of Buddhism in the history and culture of the peoples of East Asia / Sukumar Dutt.

US: CU(Kroch Film 3919) NIU(Microforms Microfilm AC801 .D9654) YU(SML Microform Film B2140)

Subject(s): Lisu : Religion
AU: ANU(Chifley large book HD2080.55.D8)

**Analytical perspectives on Shan agriculture and village economics / E. Paul Durrenberger ; Nicola Tannenbaum. – New Haven, CT: Yale Univ. Southeast Asia Studies, Yale Center for International and Area Studies, c1990. X, 112 p. , bibliogr. p. [108]-[112]. – (Monograph series / Yale Univ. Southeast Asia Studies ; 37)
ISBN 0-938692-45-3
Subject(s): Shan : Thailand, Northwestern - Economic conditions - Statistics

**Thailand, Northwestern : Agriculture - Mae Hong Son – Statistics ; Cost and standard of living - Mae Hong Son - Statistics
Mae Hong Son < Thailand, Northwestern > - Economic conditions - Statistics**
AU: ANU(Chifley large book HD2080.55.D8)

Subject(s): Lisu : Religion
AU: ANU(Chifley large book HD2080.55.D8)

**Analytical perspectives on Shan agriculture and village economics / E. Paul Durrenberger ; Nicola Tannenbaum. – New Haven, CT: Yale Univ. Southeast Asia Studies, Yale Center for International and Area Studies, c1990. X, 112 p. , bibliogr. p. [108]-[112]. – (Monograph series / Yale Univ. Southeast Asia Studies ; 37)
ISBN 0-938692-45-3
Subject(s): Shan : Thailand, Northwestern - Economic conditions - Statistics

**Thailand, Northwestern : Agriculture - Mae Hong Son – Statistics ; Cost and standard of living - Mae Hong Son - Statistics
Mae Hong Son < Thailand, Northwestern > - Economic conditions**

Subject(s): Traditional medicine – Thailand.
**Lisu** (Southeast Asian people) – Social life and customs.
D: HD-SAI(345 eth 84/1568)
Bibliographical description

Dutta. Parul Chandra b. 1930>

Note: On the social life and customs of the Kachin (Asian people).
Subject(s): Kachin : Social life and customs
D: TU-UB(34 A 3255)
GB: BL(14302 a 28)
US: LC(266.9591.D98c)

ditto. – ibd., 1969. 98 p., illus., map. – (The people of NEFA)
US: LC(4225 ff 39)*
GB: BL(WP 7837)*
IU(Main Stacks 341.64 D954N)

Dutta, Prithwis b. 1933>

p. 209-298: Appendices:
A. Belgrade Conference, 1961
B. Cairo Conference, 1964
C. Lusaka Conference, 1970
D. Algiers’ Conference, 1973
E. Colombo Conference, 1976

Subject(s): Burma : Neutrality
CH: UN
GB: BL(YA.1989.a.5547) BL-APAC(T 32472)
SOAS(A327.1/417783)
US: CRL(Annex JX3561 .D97)
IU(Main Stacks 341.64 D954N) HU(Widener WLC-)
& CB & NNC(Lehman) & OAU(Alden SE Asia) & UCLA(YRL) & WU(Memorial Lib.0 : JX5361 D87)
UC(NRLF JX5361 .D87 1978 B 3 175 245) SRLF AA0005202817

Dutta Baruah, P. N. <b. 1947>

Subject(s): Tibeto-Burman languages : Grammaire
Kuki-chin : Grammaire
Hmar language : Grammar
India : Tribes - Languages
F: BIULO(GEN.III.62556)
GB: SOAS(KZ495.4/757211)

Dutton, Lee S.
Current periodical holdings of the Southeast Asia Collection of Northern Illinois University Libraries
→ Northern Illinois University < DeKalb, Ill. > / Libraries / Donn V. Hart South-East Asian Collection

Newspapers in the Southeast Asia collection of Northern Illinois University libraries
→ Northern Illinois University < DeKalb, Ill. > / Libraries / Donn V. Hart South-East Asian Collection

D’Vauz’s Burma pocket almanac and directory
→ Burma pocket almanac and directory

Dwe
Report on the summary settlement of the Yitkangyi and Singyunn colonization areas in the Pegu and Hanthawaddy Districts
→ Settlement < Pegu : Yitkangyi, Singyunn>

Dwe < Saya >
The wonderful ... – [Rangoon,] 1910. 5 parts. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL(14302 a 28)

Dyar, Clifford Henry <b. 1942>
Subject(s): Burma : Preventive detention
US: GU(LXC15 1970 .D95)

Dycke, Henry van
→ Van Dycke, Henry

Dyer, Vernelle Wallace <b. 1894>
→ Are you guilty of race, colour or national prejudice?

Subject(s): Burma : Missions ; Evangelistic work ; Friendship - Religious aspects - Christianity
GB: BL(4225 ff 39)*
BL-APAC(ORW 1986 a 288 ; 1986 a 4406)
US: CLamB(266.9591.D98c)
NNUT(Burke Union Stacks NT3 D99)

GB: BL(4765 g 13) BL-APAC(ORW.1986.a.299)
US: LC(Annex BV3270 .D99) YU(LSF-Request Lrb D988)

GB: BL(TP 7837)*
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